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TRUE FACTS '92
FEATURING:

TRUE MAPS
BOREDOM, U.S.A.................................36
WILD SCIENCE .....................................66
By Doug Kirby, Ken Smith, and Mike Wilkins

TOP TRUE FACTS OF'91 .......
Illustrated by Rick Geary

.50

.77TRUE BOOKS ...........
By Neil Steinberg

WITH A SUPPORTING CAST OF: 
Strange but true crime stories, wondrous animal 
tales, freaky sex happenings, sick food news, nutty 
headlines, wild road signs, insane maniacs, bizarre 
driving mishaps, and some unbelievable shit done by 
kids. It's all here...and it's all true ..................29
Illustrated by Mitch O'Connell
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EDITORIAL ........................................6

LETTERS FROM THE EDITORS .....................8

SPORTS DESK ......................................12
By Chris Kelly

THE POTATO .......................................14

THE PATHETIC ANIMAL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ......15
By Jonathan Schwarz

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOTHERAPY ................ 16
By lan Maxtone-Graham; illustrated by 
Nick Spooner

PULP .19

100 MONKEYS ....................................24
By Melinda Brindley, Mark O'Donnell, David 
Cohen, and Henry H. Roth

BACK
FUNNY PAGES .................................... 88
By Mark Newgarden, Drew Friedman and K. 
Bidus, Shary Flenniken, Chris Ware, Buddy 
Hickerson, Rick Geary, Harvey Pekar and 
Spain, and Doug Alien

THIS MONTH'S COVER was illustrated by the 
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by latchkey kids Eric S. Goldberg and 
Mark Howard
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HI/IHERE. WE'RE THE FOSTER BOYS.WE'RE HERE TO 
PO A BLIMP TASTE-TEST TO SEE WHICH TASTES BEST- 

8 ROOT BEER.THE ONE WITH BITE, ORBGANPX.

THIS TEST WILL BE
CONPUCTEP UNPER

THE STRICTEST BUNP
TASTE-TEST

Brought to you by

SINCE 1898

THE ONE 
WITH BITE.

AFTER PRINKING BRANP X, ) 
JIM HAS PROPPEP PEAR/

/WELL,RUSS.THE FACT THAT JIM IS NOT 
( RESPONDING TO THE PENCILS BEING 
\ STUCK INTO HIS EYES SEEMS TO 

VOUR THEORy.

,THERE yOU HWE IT, FOLk5. 
CAN7 TELL THE PIFFERENCE 
TURPENTINE /(NP BRANP X ROOT PEER. 
SO PLAY IT SAFE AND ONLy PRINK BARQ'S" '

IS TURPENTINE/N 
PIPN'T I TELL YOU TO FILL \ 

THIS CAN WITH BRANP X I 
ROOT BEER ? ^^

I COUUPN^T TELL\ 
.JHEPiFFERENCE/ )

HEY GANG/
JOIN THE
FOSTER Boye
IN THEIR NEXT 
FOTO FUNNIES 
AS THEY TRAVEL 
TO MOSCOW ANP 
W\KE PLENTY OF 
GRATUITOUS 
REFERENCED 
TO "»'

roaa FULL tor TEAM
ROOT BEER

* THIS TEST WAS CONPUCTEP IN 6TOICT ACCORPANCE WITH THE E5TABL16H&P RULE6 OF THE BLINP TA-5TC COUNaL.USIMG 
A B.T.T.C APPROV&P BLINPFOLP. ETTC. SANCTIONEP OPAOUING TECHNIQUES WERE FOLUOWEP IN CONCEALING 
THE LABEL ON THE CONTAINER PEPICTEP AS "BRANP X" PENCILS COURTESV MANNV'3 HOUSEOFLEAP.

© 1992 SAGO'S IHC.
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F lipping through the pages of 
this True Facts issue—or any 
True Facts issue—one gets the 
sense that God, if there is one 

at all, is more a capricious genie than a 
benevolent lawgiver. The only thing 
we know in our experience that really 
does exist is chaos, we reflect as we 
look at the wacky-Chinese-restaurant 
pictures. And when we hear about the 
guy beating his wife to death with 
banjos, it strikes us that the world is 
upside down in the True Facts 
universe, spun, it seems, by 
serendipity, coincidence, and luck 
(dumb or otherwise). For top-flight 
humorists such as ourselves, True Facts 
proves our grand attempts at amusing 
tales and unexpected ideas are 
humbled into stale predictability by 
the infinite madness of the real world- 
It seems that, like the tree, only God 
can make a True Fact. 

For example:
• Josephine Head and Bill Fuck are to 
be married during a private ceremony 
in Fart Falls, Montana. Head, the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimbo 
Timbo-Crimbo of Lasersurgery, Iowa, 
is a laboratory test animal for 
Livermore Laboratories. Fuck, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Hi I'm A Goddamn 
Stupid Fuck of Saucyfloss, California, 
is a kindergarten student. This will be 
Head's eighty-third marriage, Fuck's 
first.
* Eighty-year-old June Sarris of 
Madison, Wisconsin, discovered the

bodies of fifteen of her closest friends 
planted head first in her backyard 
garden recently. A local radio station,

which killed the friends and planted 
them as parr of a promotion, confessed 
to having used "poor judgment" in its 
actions, saying that the stunt would 
have been better if the bodies had 
been planted feec first. 
• A dog, a cat, and a kissing gourami

fish, which had formed a direct-mail 
and political consulting firm that 
grossed nearly fifteen million dollars in 
1990, were arrested in connection 
with the arson deaths of three J.C. 
Penney employees last year in King of 
Prussia, Pennsylvania.
• Niles, Ohio, city councilman Otto 
Wilson returned home Friday from a 
three-hour council meeting to find his 
house had been broken into by Jesus 
Christ, who prepared himself a meal 
from food in Wilson's kitchen before 
leaving the house and returning to 
heaven.
• From the Police Blotter of the San 
Jose Mercury News: "Los Angeles 
police officers responding to a noise 
complaint in the Charles Laughton 
housing projects arrested a Chicken 
McNugget at 4:30 P.M."
• The July 5 lineup for the third race 
at the Belmont Park racetrack 
included horses named Red Rocket, 
Deep Pocket, DC Socket, Heart- 
Shaped Locket, Judge's Docket, and 
Davy Crockett. The horses were 
owned by men named Jerry, Larry, 
Gary, Barry, Harry, and Terry, 
respectively. The sons of the men were 
named Scan, Ron, Don, Lon, John, 
and Vaughn, respectively. The 
girlfriends of the sons were named 
Nina, Tina, Gina, Christina, Dina, 
and Sheena. The dogs of the 
girlfriends were named Scruffy, Fluffy, 
Tuffy, Buffy, Puffy, and Muffy. The 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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Sirs:
The big wheel spins round and 

round. Corne on. Big money. Big 
money. And the wheel lands on... 
bleach. Everybody always wins 
bleach.

Par Sajak 
Wheel of Bleach

Sirs:
Regular price, four bucks, four 

bucks, fifty bucks, four bucks.
The Pizza Hue Hooker 

In the parking tor

Sirs:
1 am hustled out of bed every morn 

ing at five. The sun is just peering out 
as I'm handed an indifferent mix of 
sugar, flour, and water. The polyester 
work clothes itch as today's sweat 
mixes with yesterday's and last week's. 
1 guard my food warily, and then wolf 
it down. Now they lead me down a 
dingy corridor into the poorly lit back 
room. A simple sign, "Employees 
Only— Keep Out," does not describe 
at all what is to follow. Once again it 
is time to make the doughnuts.

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 
Working again

Sirs:
Las: fall's Clarence Thomas mess 

left a foul taste in my mouth. The 
issue of sexual misconduct aside, I 
resent the accusations of a "lack of 
blackness" in Justice Thomas's char 
acter and political sensibilities. This 
egregious point of view presumes that

all African-Americans should march 
in lockstep when it comes to their sup 
port of affirmative action and entitle 
ment programs. If Clarence Thomas 
stands up for what he believes, he 
cannot be a traitor to his race. He is 
simply another voice in the diverse 
chorus of Black America. I long for 
the day when each person is judged as 
an individual and not simply as an 
adjunct member of his or her race or 
ethnic group.

Slappy White 
Las Vegas, Nev.

Sirs:
Life is difficult for us of the Phylatia 

Ltithus phylum. We live only a scant 
thirty-two minutes, during which time 
we must mate, give birth, and write 
a short letter to the publication of 
our choice.

Apollonia Milicent Thraft 
Okefenokee, Fla.

Sirs:
Pick a number between 1 and 10, 

but don't tell me what it is. Okay. Now 
add 32. Multiply by 9. Add the digits 
together, in your head.. . - Okay, 
good. And presto! Your original num-

"Toli/e!"
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her was 4- What do you mean, "no"? 
Okay, okay. Give me a minute.

Blackstone 
All-knowing, all-seeing

Sirs;
All work and no play does make 

Jack a mighty dull boy. But he's work 
ing for me now, so I don't really give a 
good goddamn how interesting he is. 

Roland C. Tycoon 
Forty-third floor 

Corner office 
Houston, Tex.

Sirs:
Found the glirch. After you multi- 

ply by 9 but before adding the digits 
together, subtract the first digit from 
the total. Add the digits together... 
and let me work my magic. . . . Okay. 
The original number was... 7! No.' 
Aw, fuck. This is embarrassing. Don't 
move. I'll be right back.

Blackstone 
Pretty powerful

Sirs:
They double- and triple-team me, 

but it's no use, because they are, after 
all, penguins. I lead the league in 
sacks down here!

Admiral "Refrigerator" Perry 
Due south

Sirs:
This is it. Divide the sum of the 

digits by their difference. Add your 
mother's age when she birthed you. 
Now don't tell me the sum. Okay, 
okay... your original... Sorry, what 
was that sum? Goddammit, I'm the 
magician! Just tell me the fucking 
sum. All right, then. Your original 
number was 6. Aw, nuts.

Blackstone 
Available for birthdays

Sirs:
Hey, I got a great idea — Silence of 

the Clams! Do you get it ? Clams don't 
make any noise, right, and then 
there's that popular rnovie called 
Silence of the Lambs, and so you, like, 
put the two together, and right there, 
you gee something kind of funny. But 
honestly, it's probably not quite funny 
enough to do a whole feature on it, so 
there it goes, into the letters column, 
with all the other weak jokes you guys 
think of that don't have much poten 
tial and aren't really good enough for 
anything else. So there — after all 
these years, I think I've finally figured

how you guys do it. Cancel my sub 
scription, you lazy half-assed bums.

Bernie Kravitzky
Twenty-year subscriber

Saginaw, Mich.

Sirs:
MADONNA'S MENSTRUATION
FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL
WILL FALL BETWEEN THE DAYS
OF THE 8TH AND THE 15TH.
Source: Madonna
Margin of error +1   5 days
Copyright Madonna, Inc. 1992
All rights reserved
For more info, dial 1-9QO-4PERIOD
(You must be 12 years or older to call)
Tentative forecast for May: 12th- 19th

Sirs:
I will now share with you my sure- 

fire recipe for endless, rich comedy. 
You say a word ending in -er, like 
hitchhiker, or advertiser, and then I 
snap right back by repeating the word, 
and then saying, "I don't even know 
'er." Pretty cool, huh? See, look: 
Butter? I don't even know 'er! Refrig 
erator? I don't even know 'er'. Liquor?

/ don't even know 'er 1.
Wait, there's more! Hammer? Cau 

liflower? Tower of Power? / don't even 
know 'er! Ha! This thing's sure to be 
the "Name Game" of the nineties. Just 
thought I'd give you a chance to jump 
on at the ground floor.

Perry Friedman 
Patents Pending, N. C.

Sirs:
So in the morning we were sup 

posed to have this open forum on the 
ozone layer, only the AC was broken 
at the Hilton so we all scattered. 
Which was okay with me because I 
think everyone gets ideas that are too 
complicated. I keep saying: "Simple 
things to save the earth!" Like who 
wants to hear about auto emissions?

Don Henley's Diary 
Walden Mud Flats, Mass.

Magazine People:
This letter is literocentric. Out of 

solidarity, it must end now.
Annoying College Sophomores 

University ofMacrame 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

DESIGNER SEX TAPES! SUBLIMINAL SEDUCTION!

AMAZING TAPE SEDUCES WOMEN!

SHE THINKS IT'S ONLY 
MUSIC, BUT SHE'S 
BEING EROTICALLY 
PROGRAMMED TO 
LOVE YOU!

SEXUAL MESSAGES 
"HIDDEN" UNDER 
MUSIC AROUSE 
WOMEN!

When "she" hears the 
music, she is also 
hearing erotic 
messages 'designed' to 
make her "want you"!

Slide the "designer" 
cassette into any 
player, the erotic 
messages go directly 
into her subconscious 
mind.

WHY SHE SAYS "YES" 
BEFORE YOU ASK!

Sexual desire comes 
(rom the mind! 
Psychologist know: 
you've got to get into

tier head before you can 
get into her "pants"!

SHE WILL BELIEVE:
1) You are Ihe world's 
most desirable man,
2) Other men are dull 
and sexually repulsive.
3) She is deeply in love 
with you. 
a) Sex with you is 
"necessary and right"!

ORDER TODAY: Soon 
you will hold in your 
hand the most powerful 
and sophisticated 
APHRODISIAC in 
history. Ttiis unique 60 
miri. tape (audible 
music 8 subliminal 
erotic commands) is 
ONLY available from 
The Pilgrimage. Simply 
labeled "Mood Music," 
it comes to you in a
PLAIN PACKAGE. It's
your secret. Only you
will know why she
suddenly agrees to
anything 1.
EVEN AWAKENS A
WIFE'S PASSION!

PUTS YOUR FACE DEEP
INTO HER SEXUAL FANTASIES!

•••••••••••••*•••••••••••**•!
» $16.95 plus $2.05 Postage & Handling 

IL & NC Res. add sales tax
TOTAL $19.00 

send check or money order to:
THE PILGRIMAGE

P.O. Box 377, Dept. NL292, Westmont, IL 60559 
VISAfMC _________________ Gxp. ___

VISA/MCToll Free 1-800-537-0377 
In ILLINOIS Call 1-708.652-8644

SAVE! ANY 3 FOR $28, 7 FOR $59. (Postage Paid)

Custom designed lapes (your name in ihe 
messages) also produced on all subjects: Love, 
sell improvement, business, etc Call (or custom 
prices and details (7081 652-8641.

THE PILGRIMAGE LIBRARY OF SEDUCTION 
Vol. 1 Lite Rock I I Vol. 6 Early Hock

,J Vol. 2 Country 
:.: Vol. 3 Beautiful Music 
L: Vol. 4 Classical 
C Vol. 5 Jazz

LI Vol. 7 Ocean Waves 
I ; Vol. 8 Thunder Storm 
U Vol. 9 Winter Blizzard 
' ' ENTIRE SET $99.00

OTHER TAPES
n Erase Stress, n The II Tree, n Cure Procrastination
I! The Last Cigaratte _" The Subliminal Diet
•_: "The HouroT Love" banishes modesty and hangups

Money Back Guarantee
NAME _________________________________ 
ADDRESS _________________________ 
CITY ________________ STATE __ ZIP __
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LETTERS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9 
Sirs:

Here's one for all you fruity-tooty 
college punks. Everyone knows when 
you eat food you shit shit. So how 
corne when I eat shit I don't shit food? 
Ha! I can't wait to hear the answer to 
this one.

Chuck "The King" Montefusco
Still working at that place

you worked at that one summer

Sirs:
Fool me once, shame on you. Fool 

me twice, shame on me. Fool rne three 
times, shame on you. Fool me four 
times, shame on me. Fool me five 
times and I'll blow your head off with 
a shotgun.

BobWiggits 
Cedarville, Ohio

Sirs:
Take me out ro the ballgame, take 

me out to the crowd. Buy me some 
peanuts and Cracker Jack, then clean 
it up when I get carsick and vomit on 
the way home.

Your Seven-Year-Old Nephew

Sirs:
Kings are appointed by God, and 

their every wish must be obeyed. And 
I'm not just saying that 'cause I'm 
king —I'd say it no matter who I was.

King James 
The early seventeenth century

Sirs:
I'm flipping through the latest issue 

of S) and I spot this article about an 
upcoming LPGA Tournament down 
in Charlottesville. It's a big event. 
Lots ot media coverage, and all the 
top lady golfers are going to be there. 
Then I read on and it says these 
gals are playing for —get this —"a 
$1,000,000 purse." Yeah, right. 
What's the next tournament going to 
be for —matching shoes? Fuckin' 
broads, man. Go figure.

Jimmy Connors 
Center Court, Tenn.

Sirs:
You know those mysterious drops of 

liquid that hit you on the face when 
you walk down the street, and you 
always assume they're from an air con 
ditioner, but then you look up and 
there isn't an air conditioner on the

whole block ? Don't worry, it's just 
me, my Super-Secret Long-Distance 
Liquid Projectile Transfer Device, and 
a bottle of state Yoo-Hoo.

Alan P. Guerrerruerro 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Have you, too, noticed that Amer 

ica seems to be decaying from within? 
Would you like to know why drug 
abuse, AIDS, divorce, unemploy 
ment, prostitution, and violence are 
allowed to run rampant, unraveling 
the very fiber of our society? Do you 
ever wonder who or what is responsi 
ble? Well, my friend, I'll tell you. I'm 
a little embarrassed to say it, but it's 
actually my fault. It started off as a 
high school graduation prank a couple 
of years ago and jeeze, I guess it got a 
little out of hand. Sorry.

Fred 
Columbus, Ohio

Sirs:
What we have here is a failure to 

eliminate.
Dr. "Cool Hand" Luke DeWeese
Macon County Prvctology Center

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

XF YOU 'KELEASE 
fAE, 1UJILL GRAWT 
YOU THREE FISHES-
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THE JACKET MOVIE STARS MADE FAMOUSTRIUMPH JACKET
AN AMERICAN LEGEND

Perfect for men, women 
and youths. For people 
on the move, cross-town 
or cross-country, this 
jacket is styled after the 
original version from 
the 50's.
The glove-supple rugged leather- 
look shell resists dirt, moisture and 
stains so it will keep its good looks 
for many seasons. Check the fit, 
the fee) and the authentic details.
Its soft feel and easy fit make it a 
natural for active ssports or when 
ever the occasion calls for informal 
good looks. The classic styling 
will Send an air of adventure to 
casual outings, on the weekend or 
every day of the week.
Wear the Triumph Jacket FREE 
for 30 days! Available in Men's or 
Women's S(34-36), M(38-40), 
L(42-44), XL(46), XXL(48-50) 
and Men's XXXL(52). Also avail- 
albe in Youth's S(8-10), Ml(12-14),

WIDE COLLAR

• TRADITIONAL
EPAULETS

AVAILABLE IN 
BLACK ONLY

RICH LOOKING 
SOFT LEATHER- 

LIKE SHELL

GENUINE 
HEAVY-DUTY 
ZIPPER AT 

FRONT. POCKETS AND SLEEVES

FRONT KEY POCKET WITH CHROME SWAP CLOSURE

The jacket is generously cut to fit comfortably over heavy 
sweaters, so you can order your usual sine with confidence.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED Or Your Money Sack. 
Thank you i<j r your confidence irt our (ins products.

Abigail's Treasures Dept. TLJ
Box 2957802, Myrtle Beach, SC 29578-7802
YES! Please send me the Classic Triumph Jacket(s) 
indicated below for my 30-day FREE HOME TRIAL. 
$49.95 plus $4.95 shipping & handling. 
TWO lor only $76-00 plus $6.95 shipping & handling.
HOW MANY?

MEN'S TRIUMPH JACKET

MEN'S LARGE TRIUMPH JACKET 
Sne_XXL('18.50]_XXXL(50)

WOMEN'S TRIUMPH JACKET 
Size_S(4.6)_Mf8-10)_L(12.14]_XI.(16-18)__XXl.(20]

YOUTH'S TRIUMPH JACKET 
Size _S(B-1

STREETADDRESS Apt.

SIGNATURE 
Please charge rny:

Account«,

D MasterCard

_Exp. Date_
NJ residents add sales tax. Enclosed checWMO..

(Please make payable to Abigail's Treasures)
To fielp process order, youmaywishtoincludaflaylime phone fl
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SPORTS DESK

with

Eli "Socks" Gallagher
EDITOR'S NOTE: Eli "Socles" 
Gallagher has a bottle cap lodged in his 
throat, at least that's what we think he 
said, arid has taken the month off. in 
his place, we are happy to publish the 
transcript of an Albertvilk overview 
from the International Olympic 
Committee official recorder, Juan 
Antonio Samaranc/i, Jr.
Ladies and Senores,

I'd like to explain a few things 
about the papers you've just been 
handed, the official and final scores 
and findings for the sixteenth modern 
Winter Olympic Games. Because of 
momentous changes in the Soviet 
Union, there have been 
some...uh...interesting questions of 
representation and...who's from where 
and what countries are called....! don't 
want to get into this all again, but 
here are the final scores and rulings as 
Dad and 1,1 mean as the chairman 
and I, see them. This is not a press 
conference, and there will be no 
questions. As the affidavits—see 
appendix A—indicate, the decisions 
of the judges are sworn to be impartial.

We're in asterisk city 
here, so it's probably easiest 
to go through things page by 
page,

PAGE 2:
Until we get a ruling one 

way or the other, the IOC is 
recognizing the breakup of 
Ukraine into Uk and Raine. 
You'll see that the United 
Kingdom is abbreviated 
throughout this document as 
GB, to avoid any confusion.

That said, and fully aware 
of Uk's financial problems, 
we respectfully stand by the 
lOC's decision not to let the 
Uk team compete in the 
two-man bobsled trials in a 
"real waxy refrigerator box."

The same goes for the Rainian 
petition to participate in the men's 
single luge by sliding in "real shiny 
snowpants" with a newspapet stuffed 
in the seat. The same ruling applies to 
Loathia's aluminum garbage-can lid. 
Fair's fair.

Also on Page 2, the IOC has no 
position on the Republic of Loathia's 
expulsion of the indigenous Sloths. 
The men's 1,500-meter speed skating 
results stand as written. Once the 
Sloths get their own country we'll be 
happy to have them join in the 
international brotherhood of athletic 
etc.

PAGE 3:
This is just a summary of the events 

surrounding the suspensions.
Patagraph 1: Upper Quisling 

athletes suspended on evidence of 
doping blood with urine.

Paragraph 2: Lower Quisling 
athletes suspended on evidence of 
doping urine with blood.

1 think these speak for themselves.

PAGE 4:
Formal complaints in re the 

Estonian flag—depicting, as it does, a 
white circle on a field of crimson, 
black swastika, vampire bat rampant. 
You'll see that we rely on the 
precedent of China/Taiwan, and, 
without reopening that whole can of 
worms, we'd rather have the parties in 
conflict work this out themselves. If 
Croatia wants the exact same flag, 
that's just tough. Dad—uh, that is, the 
chairman—suggests the addition of a 
couple of stars or something. We'd be 
more involved if the Estonian team 
had won anything, 1 guess that's 
obvious.

It's not in here, but I'd like to add

my two centimes on this new idea a 
bunch of the new countries, especially 
around the Caucasus and the Baltic— 
you know who you are—have been 
floating. This is the idea of pre- and 
post-event testing to see if a 
participant is, or has become, a 
Mason. Now, the Olympic code isn't 
written in stone or anything, but 
technology seems to have failed us on 
this; I've made inquiries, and this will 
have to wait. So keep your so-to-speak 
"pants on." All right, next:

PAGE 5:
Bizarro Croatia's 297-1 in the 

women's 70-meter slalom stands.
PAGE 6:

Strike this section. Until cooler 
heads prevail, the marksmanship half 
of the biathlon is canceled. Our 
deepest and most sincere regrets to the 
survivors of the Lisztomanian team. 
Etc. Etc.

PAGE 7:
You can make all the allegations

you like, but we have yet to see 
evidence that Katarina Witt asked for 
or enjoyed being tarred and feathered 
and having her head shaved in the 
manner of the collaborator woman in 
France in the Robert Capa 
photograph. If this kind of derivative 
behavior happens again, expect the 
sternest kind of rebuke.

PAGE 8:
This is just our position on radio 

activity as a disqualifying factor for 
athletes. This policy is open to change 
and so, heh-heh, are they.

There are two page 9's, just tear that 
one out. Either one is fine. I'll wait. 
Thanks. Ready? 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 85
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Embossed Metal Signs
R. Crumb, Betty Boop, Baseball Greats, 
Vintage Advertising and many more!

KITCHEN

7~o6FfcESs
Since 1969

o
Betty Boop 
No Smoking
Leslie Cabarga art. 
Beautiful full color, 
crimped edges. 
14 1/4" x 8 1/2" 
$20.00

O
Mr. Natural 

Does the 
Dishes

R. Crumb's famous 
guru makes doing 

dishes a zen 
exercise. Should 

hang in every 
kitchen. Crimped 

edges, holes in 
corners for ease in 

hanging. 
9" x12"..... 

$18.00

O
Betty Boop's Love Meter
t cst ihe level oi your ardour tor oniy 
100! Exquisite color, crimped edges, 
with corner hofes for easy hanging. 
12 x 16" . . .$20.00

Fight the Big Oil Companies
R. Crumb art; Snarf comic book cover. 

Full color, crimped edges, cornei 
holes. 

9" x 12" .... $18.00

Many more signs, comics, books, t-shirts and other nifty items in our catalog available FREE with all orders.

mm mm mm •• mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm i

HARVESTER AA • 155 Avenue of the Americas * New York, NY 10013 

Please send the following metal signs; NL0492

Babe Ruth/Old Gold O
Full color, early 30s ad - "Not a cough In carload!" 
Crimped edges and corner holes. 
12" x 16" ...... $20.00

Please add S3.75 
postage per order.

~l Mr. Natural Does The Dishes $16.00
O Fight the Big Oil Companies $18.00
O Babe Ruth//Old Gold $20.00
O Betty Boop's Love Meter $20.00 ~l Betty Boop No Smoking $20.00

Add $3.75 postage per order. All checks in U.S. dollars. New York state 
residents add 8 1/4 per cent sales tax.

Name:

Address:. 

City:__ State: Zip:
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A CANDID REVIEW OF WHAT'S 
HAPPENING IN THE PRESS

THE COVETED TUBERS

Well, the Nielsen sweeps are 
upon us like a recurring 
rash, and the worst thing 
about them is con 

templating CBS's rerun-retrospective 
policy, because it means that a special 
titled The Very Best of "Major Dad" is 
sure to be on our screens in ten years or 
so. The second-worst thing about the 
sweeps is that the Potato is required to 
finish watching a bunch of local news 
tapes in order to award the Coveted 
Tubers for the last sweeps month.

The Coveted Tubers are awarded for 
outstanding demerit and/or sensation 
alism by a local television news bureau 
during a sweeps month. Amazingly, this 
is their very first presentation, even 
though the news departments have been 
earning them for years now. Without 
further ado, let's bring out the stars of 
Baywatch in their spangly gowns and get 
to presenting:

• Best Teaser. "While parents watch 
news, kids take drugs. Find out why!" 
WDET in Detroit wins the first Coveted 
Tuber of the evening with this appeal to 
the guilty/gotta watch paradox. Second 
place goes to WMCO in Nashville for 
"If Elvis were president—the surprising 
findings."

• Best Overreacting "Consumer" 
Series. Nothing gets the viewers tuning 
in like showing that their personal lives 
are fraught with danger, and sweeps 
months are filled with salmonella scares, 
radon leaks, and toxic work sites. 
(Useful metaphors for the sources of 
national and international news that fill 
the rest of the broadcast, really.) Since 
virtually every station in the country has 
a bullshit "consumer" advocate, you'd

think this race would be close, but one 
look at Kansas City's KBKC series on 
unsafe furniture, Sit Back, Relax and 
Die'., and anyone could see why it was 
no contest. Let's see the segment on 
prospective recliner accidents sold as a 
video!

• Best Gratuitous Use of Sex. 
Everyone's got a "Sex for Sale," "Sex in 
the Boardroom," "Sex Fraud," but only 
Houston's KERL had The Sexy Parts, a 
rehash of "surprising scientific findings" 
on what men and women find sexy that 
gave us segments on "breasts," "buns," 
"stomachs," and yes, even one on 
"personality." Honorary Coveted Tuber 
to anchor Don McBain for banter line 
"Well, I'm a butt man myself, Kim."

• Best Gratuitous Use of Human 
Tragedy. It was just an ordinary 
University of Kentucky scrimmage— 
until a stray pass sent twelve-year-old 
Alex Mortenson into the hospital with a 
coma! Made to order for emotional 
appeals and up-to-the-minute updates, 
but only W1PT had the guts to round up 
brain-transplant volunteers and get 
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino to lead the 
Greater Lexington area in prayer—and 
the balls to bill itself as "The Mortenson 
Family's Choice," until Alex came out 
of it and everyone lost interest.

• Best Tie-in with Fictional 
Network Programming. A sentimental 
category for the Potato, who remembers 
the days when news had to be some 
thing that actually happened. Now 
adays, hell, it's filled with Randy Quaid 
interviews and "Could 'Teenage 
Cannibals'happen here ?" For sheer

irrelevance, though, the Coveted Tuber 
in this tough category goes to WCBS in 
New York, which, after the Memories of 
"M*A*S*H" special, asked a bunch of 
prominent local clergy to recall "their 
favorite Father Mulcahy story."

Well, that's all the time we have for 
this special awards ceremony. Tune in 
next sweeps month, when our hosts will 
be Robert Guillaume and the Kodak 
AH-American Cheerleading Squad.

You CAN HAVE A\NY OPINION 
You LIKE, So LONG As IT'S OURS

Nightline's recent discussion of 
"bipartisanship" was a classic example of 
what might be called the Balance 
Fallacy, or the belief that "there are two 
sides to every issue," as dumb third- 
grade teachers like to put it.

Let me explain. The idea behind most 
network news is to present two sides no 
matter what, in order to cover them 
selves from accusations of being 
fawning, lickspittle power worshipers. 
But what if the first view is completely 
erroneous—even if it comes from the 
president? (Amazingly, it has happened.) 
Of course, the other side, if it hasn't 
been whipped by fear of the White 
House, notes that the view is erroneous. 
The White House then claims that it is 
not. With the Balance Fallacy that is 
currently in effect, the debate ends 
there; objectivity is served, even if no 
conclusion has been reached.

For example, let's say George Bush 
claimed that everyone in America who 
wasn't a welfare cheat had a job. The 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 84

"Hey, want to see son's sewage?"
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THE PATHETIC ANIMAL 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

by Jonathan Schwarz

EAST giont sloth

sea squirt [2]

sea squirt [2] *

sea squirt [2] 89-73

lungfish

auk

WEST ro"l"o'

kriii

remora [3]

MIDWEST "ion [11

102-84

rorqual 94-2'

remora [3] 154-12,

man [1]'

remora [3] 92-88

remora [3] 97-45

dodo

egyptian plover

man[l] 124-62

X platypus m-1
platypus

SOUTH sea

narwhal

chicken

narwhal 91-89

skink[4] 111-63

narwhal 96-89

skink [4]

.remora [31 214-213

man [1] 54-30

' bye; opponent extinct

t double overtime

a krill protests playing against whale

b plover protests playing without 
symbiotic crocodile host
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OCVC1* LAID DOWN ON ONE OF THESE THINGS BEFORE. 
Does anyone ever lie on his stomach? In the cartoons the 

guy's always lying on his back, that's why I asked. I guess if the 
guy lies on his stomach, that's a sign of something, right? LIKE

HE'S CRAZY OR SECRETLY CAY? ACTUALLY, ITS KIND OF COMFORTABLE 
ON MY STOMACH. DO YOU MIND if I lie like this? I can see you now. I bet thafs why they 
make people He on their backs, so they can't see you. Don't worry, if you want to pick your
nose or adjust your pants, go ahead, I won't mind. The reason I said that 

thing about the cartoons is that I've never actually done this before-—as I
might have said on the phone, coming here wasn't my idea. You know

what else? In the cartoons, you've always got a beard. HOW COME YOU DON'T HAVE ONE?
JUST ASKING, THATS ALL. I used to have a lamp like that. Did you actually read all
those books? Just asking. Hey, I bet I know why you have the Kleenex

there—the chick before me was crying, right? Was it because she doesn't
have a boyfriend? Am I close? Okay, you don't have to tell me, but I've got some real-world advice

you can pass on to her. You're the brain expert, but I'm out there in the singles mix, so I'm kind of
an authority. TELL HER TO LOSE ABOUT TWENTY POUNDS. She should get one of those

StairMasters—seriously, you've got a pen and paper there, write it down.
Stair Master, one word, spelled like it sounds, they're not that expensive,
and you can do it in front of the TV or whatever. YOU COULD EVEN HAVE ONE

IN HERE, HEY, THATS A CREAT IDEA—"Shrink your head and your hips, all for one low price."
Actually not that low, but I mean compared to joining a health club and everything. Not that I'm
complaining about the price, I mean I saw on those diplomas outside how you went to medical

school and everything. That must be kind of weird, going to medical school and
learning all about bones and bacteria and stuff and then all you do is talk
to fat girls who don't have boyfriends. I mean, do you ever sit there and

think, "What a fucking waste of time it was learning about bones^l COULD
HAVE BEEN SEEING MOVIES OR MEETING BABES, but instead I sat in some

classroom watching a professor take a corpse apart and identify all the
bones." I mean it's not like you can tell this chick, "I know why you're depressed, there's too
much bacteria in your bones." SO IT WAS KIND OF A WASTE OF TIME, YOU have to admit.

Look, I said you could go ahead and pick your nose, you don't have to do that deal where you just
brush it with your thumb, that never solves anything. Just pretend I'm not here. Anyway, as I 

mentioned, coming here wasn't my idea, it was some people at work, and it seems to be a condition
of my continued employment. What I want to know is, if I'm driving them crazy,

shouldn't they be coming in here? Maybe you could give them some kind of a
discount rate and squeeze them all onto the couch. WHAT ARE YOU WRITING
DOWN NOW? I BET YOU'VE RECONSIDERED THE STA1RMASTERTHINC. JUST DONT

FORGET TO CUT ME IN on the profits. Actually, I've got a better idea—why don't
you just send me some of the chicks, after they've slimmed down and
gotten un-crazy. WHY NOT? WAIT, I KNOW—YOU KEEP THE BEST FOR YOURSELF,

RIG HT? Must be pretty convenient with the couch and everything, some babe's lying there 
whining about how no guys like her, and you can stand up and say, "Why, one of them 

does, little lady." It's a perfect make-out situation, don't tell me you haven't 
at least thought about it. Plus she's out of here an hour later, what do you 
mean, time's up? There's just one thing I didn't mention— I WANTTO KILL MY 

FATHER AND FUCK MY MOTH ER. Joke, joke, I was joking. What are you writing down now? I 
hope you didn't take that seriously. Anyway, if you can just write a note to my 

xplaining how I'm normal and everything, 
t would be great. CATCH YOU LATER.
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TRUE FACTS:
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It is imperative that l acquire the items checKefl above in order to keep my human collection complete. 
Pleose enclose $1 .75 for postage and handlinci for each item ordered; $2.00 per book for Canada and foreign. 

If I'm a New York stale resident I'm adding 8.25 percent sales lax, which is anolher mailer entirely.

.Zip.

D Check enclosed 

MasterCard #________ 

Visa # ____________

n Charge to my: 

. MasterCard Interbank #____ 
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Signature——————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Tear out the whole page with items checked, enclose check or money order, and mad to; 
NATIONAL LAMPOON, Depl. KL0492 .155 Avenue of the America*. New York. NY 10013.

Read
the

Classics
of

NATIONAL 
LAMPOON

G National Lampoon Presents True Facts: The Book
192 pages wilh the funniest True Facts items yet. S7.95

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology,
Volume I Half ot'our bcsi tenth anniversary hook ever 
-and the first half. S4.95

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology,
Volume II The sequel is even better. S4.95

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary, Deluxe
Edition This one is hardbound, for painful dropping 
on one's fool. $19.95

D National Lampoon Foto Funnies The first edition of 
funnies told through fotos. published in 1980. $2.95

D National Lampoon FotoFurmies All-new, all- 
brilliant Foto Funnies, If you liked them in the 
magazine, you'll really love them in the book. 1986. 
$2.95

ED National Lampoon High School Yearbook Parody
Critically acclaimed across America, this one still has 
its surviving writers chuckling. $4.95

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 4 Just the good 
shit from 1972-1973. $2.50

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 5 The best stuff 
from 1973-1974. $2. 50

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 8 Jokes started 
getting more expensive in 1976- 1977. $3.'J5

Q The Best of National Lampoon, No. 9 But we
managed to hold the line on prices during 1978- 1980. 
$3.95

G National Lampoon True Facts The original, 
unccnsored work, now available in English. It all 
happened. $2.95

D National Lampoon True Facts '86 The third sill-new 
collection not even we could dream up. $2,95

D National Lampoon Deluxe Edition of Animal House
The full-color, illustrated hook on which thy movie 
was not based. This came later. $4.95

O Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print Not in the
magazine, anyway. Disgusting. $2.95

Q Son of Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print II: 
A Sequel liven worse than the first. $2.95

G National Lampoon's Very Large Book of Comical 
Funnies It's comical and it's a reprint. It's some of the 
best damn comics you'll ever see. $3.95

D National Lampoon Comics Not the stand-ups, just 
the lay-downs. $2.50

D National Lampoon Dirty Joke Book The lilthy, the 
funny, and the farmer's daughter. $2.95

D National Lampoon Dirty Dirty Joke Book Co! lection 
of ribald stories, limericks, one-liners, cartoons, and 
other off-color works. $2.95

D Encyclopedia of Humor Everything funny from 
AtoZ. Hardcover. $4.95

D National Lampoon's Story of the Iran-Conlra Affair
Just when you thought it was safe lo sell arms 
to Iran, $2.50

D National Lampoon's Cartoon Book Our all- time best 
cartoons at an all-time great price. S3.95

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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EDITORIAL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

dogs were killed by disease, poisoned 
cheese, bad fleas, swallowed keys, 
stings from bees, and Rick Dees, 
respectively.
• Terry Caldwell, director of 
promotions for WEZY-FM in 
Madison, Wisconsin, said "the station 
used poor judgment" after it had the 
friends of listener Joyce Lawrence, 
eighty-three, killed and planted 
upright in her garden as a promotion. 
"We should have planted them head 
first," said Caldwell.
• Investigators looking into the 
disappearance of a piece of elbow 
macaroni from the cupboard of Lucy 
Curtis of Harmon, North Carolina, 
discovered it in a silverware drawer.
• Egyptian postal officials claim King 
Tut receives sixteen tons of mail each 
year. "Much of it is junk mail, like 
catalogs and contest announcements," 
said Ahined Chaffa, "but most of it is 
from learned professors and members 
of Mensa, the high-IQ society."
• Charles Manson was elected 
honorary pope by the Sacred College 
of Cardinals during halftime at a 
special charity basketball game with 
wheelchair-bound vets.
• Seventy-nine-year-old Eunice 
Rathman of Madison, Wisconsin, 
awoke to find eight of her best friends 
being planted head first in her 
backyard garden as part of a promotion 
for a local radio station. In a public 
statement, WEZY-FM's director of 
promotions said poor judgment was 
used and that he "should have killed 
Rathman's friends first" before 
planting them.

Then, if all of these facts are odd- 
but-so, why didn't they make the cut? 
Simply because they failed the 
stringent entrance requirements all 
True Facts must undergo. Some were 
torn, not cut, out of the newspaper; 
some were submitted anonymously; 
some failed to give us an indication of 
the source. And the Manson fact 
suffered the most common fate of 
rejected True Facts submissions: the 
person who submitted it forgot to include 
his T-shirt .size. In fact, of the hundred 
million True Facrs char come into 
these offices every day, only a tenth of 
those ever make it into the magazine, 
or on a mug, or on a T-shirt, or in the 
True Fact-a-Day Calendar, or in one 
of the True Facts books or movies, or 
even in the planned theme park 
outside Copenhagen, Denmark, 
scheduled to open in 1993.

And we are pleased to say that,

for those facts, immortality awaits. 
Under a recent agreement concluded 
by True Facts impresario John Bendel 
with the Library of Congress, one copy 
of each True Fact that sees the light of 
day will be struck in bronze, and the 
entire collection will be stored in a 
vacuum container at temperatures 
approaching -200 Kelvin under a lead- 
lined mountain in West Virginia, we 
can't say where. So, if plowing through 
this issue feels like it's taking forever, 
you can be sure that it doesn't just 
seem that way.

PLUGS FOR Two BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE:
Mountains in West Virginia or no, 
without the outsize efforts of our art 
and copy departments, this issue 
wouldn't exist at all. We also want to 
take the time to extend the Order of 
the National Lampoon, First Class, to 
Mr. John Bendel. Thanks to this issue, 
we have an ever-increasing 
appreciation of his job as True Facts 
wrangler, and we hope we returned 
the True Facts to his deluxe kennel on 
Philadelphia's Main Line none the 
worse for their trip to New York. 

Also, Eric Goldberg took the 
concept of unpaid intern in directions 
nobody had ever thought possible. Eric 
came to us from the legitimate stage— 
still the purest form of acting, by the 
way—and did the shitload of scutwork 
with a tirelessness that was even more 
commendable than it was inscrutable. 
Kudos to all. •

LETTERS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

Sirs:
We know you'll love this summer's 

hot /Jicks featuring some of Holly 
wood's most original thinkers!

The Lockhoms. Charles Durning 
and Michelle Pfeiffer, made up to look 
ugly again, play America's favorite 
feudingest couple!

Man1 Worth. America's least-read 
comic strip becomes a cause celebre 
when abstruse French filmmaker 
Jean-Claude Darryl proclaims it a 
work of genius.

B.C. This boffo movie's got what 
Quest for Fire and The Clan of the 
Cave Bear didn't: humor. With 
Roseanne Barr as the Fac Broad.

Cathy. An Unmarried Woman for 
the nineties? Delta Burke stars in this 
true-to-life comedy about women in 
the workplace. Hollywood comes to 
Cathy's rescue in a way her creator 
never has, as Cathy finally licks her 
ice-cream addiction (with the help of 
artfully placed Ultra Slim-Fast canis 
ters here and there), drops Irving, and 
takes up with a British advertising 
consultant (Daniel Day-Lewis in the 
Alan Bates sculptor role).

Peggy Flack
Hollywood, Calif.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 85

"My compliments to the chef!"
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RICHARD SULA

FUN FUTURE FACT: Because global warming will eliminate winter as we know it, the
White House is considering abolishing March and April, since, as one briefing put 
it, "if it wasn't for spring, those months would be totally worthless."

WORTH THE TRIP: At the Mud Festival in Bridgeport, Nebraska, held in late March, 
you'll get a fascinating glimpse into this basic—but too often overlooked—materi 
al, as well as a chance to enjoy exciting mud sculptures, mud souvenirs, and the 
sixty-fifth annual "Big Tits in the Muck" wrestling contest.

SEVENTIES REFERENCES (date indicates peak hipness): "Billy" beer (3/14); CP.Q 
Sharkey (4/3); Body on Tap shampoo (4/14); the rock group Boston (4/21).

MEANINGLESS FOLK WISDOM: "Blossom by Easter—sleep with my seester."

GREAT MOMENTS IN 
PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIES a

Kennedy Saves West Vir- « 
ginia (I960): Hoping to stop * 
the momentum of John F. £ 
Kennedy's cam 
paign, Hubert 
Humphrey 
waged an all-( 
out battle in th( 
West Virginia pri 
mary. The campaign was nip 
and tuck, and suspicions 
about a Catholic in the 
White House dogged 
Kennedy, but JFK managed 
to turn the tide his way when 
he met with the West Vir 
ginia Ministers' Association 
co seek their endorsement. 
Not only would he be free 
from Vatican influence, 
Kennedy assured the minis 
ters, "but I intend to be the

first president to fuck 
Marilyn Monroe while in 
office, and you can't get 
much more all-American 
than that." Agreeing, the 
ministers gave their impor 
tant endorsement to 
Kennedy. Once in office, 
JKK kept his promise, even 
though he didn't find 
Monroe attractive at all. 
Reagan's Nap of Heroism 
(1980): While waiting to be 
introduced as the first speak 
er at a "Candidates' Forum" 
in Nashua, New Hampshire, 2 
Ronald Reagan suddenly fell ° 
fast asleep, his nodding head ™ 
knocking over ;i water pitcher » 
in the process. Embarrassing? ^ 
It might have been— 
but the knocked- 
over pitcher doused 
an electrical fire that

had just started among the 
wires leading to the podium. 
Reagan was hailed as a hero, 
and slept his way into the 
pages of history. 
The Michael Dukakis Joke 
(1988): In mid-1987, as the 
Democratic presidential cam 
paign began to heat up, 
beloved political prankster 
Dick Tuck lunched with 
friends. "What we need is a 
parody candidate," said 
Tuck, famous for his Nixon 
impersonations, and with 
that, a "Massachusetts Mira 
cle" was born. The prank was 
far more successful than they 
ever imagined, but, before 
long, the public tired of ihe 
joke. Today most people 
think that the Democratic 
candidate for president in the 
last election was Jon Lovitz,

THE EAR
Like the Soviet Union, Glenn 
Close continues to break up 
piece by piece. Now it's plastic 
surgery to make her look older, 
transferring skin to her face 
from the rest of her body while 
computer-guided lasers drill 
holes in her bones to make her 
lighter and forensic patholo- 
gists add clay to her abdomen 
to fill inexplicable sinkholes.... 
David Byrne hopes his new 
album will help popularize the 
traditional gug music of the 
Aleutian Eskimos. The first sin 
gle from the album, "600 Words 
for Snow," is set for a January 
release....The end of an era: 
emigre ballet dancer Mikhail 
Baryshnikov has announced 
that, because of persistent 
knee problems, he will no 
longer be able to perform 
fellatio. Say it ain't so, 
Misha.....Fearing a hit from the 
Clemens family, Nolan Ryan 
is said to be afraid to dine in 
Italian restaurants....How much 
does Kirstie Alley want to be 
the new M&M spokeswoman? 
Enough to shove the tasty pills 
up her ass when she can't eat 
any more, as she did last week 
at a Planet Hollywood 
soiree....Invite of the season: 
John Gielgud will show slides 
from his near-death experience 
at a Friars Club roast in his 
honor....Ted Turner had his 
dick broken off in a fight last 
weekend....Robert De Niro 
spotted shitting outdoors in 
preparation for Oh, Heavenly 
Dog! //...latest Tinseltown fad: 
unbrushed teeth....A big sad 
face for George Will and 
Garry Trudeau's poorly attend 
ed gay wedding. And the Ear 
thought attitudes had 
changed....The quote: "1 hate 
this country. You have a 
lifestyle instead of a life." The 
source: French guys.
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CALIFORNIA,
&. PERSIAN

CLOSEST 
WoRP iM

PHILLIPS _..._. 
philos Screw+ OE /w>a ft 1 - x 

driver]

SIPEWAVS, UNcAWNV
RESEMBLANCE

v "To PART OF
" HINPE.N8UR6" 
THAT BUR^T 
INTO FLAAAES -

POINTS ON 
BAD&E...

POIWT OF 
TAIL." HIPt>ETN IM 

TRAP£AAAR K

SAV IT 10
TIMES FAST

AS CHUCK
•T/1 Ay (-0 R, 

COM PANS" S 
SECRET OWNER 

CCOMPA.RE
A.K.A- THE TRADEMARK- 

DEVIL'5 REP 
PENTAGRAM" )

POPULARITY OF TV'S-

BV CoAAPAMV IN EFFORT 
To BOOST U-S. GAS

CONSUMPTION

POLICEMAN OF THE

TEEHSPEAK
70«n Slang Explained 

to Parents by a Seal Teen
• Boff: Rap with, Kave a dis 
cussion with. "Can you 
believe I boffed Janice again 
last night?"
• Stoned: Giddy with joie de 
vivre. "We were so stoned we 
could hardly see straight." 
» Blow: Poetry readings, esp. 
inspirational ones. "Janice 
and I did a couple lines of 
blow while the band was on 
break."
• Knocked up: Visited, esp. 
by a potential paramour. 
"I'm not denying Janice got 
knocked up; I'm just saying 
it wasn't me."
• Bong: A single flower. 
'"Within fifteen minutes, she 
was so stoned [see above] she 
was drinking bong water."
• Abortion: An expensive, 
botched auto repair. "So 
maybe I am the guy who

knocked her up [see above], 
that doesn't mean I'm going 
to pa/ for die abortion."

K.B.

ACTIVITIES
THE CIA WILL ADMIT To 

(|F You ASK THEM)
Teaching the contras square
dancing (Central America,
1981-1987).
Helping kids with cystic
fibrous (Middle East, 1954-
present).
Handing out pamphlet,
Hypothermia and You (Viet-
nam, 1961-1973).

CM.

MY POOL RULES
Running okay.
Everyone must dive into the 
pool. Old people and sissies 
do sailor dives.
Bathing caps worn by life 
guards only. 
No "soloing" on water

slide—must go down piggy 
back.
High dive: cannonballs only. 
Sissy divers use shallow end. 
No yelling or talking by life 
guards.
Get in free with open sores 
or car or nose discharges.

IMG.

THE LOST WISDOM 
OF ANCIENT EGYPT

When you think about it, the 
wisdom of ancient Egypt 
probably hasn't actually been 
lost. After all, it 
must have been 
too important to 
just carelessly 
mislay. It could 
have been secretly 
passed down gen 
eration after gen 
eration from 
parent to child, 
master to disci 
ple, business part

ner to business partner. Any 
one could be a secret carrier 
of this information—your 
wife, husband, boss, mail 
man, or dog. Given the huge 
number of people in the 
world, any of whom could be 
an adept of the ancient ways, 
the odds are strongly against 
it being lost. Ironically, it 
could even be hidden in 
Egypt itself. That would be 
almost poetic justice.

D.O'K.

TOOA.V
E Off T

T WJM4T -YOU TO 
P«OOD 

OF
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it is approaching you from 
behind, lie down, breathe 
quietly, and concentrate on 
the name AST-LITE!

"We rule by serving."
Thank you.

S. P.

MORE THINGS You 
CAN Do TO SAVE THE EARTH
• Eat your own shit.
• Rinse dishes off with piss.
• Don't let yourself live for 
more than twenty years.

KB.

Two GAMES 
WITH ENVELOPES

Unlike their freight of words, 
envelopes have a destination 
that circumscribes their pur 
pose. Opposite their 
gummed scars of adhesive, 
their business ends are 
inscribed with full protocols 
of source and end.

But envelopes are also 
fun!

1. The Message in the 
Bottle. The contest judges 
pick names at random from a 
phone book. You send each 
of these a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope. Then 
you collect all your return 
mail. After the contest 
expires, judges will rate each 
of your returned letters for 
quality and originality.

2. The Emperor's New 
Mail. You go into a dark, 
crowded bar. A loud bar. 
Throughout the bar, you 
place envelopes stamped 
PAYMENT ENCLOSED. 
Photograph the fights. Count 
the number of people 
involved in each fight. Time 
the disruption. Score your 
self.

E.Y.

HATIONAL LAMPOON 
LIMERICK STARTERS

There once was a man 
named Sig Meanous,

S.J.

No HAPPY 
ENDINGS THEATER

Scene: A poor but well-kept 
suburban home. A dog bark 
ing.
BOY: Dad! There's a dog 
barking outside! Do you 
think Rover could have fol 
lowed us all this way to our 
new home?
DAD: No, son. I didn't real 
ly give Rover to the Render- 
sons. I had him put to sleep. 
BOY: Oh.
DAD: Get me a beer, okay? 

D.O'K.

ANEW
CANDID CAMERA STUNT

The Setup: The victim and 
his wife and children are at a 
used-auto lot, taking a car for 
a test drive. On their return,

a pretense is used to lure the 
man away from the car. 
The Gag, Part I: At this 
point, an Arab "terrorist" 
(actually a New Candid Cam 
era employee) appears, bran 
dishing an AK-47. Without 
warning, he opens fire on the 
car and "slaughters" the 
man's family (who are in on 
the gag) right before his eyes. 
Before the man can react, the 
"car dealer" (another NCC 
employee), who claims he 
doesn't "want trouble," 
drives the man to his house, 
only to find that it has been 
burned down and the man's 
cat, Fredo, has been "staked" 
to the front lawn. 
The Gag, Part II: Just then, 
two burly "policemen" (also 
in on the gag) appear at the 
scene and arrest our victim 
for murder. Quickly tried 
and convicted by our "jury," 
the man spends a sleepless 
night in "prison" being

A I

Dangerous Chemical Compounds Disrupt Our Daily lives
COMPOUND SOURCE SYMPTOM

erotochlorine, 4-5 libidinol

"Goofy Dust" (thermocfasic 
guanide amibulate)

fractionated skin oil isotopes

modo-birnbotol

green rubidium naivitate

francium-germanium-zirconium

trilanthum-selenium-iridide

nose rings/studs 

earphone foam pads

microwaved food

Barbie dolls

job search service chairs

synthetic gems

bungee cords

impotence 

loss of lower teeth

can't tell yellow from orange

positivism

unemployment

mixing wine and beer

dizziness, head and ankle 
aches
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repeatedly poked with a 
broom handle by his cellmare 
Bubba (another insider) 
before awaking rhe next 
day—his execution day! He 
is then strapped into the elec 
tric chair, his eyes are taped, 
and the last rites are read.

But just as the switch is 
about to be thrown, in comes 
a call from the governor. The 
victim is handed the 
phone...it's Dom DeLuise! 
"Smile—you're on Candid 
Camerif"

K.B.

CONTRIBUTORS:
Keith Blanchard, Eric Goldberg,

Mark Howard, Sam Johnson, Chris Marcil,
lan Maxtone-Graham, Daniel O'Keefe,
Scott Prendergast, Robert Strickland,

and Eric Yost.
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CHELSEA
When my husband and I first heard 

about Chelsea, a blind, palsied, crack- 
addicted, HIV-positive, manic-depressive 
child with fetal alcohol syndrome, we 
knew we had to have her,

We discussed it with our children, who, 
being like-minded, quickly agreed.

What we didn't expect was the red 
tape.

Mongo Social Services was hoping to 
place Chelsea with a Korean Norwegian 
family who would raise her in the Jewish 
faith.

We were so determined to get her, 
however, that our family converted, and 
I purchased many books on Norwegian 
cooking.

We soon found that wasn't enough.
We were interviewed.
The social worker studied our home 

with a critical eye. "You don't look 
Korean," she said.

! decided to be honest. "Okay, we're 
not. But we want Chelsea."

My husband put his arm around me for 
support, and our six children gathered at 
my skirt, staring plaintively at Mrs. 
Grossman.

"Please," I said.
"No."

"Look, let's be real," said my husband. "I 
don't see you're going to have many 
takers for a blind two-year-old coke 
addict with sociopathic tendencies who's 
probably going to buy the farm any day 
now."

Mrs. Grossman looked at him. "We'll 
take that under consideration." With 
that she left. We heard nothing for six 
months.

During that time, complications arose. 
CVieisea developed a severe case of

pneumonia, followed by an un- 
explainable propensity for setting fires. 
She burned Sacred Bucks Hospital to the 
ground, and was subsequently moved to a 
foster-care facility in Norway. We still 
wanted her—if anything, now more than 
ever.

Finally, we heard from Mongo Social 
Services. 1 tore open the letter eagerly, 
only to find a bill for Chelsea's treatment 
during her bout with pneumonia.

I called Mrs. Grossman. "There was a 
mistake with that statement," she said. I 
sighed with relief. "We forgot to bill you 
for the fire."

"But 1 thought insurance would cover 
that."

"It does. But we need the money." 1 
hung up, in shock. When Harry came 
home that night, I fell into his arms, 
sobbing.

"Chelsea?" he asked.
I nodded. "We're going to have to come 

up with another two thousand dollars."
He looked at me. "Honey," he said, 

"have you ever thought about seeing a 
professional ?"

"A lawyer?" I asked.
"A psychiatrist."

1 looked at my husband then, and 
knew. He was making me choose.

Much as it hurt me, 1 knew what my 
decision had to be. 1 loved Chelsca.

Harry moved out, but unfortunately, his 
paychecks left with him. In the 
meantime, Chelsea's hills piled up. 
Antibiotics, weighted sea-diver sboes, 
methadone, AZT treatments, water- 
ballet lessons, psychotherapy, 
tranquilizers, knee guards, speech 
therapy, and her Seeing Eye dog.

We sold the house and moved to a one- 
bedroom apartment in Wheat Ridge. 
Things were cramped, but we knew it

would all be worth it wKen we could 
finally bring Chelsea home.

Our hopes were raised when Mrs. 
Grossman arranged a visitation for me 
with Chelsea. 1 arrived early, wearing 
what I hoped were happy, warm colors 
and a welcoming smile.

Finally the door of the padded day 
room opened, and the dog padded in, 
followed by a small, rumpled child 
wearing sea-diver boots and kneepads, 
her dress smeared with grape jelly and 
her pockets full of matches. I fell in love 
in that instant.

"Chelsea," 1 murmured, moving toward 
her, but apparently I moved too fast, for 
the dog lunged at me.

Immediately his trainer entered the 
room and yanked at the rope attached to 
the dog's collar. "Off!" he ordered. Killer 
retreated, and I got to my feet, collecting 
myself.

"You okay?" the trainer asked me.
"Please," I said to him. "Leave us 

alone."
He left, closing the door behind him. I 

turned lovingly to Chelsea, who was 
sitting in a corner, blissfully unaware of 
her surroundings and rhythmically 
striking matches and tossing them to the 
floor. "Mustn't do that," I chided her. 
Responding to my voice, Chelsea 
immediately began tossing the lit 
matches in my direction. I thought my 
heart would burst.

But all too soon the meeting ended, 
and 1 returned to our low-rent apartment 
to await the word from Social Services.

It finally came. "She doesn't like you," 
said Mrs. Grossman.

"I don't understand."
"She dislikes you. In fact, she hates 

you. She was going to sic Killer on you 
but the meeting ended too fast."
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My hopes rose, ever so slightly. The 
meeting ended too fast, she had said.

"I'm afraid placement with your family 
won't be possible."

"But she could learn to love us." 
"I doubt that. She tried to set you on 

fire."
"That was just her way." Didn't they 

understand? Chelsea was a special child! 
Disheartened, 1 hung up.

I broke the news to the kids that night 
over dinner.

Janet, the oldest, looked pensively at 
her plate of Beanies and Weenies.

"Mom?"
"Yes, Janet."
"You're insane."
"Hey, we all are," said Mike.
"Not me," said Janet.
She rose from the table. "I'm glad she's 

not coming to live here. Mom, you've got 
six kids. Count 'em—six kids. Wake up. 
Smell the coffee. We live in a dump. 
We're five hundred thousand dollars in 
debt and we're not even allowed dogs in 
this apartment." With that, she ran from 
rhe room, sobbing.

The loss of Chelsea affected ail of us.
But in a way, Social Services' decision 

was a blessing in disguise. Chelsea finally 
succumbed three weeks later. The 
doctors weren't sure to what; but at least 
I could take some small comfort in 
knowing that the kids hadn't grown to 
know her, to love her, as I did, before she 
was taken from us.

We've gone on with our lives as best we 
can. But Chelsea's short life touched us 
all, and 1, for one, know I will probably 
remain touched forever.

Melinda Brindley

A TAIL TALE
America's privately owned soil has 

nurtured some mighty big men—legends 
like Slipp'ry Joe Hartford, who actually 
sold Mother Nature unemployment 
insurance, or Lightnin' Lefkowitz, the 
Wall Street Flash, who traded bonds so 
fast that no one could tell if they were 
really there or not. And every boy in B- 
school has heard the story of Loophole 
Sam, who got out of both death and 
taxes. Yes, the doings and boastings of 
these tall-in-the-portfolio characters 
have filled many an annual report, but 
none of them has ever been bigger or 
more diversified than a horizon-blocking

butte of a booster they call Johnny 
Business, and if the busboys have finished 
clearing the tables, lend an ear to the 
story I'm about to tell. Lights, please?

Johnny was only the biggest man that 
ever gripped a boardroom table, and that 
includes your ex-football players in 
public relations. Why, when he was bom, 
he was fifteen stories high, with a view of 
the park on two sides! His pa was a 
profiteering man with an automobile so 
long, it started pulling into the hospital 
driveway the morning Johnny was born, 
and to this day it hasn't completely 
arrived. Johnny's mother was the 
infamous Ma Bell, a broad-shouldered 
woman who could hear a million 
conversations at once and still not 
change her mind.

One day when he was three, she took 
him out to lunch and said to him, "Son, 
you gonna be a deal-drivin' man like yo' 
daddy?" And Johnny—through a 
representative—answered, "I have no 
problem with that."

Wl\en Johnny Business was a little baby
Sittin' on lus mammy's knee,
He said, "Government restrictions on 

my right to make a profit
Gonna be the death of me. Lord, Lord,
Gonna be the death of me."
Well, it wasn't long after that Johnny's 

pa was reduced to nothing by revenooers, 
and his poor old ma got divested, so 
Johnny quit junior Achievement and 
headed out on his own. Next slide, 
please. He made himself an attache case 
out of an old airplane hangar, and along 
with his trusty secretary, Babe the Blue 
Blood, headed south.

"South, babe!" he told her, and held on 
high a billfold the size of a billboard. 
"South—to the Sunbelt!"

Johnny Business went to the Sunbelt,
He rented a penthouse there—
h was up so high, he looked down on 

the sky,
And he hod to pay extra for the air, 

Lord, Lord,
He had to pay extra for the air! 

Johnny was such a fast talker, he could 
sell feathers to a fish, retail, and in no 
time he cast a long shadow from Dallas 
to Atlanta. Old Babe had to do a 
mountain of Xeroxing as high as the 
Wrigley Building every morning before 
breakfast, and what they didn't want kept 
they used for landfill to build high-rises

on. He had more credit cards than there 
are things to buy, and he worked it so he 
could charge the new ones on the old 
ones, and the old ones on the new ones, 
and not even your auditor could have 
figured out who was due what. And when 
Johnny took a client out to lunch, he 
drank his martinis out of old water towers 
from bankrupt railroads. "Here's how!" 
he'd laugh. "Happy hour is here to stay!"

Of course, people always get jealous 
when you're big and jolly. Some sunken- 
eyed baloney-for-lunch types tried to get 
Johnny tied down, though of course they 
were too cash-scrawny to take him on in 
any leveraged way. No, they had to 
tattle, like a runt to a playground 
monitor. What happened was, one day 
Johnny was visiting a mining operation 
he was thinking of selling, and when he 
lay on his belly and squinted down that 
shaft, he didn't like what he wasn't 
seeing.

"It's Monday, Frank," he told his 
foreman. "Where are all the miners?"

Frank took to trembling so, his 
clipboard started to splinter. "They ain't 
workin', Johnny!" he stammered. "Some 
kind of itty-bitty scraggly ol' foreign birdy 
told 'em to go out on strike for safer 
conditions!"

Johnny's scorn fell like acid rain on 
alkaline earth. "America didn't get built 
on safety!" he roared. "Nothin 1 in life is 
safe! Gimme that shovel, Frank, I'll do 
the mining myself!"

Johnny took hold of a gigantic shovel 
and was about to be both labor and 
capital at once when suddenly, three 
little tiny woman lawyers you could 
barely see came up behind him and hit 
him with a Cease and Desist whammy, 
The first one had once gotten Christmas 
tabled till Easter, and the second one had 
taken over Hell until the devil could 
refinance. The tiniest of the three was 
also the meanest. She was from the IRS, 
and was so good at tax collecting she 
could find pockets on a shadow. The 
three of them together carried a roll of 
red tape so thick, a man couldn't even 
think of home without a dozen feasibility 
studies first.

Of course, Johnny's back was broader 
than those little woman lawyers were 
motivated to wrestle, since they worked 
on salary only, and he threw them faster 
than rodeo clowns off a bronco, Then he
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went ahead and dug into that mine until 
it plumb collapsed from happiness. And 
to this day, folks call the hole he left the 
Grand Canyon, in honor of the thousand 
dollars he paid himself to do it.

Then for dessert, he cut down all the 
forest in those parts, slicker than a 
ballplayer shaving on a TV commercial. 
And without those pesky regulators,

Johnny started growing and growing and 
growing—right in front of the media, so 
ask them if you don't believe me—and 
pretty soon it took three strong men just 
to conceive of how rich he was!

Finally, when Johnny was so big he was 
actually twice as large as himself, there 
was a market-rattling explosion that 
made analysts bark as far away as 
Tacoma, and when the hype had cleared, 
there wasn't anything left in Johnny

Business's shoes but the air rights. 
He was true to hh code, even if he did 

explode—
And you have to give him credit, yes you 

do, Lord, Lord,
You have to give him credit, yes you do....
To sum up, then, where did he get to? 

Oh, some say he went and jumped out a 
window, but you and 1 boch know there's 
not enough distance on this earth for a 
man that big to fall far enough to hurt 
himself. Others say he died from a heart 
attack after all the hard work he should 
have been delegating, and still others 
have the gold-plated brass to say they've 
seen his carcass on display at Neiman- 
Marcus—but after all the bespectacled 
Sunday-morning commentary floats into 
what no one watched yesterday, the real 
question is, Do dreams like Johnny's ever 
really die? Sometimes, on an autumn 
evening, when trading has been 
particularly heavy, give a listen to the 
wind. Maybe you'll hear a distant voice 
saying, "...I'll gel back to you!"

That'll be Johnny.
Mark O'Donnell

It.

THE CASE OF THE COMPUTER CRIME
(An Omega Bonn, Robot Betetlive, Story)
The Detective-of-the-Year banquet was 

going along swimmingly, and, as always, 
there were enough notables on hand to 
fill a small auditorium. The mayor was in 
attendance, as were the chief fire marshal 
and the quarterback of the football team. 
Also present was Phil Smith, vice 
president of the Federated Bank, who was 
serving as this year's master of 
ceremonies. Only a few seats remained 
empty at the rear of the large auditorium 
when Smith stepped up to the 
microphone. The crowd grew hushed.

"We have five very highly qualified 
nominees for this year's Detective-of-the- 
Year award," said the emcee. "Each is 
deserving in his or her own right, but 
only one can win. And so it is with great 
pleasure that I now announce the name 
of that outstanding individual." He 
turned dramatically to one side and 
spoke in a deep, booming voice. "The 
envelope, please." An assistant produced 
a tiny white envelope, which, in a 
calculated attempt to build excitement, 
Smith proceeded to open as slowly as was 
humanly possible. The crowd buzzed in 
anticipation.

"The poor man seems to have a terrible 
case of arthritis," whispered Omega 
Boron to the woman next to him. The 
great robot detective was not entirely 
familiar with the human ritual of the 
awards ceremony. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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THE LEGENDARY 
BOMBER JACKET

ONLY$3995
ea.

ISm'll find yourself reaching for this warm jacket whenever the occasion 
calls for informal good looks. Its soft fee! and easy fit make it a natural for 
active sports like skating, bicycling or touch football... its classic styling 
will lend an air of adventure to weekend errands and casual outings. 
Patterned after flight jackets worn by our forces' ace pilots, this 
Jacket has all the details of its legendary originals, and more. There's the 
classic plush-pile collar to wear up or down. Real brass zippers close ihe 
storm-baffled front opening and the cargo pockets (you wouldn't want to 
lose your nickels when you loop-the-loop!). And you'll recognize the 
comfortable, heat-holding knit cuffs and hipband, too. 
The glove-supple, rugged leather-look shell resists dirt, moisture and 
stains, and sandwiched between the shell and lining are 8 full ounces of 
polyfiber filling to keep you warm in the air or on the ground. This jacket is 
generously cut to fit comfortably—without bulk—over heavy sweaters and 
winter shirts, so you can order your usual size with confidence.

Classic pile collar looks 
great worn up or down.

8 ounces of warm, non-bulky polyfill fiber 
between lining and Durahyde shell.

Traditional 
epaulets.

"Secret cargo" 
:ket inside.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED Or Your Money Back. 
Thank you for your confidence In our line products.

\ binding 
ribbed-knit 

bands at cuffs 
and waist.

 ach
gusseted 

sleeve pocket 
stores change, 

pens, keys.

Genuine heavy brass zipper 
at front and pockets.

Front pockets 
have side-entry 
handwarmers.

Abigail's Treasures Dept. CS-2
Box 2957802, Myrtle Beach, SC 29578-7802
YES! Please send me tha Classic Triumph Jacket(s) 
indicated below for my 30-day FREE HOME TRIAL. 
$39.95 plus $4.95 shipping & handling. 
TWO for only $76.00 plus $6.95 shipping & handling.

HOW MANY _______.
Conies in your choice of
D Rich Chocolate Brown
D Dramatic Black.
Available in Men's
O 3(34-36) D M(38-40)
OL(42-44) QXL(46) D XXL(48-50)

NAME

STREETADDRESS Apt.

CITY

STATE

SIGNATURE 
Please charge my: D MasterCard

Accounts________________Exp. Dale_____
NJ residents add sales tax. Enclosed check/MO.____

(Please make payable lo Abigail's Treasures)
To help process order, you may wish to include Daytime phone #
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The emcee cleared his throat. "And 
the winner is...Omega Boron!"

Boron stifled a yawn and stood up. He 
did his best to appear stunned, but in 
reality he had calculated weeks ago that 
the probability of his winning the award 
was nearly 90 percent, and so in fact he 
could hardly have been less surprised.

"Thank you, thank you all," said Boron 
as he began rolling toward the podium. 
Meanwhile he was busy diverting energy 
to his vocal synthesizers for what would 
doubtless be a memorable acceptance 
speech.

)ust then a scrambled message from 
Chief Jones came in on Boron's high- 
frequency circuit. "This is Chief Jones," 
said the voice once it had been 
unscrambled. "I know this is an 
inconvenient time, but I'm afraid there's 
been a major computer crime. Somebody 
has electronically diverted over fifty 
million dollars from the accounts of the 
Federated Bank. We don't know whete it 
went, or how it was done, but what we do 
know is that we've got to act fast if we 
want to have any chance of recovering 
that money. So put your wheel in gear 
and get your battery-powered butt down 
here on the double."

The detective leaned toward the 
microphone to apologize to the crowd for 
having to leave so suddenly. "I'm sorry," 
he said, "but..."

The robot froze mid-sentence as the 
germ of a theory began to take form 
within the deepest circuits of his 
deduction unit. (There was a flaw in 
Boron's design that rendered him 
completely unable to move, speak, or

perform any function whatsoever while 
in the midst of a computation.)

"Of course!" he thought to himself. 
"It's all so obvious. To infiltrate the 
bank's computers, the criminals needed a 
secret password known only to the 
president of the bank. But that password 
is stored in an impenetrable locked vault, 
and aside from that the only one who 
knows the code is..-me!"

The Federated Bank was robbed so 
frequently that it had entrusted the 
secret code to Boron so as to facilitate his 
investigations.

It was then that Boron realized the 
criminals had used him as a key to 
unlock the bank's computers. They must 
have tapped into his memory banks using 
a ham radio or walkie-talkie, then used 
his auxiliary transmitters to beam the 
secret code to the bank's computers and 
thence to transfer the funds.

"Uggh," Boron emitted. "1 feel so 
violated." Nevertheless, he forced this 
thought aside and resumed his 
deductions. "Now let's see. It should be a 
simple matter to check back through my 
radio reception log and identify the 
infiltrator....Yes, yes, there it is. Aha! As 
if I couldn't have guessed! An inside job. 
The transmissions came from the cellular 
phone in Phil Smith's office!"

Immediately, Boron transmitted a 
sequence of electronic codes that 
returned the money to the accounts of 
the Federated Bank. Then, his deduction 
having been brought to completion, the 
robot regained conttol of his body, drew 
his revolver, and pumped five quick shots 
into Smith's torso. In all, only four 
seconds had passed since the call from 
the chief had come in.

As pandemonium broke out around 
him, Boron made a quick call to Chief

"He wonts co know what you did with his neon tetros."

Jones on the high-priority circuit in order 
to report the progress he had made on 
the case.

"Where are you?" screamed Jones. "I 
thought I told you to get your 
chromeptated ass down here pronto. 
You'd better have a damned good 
explanation for this, Boron."

The robot was nonplussed. "Perhaps 
you will find this explanation 
satisfactory," he intoned. "I've solved the 
crime, located the money, and returned 
it to the bank. I have identified the thief 
and shot him stone cold dead in his 
tracks. In the light of these 
developments, I deemed my return to the 
station unnecessary. I intend instead to 
remain here and accept the Detective-of- 
the-Year award as originally planned."

"Oh, well, in that case, good work," 
exclaimed the chief, jokingly adding, 
"What took you so long?"

Boron interpreted the question 
literally. "I solved the case in the shortest 
possible period of time," he droned. "And 
now, if you will excuse me, 1 shall get 
back to my speech."

A crunch was heard as Boron rolled 
backward over the corpse of the bank 
executive and settled himself once again 
in front of the podium. After coaxing the 
crowd back to their seats with soothing 
words, he returned to the business at 
hand. "Thank you, thank you very much 
indeed," he said in his characteristic 
monotone. "I'm just sorry that I couldn't 
share this award with one or more of the 
other nominees." There was a polite 
smattering of applause from the 
audience, the first of two that Boron 
would receive in the course of his one- 
hour acceptance speech.

David Cohen

n+b/<
It certainly appeared that a + b had 

always loved each other. Neither a nor b 
remembered a separate childhood or 
adolescence. Meeting and mating in 
college was a perfect amnesiac collision. 
Time and love began as each body was 
thoroughly invaded.

a + b offered each other complete 
support and absolute attention. 
Whenever a + b walked, only one 
intense shadow was cast. The 
relationship, to any clinical eye, was 
unhealthy and dependent; however, 
there was no denying the pair's blissful 
happiness and devout contentment.

a + b lived a peaceful, isolated life in a 
rented old cottage halfway up a 
mountain. Trees and wildflowers filled 
the landscape. When c was born, a + b 
were pleased but really more delighted 
and nostalgic about the creative coupling 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 82
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Everything in this section is true 
Everything else in the magazine 

is bullshit, except the ads.

V\ elcome once again to the world of feuding families, exploding buildings, and Chinese restaurants 
that get busted for dragging roadkill into the kitchen. As always, the facts you are about 

to read are true; none of the names have been changed, and no one is innocent.

We like to think of this True Facts issue as a tribute to a world far more recognizable
than the one you see in, for example, Time. We like to think of it as a tribute to the idea that truth is
not only stranger than fiction, but also cheaper to produce. But most of all, we like to think of it as a

tribute to you, our contributors, who go over the paper every morning, a cup of coffee
in one hand and a pair of scissors in the other.

For you, the T-shirt is in the mail.
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TRUE MISCELLANY I

A DAIRY DELIVERY MAN 
in Tampa, Florida, was killed 
when a rack of Nutty Buddies 
ice cream fell on his head. AP 
(submitted by Christopher M. 
Landmm and Christopher A. 
Foster)

FUK JOO, A MALAYSIAN, 
was arrested on charges that 
he illegally smuggled several 
other Malaysians, including a 
man named Fatt Chew Chan, 
into Maine from Canada. 
Kennebec Journal (submitted 
by Ed Stumm)

MOVIEGOERS WATCH- 
ing Backdraft thought shouts 
of "Fire!" were a joke until 
they realized the theater 
actually was burning. Fire 
officials said that an electrical 
short had ignited pigeon 
droppings in the marquee. AP 
(submitted by Brent Davis, 
Elise Thompson, K. Weber)

A CAR WINDOW WAS 
smashed and tree limbs were 
broken in Babylon, New 
York, by debris falling from a 
plane passing overhead. The 
FAA determined that rhe 
debris consisted of three-foot 
chunks of frozen urine. AP 
(submitted by John M. 
Andrescn and Gina Morris)

PAUL MANN OF MEN- 
don, Massachusetts, arrived 
at Milford District Court to 
be arraigned on drug charges 
but got stuck getting out of 
his car. Mann, who weighs 
between 800 and 900 pounds, 
was finally freed by 
paramedics, an ambulance 
crew, and the "jaws of life," 
but before he could make it 
to court, he complained of 
chest pains. The paramedics 
then wheeled Mann out to a 
twenty-five-foot flatbed 
trailer for his ride to the 
hospital. "He kept a good 
sense of humor about the 
whole thing," said one police 
detective. ( Dedham, 
Massachusetts) Daily 
Transcript (submitted by Jeff 
Patterson)

TWO BURGLARS IN 
Wallingford, Connecticut, 
were arrested after a home- 
owner caught them cooking a 
rib roast in her kitchen. "This 
guy was standing in my 
kitchen," said the woman. "I 
said, 'Who are you?' and he 
said, 'Hi, we're burglars.' They 
were drunk, really drunk." 
Hartford Courant (submitted 
by Robert Slusarz)

THE NAVY DENTAL 
Corps Historical Museum 
paid tribute to a forty-four- 
year-old prank last year. 
George Foster, a Navy dental 
surgeon working in a 
Japanese prisoner of war 
camp, engraved "Remember 
Pearl Harbor" in Morse code 
on the inside of dentures 
intended for defeated 
Japanese general Hideki 
Tojo. Ar the time, Foster was 
officially reprimanded for his 
prank. Fort Lauderdale Sun- 
Sentinel (submitted by 
Christopher A. Foster)

A BAKERSFIELD, CALI- 
fornia, woman was arrested 
on charges of assault with a 
deadly weapon after she used 
a shoe to beat a saleswoman. 
The attack began after the 
saleswoman refused to repair 
the woman's shoes for free. 
(submitted by Don Smith)

A MOUNT CLEMENS, 
Michigan, man was arrested 
after police said he attacked 
officers with his artificial left 
arm. "The fake arm bad 
electrical pinchers on it, and 
he tried to grab the officers 
with the vice-like grip and 
was jabbing at their eyes," 
said a police sergeant. Police 
held the arm as evidence. AP 
(submitted by K. Weber)

FOUR OF THE FIVE 
fingers were cut off a large 
sign in the shape of a glove 
on the roof of the Superior 
Glove Works in Georgetown, 
Ontario. It was not specified 
which finger was left 
remaining. Georgetown 
Independent (submitted by 
Sue Johnston)
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A SHERIFF'S DEPUTY IN 
Oregon City, Oregon,
grabbed his semiautomatic 
pistol from his bedside and 
shot himself in the leg while 
having a nightmare that 
someone was attacking him. 
The deputy said his wife had 
slept through the episode and 
had to be awakened to drive 
him to the hospital. 
(submitted by Don Culley)

A MAN READING A 
copy of Playboy in a Berkeley, 
California, diner was asked by 
a waitress to either put down 
the magazine or move to 
another table because the 
publication was sexist. After 
the incident was reported in a 
local newspaper, a "read-in" 
of Playboy was held at the 
diner, while a counter- 
demonstration by the 
Women's Coalition for Power 
Breakfasts passed out hot 
dogs, symbolizing the 
objectification of women. 
The demonstrations were 
peaceful, although the 
organizer of the read-in was 
hit with a hot dog smeared 
with ketchup. Richmond 
(California) Post (submitted 
by Daniel Holliman)

AT A PRESS CONFER- 
ence held in front of a 
Washington, D.C., gay bar, 
Queer Nation co-founder 
Michael Petrelis issued an 
ultimatum to reputedly gay 
Pentagon spokesman Pete 
Williams in the hope of 
encouraging Williams to end 
the military's ban on 
homosexuals. Said Petrelis: 
"Either come out and use 
your position to help end this 
groundless and harmful 
Pentagon hypocrisy, or stop 
enjoying the fruits of the gay 
and lesbian community...." 
Our Own (submitted by 
JoAnne Schmits)

THE EXECUTION OF 
convicted murderer Raj 
Gopal Nayyar of New Delhi 
had to be postponed when 
the executioner fainted. It 
was his first day on the job. 
The execution was re 
scheduled for the following 
day. (Cleveland) Plain Dealer 
(submitted by Bruce E. Ballash 
and William L. Burnett)

A ROBBER ATTEMPTING 
to hold up a convenience 
store in Jacksonville, Florida, 
disguised himself by putting a 
paper bag with eyeholes over 
his head. The bag shifted in 
mid-holdup, blinding the 
man, and when he moved the 
bag back into place it ripped, 
exposing the face of a regular 
customer. "I yelled, 'Bob!' " 
said the clerk. "Then he ran 
away." AP (submitted by 
Russell Shumaker)

IN COLLBRAN, COLO- 
rado, a horse being ridden by 
a hunting guide was shot by 
an Iowa man who mistook it 
for an elk, (submitted by 
Mike Hume)

A DOCTOR IN MORTON, 
Illinois, shot himself after a 
dinner party at which he had 
reportedly become angry 
because his VCR would not 
operate correctly, (submitted 
by Mark & Keri Barra)

A MAN IN COLORADO 
Springs, Colorado, filed suit 
claiming his initiation into 
the National Order of Trench 
Rats—an auxiliary of the 
Disabled American Vet 
erans—caused an erosion of 
his sex drive. The man 
testified that, during the 
initiation, he was blindfolded 
and fed spaghetti, which he 
was told was worms, and led 
across a floor littered with 
eggshells and crackers, which 
he was told was glass. He 
then smelled Limburger 
cheese and was told he was 
required to bob for apples, 
whereupon the blindfold was 
removed and he discovered 
that his face was being forced 
toward the lap of a naked 
stripper. Although the man 
said it was a year before he 
could tell his wife about the 
incident, the judge dismissed 
the lawsuit. AP (submitted by 
Seth Fisher)
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TRUE 
CRIMES I

ALLEN T. WEBB III OF 
West Goshen, Pennsylvania, 
filed a complaint with local 
police after his apartment was 
burglarized. Webh reported 
that eight marijuana plants 
had been stolen. The police 
then arrested Webb on three 
drug counts. {West Chester, 
Pennsylvania) Daily Local 
News (submitted by J. Troy 
Stinson)

FROM THE BURNEY, 
California, Internioumain 
News: "A Me Arthur woman 
reported that a vacation 
cabin had been broken into 
and a window broken. She 
reported that water from the 
toilet bowl was missing." 
(submitted by Erick 
Studenicka)

MUCH O'COHHIU

was forced to resign after 
investigators said he stopped 
female drivers and ordered 
them Co expose their breasts. 
The deputy told women he 
was searching for a woman 
with a tattoo on her breast. 
Newsday (submitted by 
Maureen Fleming)

MAX COHEN, A 
seventy-six-year-old San 
Antonio man arrested for 
soliciting for prostitution, 
used his phone call to tell his 
102-year-old mother of his 
arrest. "I can't call my wife

IN GILBERT, ARIZONA, 
police playing softball with a 
team of young people as a 
way of improving relations 
arrested one of their 
opponents on an outstanding 
warrant. The police waited 
until after the game "because 
we didn't want to cause a 
problem." The police won 
the game 19-13. Chicago 
Tribune (submitted by Jeff 
Patterson)

A DEPUTY SHERIFF IN 
West Palm Beach, Florida,

because she'll kill me," 
Cohen was quoted as saying. 
AP (submitted by Greg 
Powell)

NANCY COYLE WAS 
surprised when James C. 
Greig told her he wouldn't be 
spending the night in the 
Buffalo, New York, motel 
room he had rented from her 
two hours previously. Instead, 
after leaving a couple of 
duffel bags behind, he walked 
out and gave the number of 
his parents' house nearby. 
Mrs. Coyle assumed that 
Greig had found something 
wrong with the room but was 
too embarrassed to ask for his 
thirty-three dollars back. 
When she went to check, 
however, she found the stove 
and thermostat turned up full 
blast and some $150,000 
worth of marijuana being 
dried in the bedroom, 
kitchenette, and bathroom. 
Buffalo News (submitted by 
Mike Wagner)

A GREENVILLE, SOUTH 
Carolina, man recently held 
up a convenience store and 
knocked the clerk to the 
ground. When two women 
entered, the thief tried to 
pose as the clerk, but was 
forced to give away the items 
they wanted to buy when he 
couldn't figure out how the

cash register worked. Later, 
fearing the women might be 
suspicious of his behavior, the 
man chased them down the 
toad in his car, which he 
subsequently crashed at an 
intersection. When a nearby 
state trooper came to his 
assistance, the man 
attempted to strike and kick 
him, then fled on foot to a 
nearby junkyard. The suspect 
showed up again at the 
convenience store while 
investigators were inter 
viewing the women and was 
immediately arrested. He was 
charged with armed robbery, 
assault and battery of a high 
and aggravated nature, 
and assaulting an officer 
while resisting arrest. 
(Greenville) News 
{submitted by William A. 
Anthony)

CARRIE LEWIS OF 
Goshen, Ohio, was arraigned 
on one count of aggravated 
murder for allegedly shooting 
her husband in his sleep. 
Lewis had called the police to 
report that her husband had 
committed suicide. Police 
grew suspicious when a 
coroner's report stated that 
Robert Lewis had sus- 
tained three gunshot wounds 
in the back of the head while 
asleep- Cincinnati Post 
(submitted by Paul A. 
Gastright)
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TRUE ANIMALS
Bartender, There's 
a Bear in My Beer

IN THE UKRAINIAN 
city of Kharkov, an escaped 
circus hear hit the hand of a 
bar patron and ran off with 
his glass of beer. The bear 
was later found asleep in the 
park next to the pub. AP 
(submitted by Don Brown)

THE CITY OF NEW 
Bedford, Massachusetts, was 
in an uproar after a white- 
tailed deer in the local zoo 
was sexually assaulted and 
beaten to death. The deer 
had been used in educational 
programs as a petting animal. 
AP (submitted by Jason Picca)

the fair, grabbed the hen 
and performed "mouth-to- 
bcak resuscitation." Said 
Daniel's mother, "She 
opened its beak and 
breathed into it." Moments 
later, the chicken came to 
with a squawk. According 
to Daniel, the chicken had 
been overwhelmed by the 
crowd. "It's not used to 
being around a lot of 
people, I guess." AP 
(submitted by Richard H. 
Kingsley, lan Beckctt, 
David Dines)

WHILE DANIEL BURN- 
son, twelve, of Roy, 
Washington, was 
explaining his chicken- 
cleaning technique at the 
Western Washington Fair, 
his prize sultan hen passed 
out in a bowl of soapy 
water. Acting quickly, 
Sherry MiHigan, a judge at

RADIOACTIVE FROGS 
escaped from a pond outside 
the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory in Tennessee. 
The frogs, which are safe 
unless eaten, were discovered 
missing after workers at the 
installation reported 
radioactive tires from 
running over them. 
Manchester (New Hamp 
shire) Union- Leader 
(submitted by K. Weber)

PIEPHANT BUTT

SEVENTY -SEVEN-YEAR- 
old Carl Hulsey of Canton, 
Georgia, was gored to death 
by his pet goat, Snowball, 
whom he was teaching to be 
a "watchdog." Hulsey had 
been beating the goat "to 
make it mean," authorities 
said. After being hit with a 
stick, the animal butted 
Hulsey twice and knocked 
him to the ground. Hulsey 
managed to pull himself onto 
tbe five-foot-high front porch 
of his home, but the goat 
followed and rammed his 
horns into the man. The 
Cherokee County coroner 
said the blow "ruptured his 
stomach and he died." Fort 
Worth Star-Telegram 
(submitted by Robert L. 
Stoskopf)

A MAN WAS DISCOVER- 
ed trying to steal two 
lovebirds from a pet store in 
Hicksville, New York, after 
his pants started chirping. 
Newsday (submitted by 
Valeric Palmer)

FROM LIVESTOCK
Market Digest, the top ten
issues of interest to the
rendering industry, according
to Render, the national
magazine of rendering:
10. Domestic consumption of
lard.
9. Edible tallow exports.
8. America standing call and
proud again after the Persian
Gulf War.
7. Tightening vegetable oil
market could boost lard
prices.

LUKE M. SHEUY

6. Grease theft.
5. Who will render the older
sheep and their by-products?
4. Odor control.
3. Too much government
regulation of tenderers.
2. Renderers keep their eyes
on aquaculture.
1. Fat facts aren't always
facts.
(submitted by Pat Jones)

BRITAIN'S CROWN 
Prosecution Service is 
looking into reports that a 
diver sexually molested 
Freddie, a friendly dolphin 
living off the British coastal 
town of Amble. (London) 
Daily Telegraph (submitted by 
John Claxton)

AN ESCAPED 650-POUND 
cow charged into an office at 
Opa-locka Airport in Miami, 
kicked in a wall, dented a 
desk, crushed a plant, and 
shattered a coffee table before 
workers from a local dairy 
could capture it. Jerry 
Duncan of Graham Dairy 
said, "They treated [the cowl 
real good. They gave it one of 
the nicest offices they had." 
Florida Today (submitted by 
Wayne Hcssler)

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
reported that a telephone 
lineman in New Zealand 
brought a cat back to life 
after five minutes of mouth- 
to-mouth resuscitation when 
it succumbed to smoke in a 
burning house, (submitted by 
Carol Malecot)
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HAW, HAW! LOOK WHAT 
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LACKLUSTER PERSONALITIES^
1. Gerold Ford's Replica Birthplace, Omaha, 
Nebr. Our thirty-eighth president's original birthplace 
was torn down years ago, but now there's a replica 
near (sort of) its original site on Woolworth Avenue. A 
phone number is posted for those who want to rent the 
place for weddings.

2. Hometown of Fred MacMurroy, Konkakee, III.

3. Lawrence Welk's Birthplace, Slrashurg, 
N. Dak. He was born in a sod hut, but in 1990 
Congress granted $500,000 to build a "German- 
Russian Interpretive History Center" at the site, with a 
section expressly devoted to Mr. Wonnerfil. Strasburg 
has a population of 623.

4. Hometown of Orson Bean, Burlington, Vt.

5. The Indiana Walk of Legends, Indianapolis, 
Ind. At the Indiana State Fairgrounds. Hand prints 
preserved in cement include those of Dan Quayle, Earl 
Butz, Orville Redenbacher, and Jo Anne Worley.

6. The Humphrey Forum, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Tells the story of Hubert Humphrey, the man and the 
idealist. Part of the Hubert Humphrey Institute at the 
University of Minnesota.

UNINTERESTING FOODO,
7. North America's First Novel Orange Tree,
Riverside, Calif. This is the original tree brought 
from Bahia, Brazil, in 1873. It's marked with a 
plaque.

8. Cranberry World, Plymouth, Mass. 
Sponsored by Ocean Spray. Traces the history of the 
cranberry from colonial to modern times. Visitors 
con see working bogs, sip Iree cranberry 
refreshments.

9. Celery Flats Interpretive Center, Portage, 
Mich. Highlights the history of celery in the Portage 
area. Includes a tour of a working celery farm.

10. Cranberry Expo, Warrens, Wis. Opened in 
1 989, this Midwest rival to Cranberry World features 
video presentations, guided tours, a museum, and a 
gift shop.

11. Display of 419 Potato Mashers, Ottawa, III. 
At the "Time Wos" Village Museum. Each potato 
masher boasts a different design.

12. World's Largest Grain Elevator, Wickila, 
Kans. 2,717 feet long, 100 feet wide, 120 feet high. 
Owned by the C-G-F Grain Company.

ILLUSTRATED BY SUSAN M. BlUBAUGH

STULTIFYING HISTORY
13. Home of the Father of Rural Free 
Delivery, Thompson, Ga. His name was Tom Watson 
and his borne was colled Hickory Hill. It's not open to 
the public, but you can drive by and touch the 
mailbox.

14. First Home in Idaho with Electric Lights,
Pocatello, Idaho. It's the Standrod House on North 
Garfield. The big moment happened in 1902.

15. Gadsden Purchase Plaza, Mesilla, rV. Mex. 
The ploza stands at the exact spot where the Purchase 
was signed, giving America the lower eighth of 
Arizona and New Mexico in 1853.

16. Last Original-Standing Victorian Bowling 
Alley in Georgia, Jhomasville, Ga. It's on tbe grounds 
of the Thomas County Historical Society & Museum.

17. Grave of William Henry Harrison's
Mother-in-Law, Honey's Mill, ti.J.
Her name was Anna Symmes. She died in 1777.

»
Duu SHRINES *£?
18. The RV Hall of Fame, Elkhart, Ind. Features a 
collection of antique trailers, as well as memorabilia,
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historic photographs, and artifacts of the recreational 
vehicle/motor home industries.

19. The Accounting Hall of Fame, Columbus, 
Ohio. This con be found in Hagerty Hall on the 
coups of Ohio State University. Other boring halls 
of Ohio Stole include the Insurance Hall of Fame and 
the Virgil Overhold Agricultural Drainage Hall of 
Fome.

20. The Kansas Teachers' Hall of Fame, Dodge 
City, fans. Herb Darby and Grace Caseboll ore two of 
many enshrined here. Features a display of antique 
textbooks.

21. The Shuffleboard Hall of Fame, St. Petersburg, 
flo. Pay your respects to such luminaries as Moe Holl 
and Lucy Perklns. Features the world's most complete 
collection of shuffleboard irons and a display of 
history-making pucks.

LETHARGIC NATURE S)
22. World's Oldest Rock, Granite Falls, Minn. 
It's Morton Gneiss, 3.6 billion yeors old, at the Yellow 
Medicine County Historical Museum.

23. Illinois Historical Water Museum, Peotio, 
III. The history of water treatment, from sedimen 
tation to liquid chlorine.

24. Minnesota's Largest Collection of Bird
Eggs, Roseau, Minn. All 140 of them. At the Roseau 
County Historical Museum.

25. Replica Granite Quarry, St. Cloud, Minn. 
At the Sterns County Heritage Center. It's indoors. 
Open seven days a week during the summer months.

26. The Hall of Mosses, Port Angeles, Wash. It's 
in Olympic National Park.

RANDOM BLANDNESS^
27. The International Credit Union Center,
Madison, Wis. Visitors are encouraged to "trace the 
history of debt," peruse the center's dioramos and 
animated mops, and view a twenty-four-projector 
multimedia show,"The Credit Union Legacy," in the 
center's 175-seot theater.

28. Maytag Washer Exhibit, Newton, Iowa. 
Occupies flie second floor of (he Jasper Comfy 
Museum. Features a 1922 Model 80—the world's 
first Gyrofoam washer.

29. World's Largest Replica Load of Logs,
Ewen, Mkh. An exact replica of the load of logs 
assembled for the 1893 Columbian Exposition. It was 
then, and remains, the largest load of logs in recorded 
history.

30. Display of 180 Firehose Nozzles, Clarkia, 
Idaho. On exhibit al the Fossil Bowl Museum, which is 
adjacent to the Fossil Bowl motocross track. Each 
nozzle is different.

31. Dull, Ohio.

MONUMENTAL MONOTONY W&
32. George Washington Memorial Stump,
$/. Mary's, Ga. For many years, the center of tourism in 
St. Mary's was a giant oak tree, planted when George 
Washington died. In 1986, the tree died. Now all the 
town has left to promale is ihe stump, which it does.

33. Captain Hanson Gregory Monument,
(amdert, Maine, in 1849, Captain Gregory invented 
the doughnut hole. His hometown of Camden has 
lionized its native son with a life-size statue atop a 
pedestal on which his achievement is duly noted.

34. The Carranza Memorial, (near) Tabernacle, 
N.J. Aviator Emilio Carranzo was known os the 
"Lindbergh of Mexico." He was going to he the first 
to fly nonstop from New York City to Mexico City, but 
crashed into the desolate Pine Barrens of southern 
New Jersey. The children of Mexico raised money to 
erect a cairn on his isolated trash spot, complete with 
a bas-relief arrow pointing straight down. Every July, 
a group from the U.K's Mexican consulate drives 
down from New York and has a little ceremony there.

35. The Flying Paperboy of the Guadalupes 
Monument, Guadalupe Mountains, N. Mex. Frank 
Kindell was another doomed aviator, known as "The 
Flying Paperboy of the Guadolupes." When Kindell 
and his plane crashed into a mountainside in 1964, 
saddened newspoper subscribers erected o big 
propeller affixed to a granite obelisk, marking the 
remote spot where Kindell "flew across the great 
divide info eternity."

36. President Atchison Monument, Phttsburg,
Mo. This statue honors David Rice Atchison, who wos 
president of the United Stales for one day in 1850. 
The Atchison administration's influence on the republic 
is debatable, however, since he spent the whole day 
sleeping off a drunk.

37. The Featherlegs Monument, tusk, Wyo. 
A 3,500-pound slab of granite marks the final resting 
place of "Old Mother Fealherlegs," o popular 
Wyoming prasfifufe. Sfie was murdered in 1879. 
There is a Leatherlips Monument in Columbus, Ohio, 
but he wos on Indian chief.

38. St. Urho's Monument, Menahga, Minn. 
St. Urho chased the grasshoppers out of Finland. In 
gratitude, the residents of Menahga, Minnesota, have 
built a large wooden likeness. It is holding a pitchfork, 
on which is skewered a three-foot-long grasshopper. A

bronze plaque al the statue's base describes the 
rituals the citizens annually perform in Urho's honor.

39. Ronald Reagan Memorial Tree, Arcata, 
Calif. Those who do not learn from history are 
doomed to repeat it. Sooner or later this will become 
the Ronald Reagan Memorial Stump.

ANIMAL INAHIMATEHESS &
40. Sea Gull Monument, Salt take City, Utah. 
Erected to commemorate the miraculous delivery of 
the Mormon Pioneers from starvotion. In 1848, their 
first wheat crop was threatened with destruction by 
hordes of crickets. After all normal measures had 
failed, and without the services of non-Latter-day 
Saint Urho, the Pioneers offered up prayers for their 
deliverance. Almost immediately, swarms of sea gulls 
flew in from the Great Lake to the west, devoured the 
pests, and saved the crop.

41. Boll Weevil Monument, Enterprise, Ala. 
When the Boll Weevil moved into central Alabama in 
1915, it devastated the lotal cotton industry. Forced 
to diversify, the farmers turned to new, more 
profitable crops like tobacco and peanuts. In 1919, 
the grateful citizens erected a monument lo ihe little 
blighter—a gronite female figure in flowing robes 
holding a two-foot-long black bug heavenward—just 
to say thanks.

42. Prunes and Shorty: Battling Burro 
Monuments, Foirplay, (olo. Prunes was 
industrious; he served the miners of this region 
faithfully for sixty years and they built a large shrine 
in his honor, complete with his collar preserved under 
glass. Shorty was the town mooch; he rates a liny pink 
headstone on the courthouse lawn. Buried olong with 
Shorty is Bum, his faithful dog pal, who lay down on 
Shorty's grove and refused to eat, until he died as 
well.

43. The Possum Monument, Wousau, Flo. 
Wausau has only three hundred people, but is 
"bountiful with possums." Townsfolk commissioned o 
large, concrete bas-relief possum carrying its young 
on its hack, and placed it downtown. Wousau also is 
host to ihe "Possum Day" celebration every August.

44. Tuberculin Rabbit Shrine, Paul Smiths, H.Y. 
Out on Rabbit Island in the middle of Upper St. Regis 
Lake is a plaque bolted to a rock. It honors the rabbits 
who were injected wifh fuberculosis by EoWd 
Trudeau in the 1880s. By leaving them on the island 
afterward, he claimed to have discovered "the 
importance of environment" in treating the disease. 
Edward Trudeau was the great-grandfather of 
antivivisectionist/cartoonist Carry "Doonesbury" 
Irudeau.

© 1991 by Doug Kirby, Ken Smith, Mike Wtlktni.
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FROM THE HALLOWED 
GROVES OF ACADEME

This Place Fuckin' Sucks

SCHOOL 
VOTE

MO

L E O N H AYES, A 
school-bus driver in Seattle, 
was suspended after he 
charged students between 
fifty cents and two dollars for 
seats in the hack of the bus. 
Seattle Times (submitted by 
Russell Shumaker)

A DEBATE COACH AT 
Samford University in 
Alabama received the death 
sentence after he was 
convicted of stabbing his star 
student to death for being 
poorly prepared for a 
tournament. Dallas Morning 
News (submitted by Greg 
Powell)

IN TALLAHASSEE, 
Florida, a college student 
barricaded himself in an 
office in the state capito! for 
five hours, demanding 
imported beer, pizza, 
cigarettes, jelly doughnuts, 
Chinese food, and access to

H. J. SWAHSOH

CNN. After his demands 
were read over an in-house 
cable system, the student 
surrendered, carrying a fifth 
of Jack Daniel's and, in the 
words of one sheriff, smoking 
"a big old cigar in his mouth 
and JUST having a really good 
time." Asked why he had 
done it, he stated, "I needed a 
soapbox. That's all I want. I 
can't describe it in one sound 
bite." AP (submitted by Gina 
Morris)

FROM REASON MAG- 
azine: "In Or land Park, 
Illinois, a mother has filed a 
$225,000 suit against a local 
high school for unreasonable 
search of her sixteen-year-old 
son. After noticing a 
suspiciously large bulge in the 
crotch of the boy's pants, 
school officials thought he 
might have stashed drugs 
there. But a strip search 
revealed nothing but teenage 
boy. Trying to explain the

mistake to the mother, a 
sensitive teacher said, 'I don't 
know how to put this to you 
delicately, but have you ever 
heard of John Holmes?'" 
(submitted by Jeff Bonn)

FROM THE ONION, A 
newspaper published at the 
University of Wisconsin- 
Madison: "Complainant in 
Section O of Camp Randall 
Stadium contacted officers in 
regards to an individual 
whom he had seen urinate 
into a plastic cup and throw 
the full cup into the crowd." 
(submitted h y Mark 
Scicrstad)

A SAN DIEGO PRINCIPAL 
was sentenced to fifteen 
days in jail for chasing an 
expelled student in his 
truck and knocking him 
down after the student 
came back onto school 
grounds. The principal said 
that he was crying to place 
the boy under citizen's 
arrest for trespassing. Stars 
and Stripes (submitted by D. 
G. Bado)

FROM THE RECORDS OF 
rhe National Transportation 
Safety Board: "|A] student 
pilot was observed by 
witnesses to 'buzz' the city of 
Brighton, flying at a very low 
altitude. The aircraft was 
then seen to climb to a high 
altitude and do a 'wing over' 
or 'hammerhead' maneuver 
before descending, nose 
down, into the ground. Prior 
to the crash, which claimed 
the life of the student pilot, 
he had written a letter to a 
girlfriend expressing his 
'unbelievable talent for 
flying.'" (submitted by Robert 
I. Guerra)

FROM AN ARTICLE IN 
the Ann Arbor Neu/s on 
University of Michigan sports 
camps: "[U-M wrestler] Joey 
Gilbert, who was third in the 
nation as a sophomore, came 
to our camp in fifth and sixth 
grade with a group of kids 
from his wrestling club in 
Illinois," (U-M wrestling 
coach Dale] Bahr says. "You 
hope your camps attract some 
potentially r e c n i i t a b 1 e 
athletes, that they allow you 
to get a foot in the door and 
leave a good taste in their 
mouth." (submitted by 
Charles Brown)

ANGERED NEW GUINEA 
parents attacked a high 
school principal with axes 
and knives after some 
students were suspended for 
being drunk on school 
premises. Milwaukee Journal 
(submitted by Greg Reskc)

PQWAY HIGH

TEACHER
APPREATION

WEEK

THANKS 
TEACHERS
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THAT'S SELLING!

DEVLIN THOMPSON

"You Have 
Relatives In 
Chermany

Discovery Travel has Hie

M ICH»L

FALL CLASS SCHEDULE 1991
Course T.tle Dates Davs F~ jimeDays

Database Management I 11/05-11/21
Database Management II 12/03-12/19
Managing Your Hard Dick 10/30-12/11

T/Th $715 5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
T/Th $115 5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
W $115 5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

<45 5:30 p.m.-8:OQ p.m.

SHERRILAND 
BALLROOM

SHERRY. Wl - PH. 652-2006
HALL AVAILABLE

Sunday, Jan. 8th 
"Fritz 

Willfart"
1:30-5:30 P.M. 

Open To The Public
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TRUE CRANKS
We're Mad As Hell 
and Not Going to 
Take It Anymore

NOONF 
AUQWID

IN
STORF

CHRIS GRIFFIN

THE TRAILER OF A 
Coweta, Oklahoma, woman 
exploded after she used 
eighteen bug bombs—fifteen 
times as many as she 
needed—to rid her home of 
pests. AP (submitted by 
Christopher A. Foster)

ROGER R. GINGRAS OF 
Concord, New Hampshire, 
was charged with disorderly 
conduct, criminal mischief, 
and simple assault when, 
enraged, he knocked a cash 
register off a counter into a 
wall. Gingras got upset when 
told he could not trade a pen 
and pencil set for a diamond 
ring. Manchester (New 
Hampshire) Union-Leader 
(submitted by K. Weber)

ANNOYED BY A NEW 
five-dollar greens fee, a 
seventy-rwo-year-old golfer 
spread chemicals smelling 
of rotten eggs and cooked 
broccoli all over her country 
club. She was arrested and 
released on $1,500 bond. 
Pittsburgh Press (submitted by 
P.J.O'Malia)

IN LOS ANGELES, A 
sixteen-year-old native of 
Iran, angry at demonstrators 
showing support for troops in 
the Gulf War, was arrested 
after trying to run them down 
with his father's Rolls-Royce. 
AP (submitted by Tony 
Philputt)

EIGHTEEN-YEAR-OLD 
Shane Woolley of Baltic, 
South Dakota, became upset 
when his rest was disturbed 
by a local marching band's 
rehearsal, and tried to run 
down the band with his car. 
{Sioux Falls) Argws Leader 
{submitted by Kris 
Estergaard)

AN ALABAMA MAN 
suffered severe burns after 
a homemade bomb blew 
up in his hands. The man 
had lost approximately 
$600 at a fair and was 
trying to bomb the game 
booth. AP (submitted by 
Eric Dougherty)
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OUR TRUE 
SEX SPREAD

Get It? "Spread"?

THE CHINESE NEWS 
agency Xinhua reported that 
a Beijing man named Wang 
had his penis stretched from 
1,9 to 3.1 inches. Wang 
stated that the surgery 
"brought courage, con 
fidence, happiness, and hope 
back." Vancouver Province 
(submitted by Lome Pickett)

PENNSYLVANIA 
District Justice Charles O. 
Ouyer was arrested after 
promising a man leniency in 
exchange for letting Guyer 
shampoo his hair. State 
police began an investigation 
after a twenty-one-year-old 
man reported that Guyer had 
come to his house, washed his 
hair, and rubbed his body 
against him. When Guyer 
came to the house a second 
time and gave the man and 
two undercover agents posing 
as friends a shampoo, he was 
arrested. AP (submitted by C. 
Chadwick, Maurcen Fleming, 
P.J.O'Malia)

AFTER FIRST TELLING 
her husband she had been 
raped at gunpoint, Tammilyn 
Geiger reported the crime to 
the Pontiac, Michigan, 
police, who were able to 
make a composite sketch of 
the rapist from her 
description. The alleged 
rapist, seeing the sketch of 
himself in the news media, 
called the police and said the 
woman had consented to sex 
at his home, and had even 
cooked breakfast for him. To 
prove it, the man retrieved 
from his trash the eggshells 
with her fingerprints on 
them. The woman was 
subsequently charged with 
falsely reporting a rape. 
Detroit Free Press (submitted 
by Stephen E. Gregory, Jr.)
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MARK WILHELM

A TWENTY-YEAR-OLD 
Lewisville, Texas, woman was 
charged with sexual assault 
and tampering with 
governmental records after 
she masqueraded as twin 
seventeen-year-old boys in 
order to seduce teenage girls. 
Niki Eichman, alternately 
posing as Tyler Bradd Lawson 
and Brett Lawson, dated at 
least four high school girls 
and probably more before 
being arrested for sexual 
assault. Police say the 
fourteen-year-old girl who 
filed charges had dated 
"Bradd" foi several months, 
and the two had had sexual 
relations. She did not realize, 
however, that Bradd was a 
woman until the police told 
her. Dallas Morning News 
(submitted by Bart Stevens)

LIVE SEX PERFORMERS 
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, have 
gone on strike to raise wages 
from a minimum of ten 
dollars per act to twenty-five 
dollars per act. A spokesman 
said the lower wage was 
forcing some entertainers to 
perform at least ten times a 
night to make a decent 
living. (London) Daily 
Telegraph (submitted by John 
CLixton)

KICK

MORE THAN $2,500 
worth of "domination" 
equipment, including leather 
hoods, chains, and whips, was 
reported stolen from a 
Fairfield, Connecticut, home, 
referred to hy its owner as his 
"Dungeon of Domination." 
(submitted by Bill Lucas)
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TRUE LAWYER 
STORIES

\

MUCH O'CONNEU

A LAWYER FOR ROADIES 
suing Bruce Springs teen 
instructed Springstecn that 
he should say "yes" and "no"

of temporary insanity on 
charges of possessing LSD 
and furnishing it to a minor. 
"You're allowed to practice 
law if you're insane," 
Palaschak commented. "If 
they made all the insane 
lawyers quit practicing, who'd 
be left?" Palaschak had 
previously been under 
investigation for offering 
female employees contracts 
specifying their consent "to 
all words, acts, sexual 
innuendo, sexual acts, 
touching, lewd behavior, 
etc." Los Angeles Times 
(submitted by David and 
Terri Ostovich)

CHRIST CHRIST
r AT LAW

with adhesive dissolver, 
causing a rash that left a scar 
in the shape of the sticker. 
The settlement compensated 
the lawyer for lost work time 
and marital strife, (submitted 
by Jarnica Cain)

FROM THE LOS ANGELES 
Times: "An Anaheim

ERNEST E DUH
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

instead of "yeah," "nah," "uh- 
huh," and "uh-uh." "Do you 
understand that?" the lawyer 
asked- "Uh-huh," replied 
Springs teen. (Dedham, 
Massachusetts) Daily 
Transcript (submitted by Jeff 
Patterson)

DOUGLAS PALASCHAK, 
a Ventura, California, lawyer, 
pleaded not guilty by reason

A NEWPORT, OREGON, 
lawyer won a $3,000 
settlement in a suit he filed 
against J. C. Penney. The 
man claimed that, after he 
wore a pair of underwear 
purchased at the store, a tag 
reading "Inspected by No. 
12" stuck to his penis so 
firmly that he could not 
remove it. After water and 
rubbing alcohol failed, a 
doctor removed the sticker

businessman and the head of 
Spanish-language television 
station KVEA in Glendale 
agreed Friday to meet early 
next week in an effort to 
settle a dispute and end a 
phony 'Turn In an Illegal 
Alien' hot line that the 
businessman said he set up as 
revenge against the station. 
Briice Derflinger said the hot 
line—a telephone number for 
one of his former businesses

JACK I. EAGU

in the 714 area code—was 
not racially motivated, but 
an attempt to create a 
backlash against the station, 
which had run a contest 
using the same number in 
the 2(3 and 818 area codes. 
TV viewers in Orange 
County jammed Derflinger's 
line, he said. Because of the 
station's refusal to change its 
number or address his 
concerns, Derflinger said, 
his customers were unable 
to reach him and he went 
out of business in early 
1990." (submitted by 
John Capodilupo)

FROM THE GLOBE AND 
Mail: "A man is suing a 
Montreal suburban hospital 
because his buttocks were 
set on fire during an 
operation." (submitted by 
Lisa L. Pardy)

A CASE AGAINST A 
man charged with indecent 
exposure was dismissed when 
a court-appointed medic 
confirmed that the man had 
no penis. Roanoke Times & 
World News (submitted by 
Glenn Rose)

COMPOSER ANDREW 
Lloyd Webber won his case 
against Craig Tuck, who had 
unlawfully named his 
business Andrew Lloyd 
Webber's Lavatory Cleaning 
Services. (London) Daily 
Telegraph (submitted by John 
Claxton)
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DEATH 
SENTENCES

AN ARKANSAS MAN FOUND GUILTY OF DRIVING 
while intoxicated had his license suspended for ninety days, 
was fined $650, and sentenced to one day in jail even 
though he was dead at the time of his trial. According to 
the city clerk of Beebe, Arkansas, the judge insisted that 
"you cannot dismiss a DWI, or nol pros [not prosecute] it. 
He either has to be found guilty or not guilty." Arkansas 
Gazette (submitted by Rita Smith)

ANONYMOUS SUBMISSION
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THE MUMMIFIED BODY OF SUZAN KRAMPITZ 
Carter was found in her condo three years after she was first 
reported missing. Though family members claim they were 
told three years ago that Carter's apartment had been 
searched, Anita Schmidt, president of the Berkeley Square 
Condominium Association, said that that was impossible. 
"We hold the right of privacy in very high regard here," she 
said. Harrisbwrg Patriot-Nell's (submitted by Kathy HurJ)

SUBLET
ANGELA WATERS-JOHNSON

GOING'

CATHERINE
KENNETH JACOWITZ DEAN C. Ml SCI ETTA

^•FORWARD

ARTHUR E. THOMPSON, JR.
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FROM THE FOREIGN DESK
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
reported that at least three 
people were killed by angry 
mobs in Lagos, Nigeria, after 
rumors circulated that they 
were genital-stealing 
sorcerers. According to the 
rumors, the alleged sorcerers 
approached strangers and 
asked them for directions. 
Later, the victims reportedly 
said their genitals were 
missing, (submitted by Ed 
Springstead)

ACCORDING TO THE 
Associated Press, young 
Australian schoolchildren are 
using chocolate wrappers as 
condoms, (submitted by 
Stephen Weir)

ANI M AL-R1GHTS 
activists raided an English 
farm and freed 12,000 snails 
destined for restaurants, 
painted animal-rights slogans 
on the barn, and then set it 
on fire. The owner of the 
farm stated that if the snails 
were released into the 
wilderness, "there is no way 
they couid survive." Saskatoon 
(Saskatchewan) Star-Phoenix 
(submitted by Dean 
Schikosky)

POLICE IN DISS, ENG- 
land, said the stabbing deaths 
of two men and a nine-year- 
old boy were the result of a 
battle for dominance between 
rival groups in the chicken- 
sexing business. (London) 
Doily Telegraph (submitted by 
John Claxton)

A BRITISH HOSPITAL 
employee was fired for 
playing a prank on a 
coworker involving a severed 
head. The victim of the 
prank was lured to the 
mortuary and thrown a bag. 
When he opened it he found

the head of a man who had 
been killed in a train 
accident. (Arlington Heights, 
Illinois) Daily Herald 
(submitted by Mark Pauga)

A GREEK DEMOLITION
contractor whose phone 
number closely resembled 
that of a popular radio station 
attacked the state radio 
headquarters with a bulldozer 
after receiving three hundred 
calls a day from people 
wanting to chat on a talk 
show. According to relatives, 
the telephone company had 
ignored his pleas for a new 
number. Memphis Commercial 
Appeal (submitted by William 
L. Burnett)

THAI AIRWAYS INTER- 
national has begun a 
campaign to hire more 
attractive flight attendants, 
and fewer college-educated 
attendants. Said air chief 
marshal Kaset Rojananil, 
"Intelligent women tend not 
to be good-looking." 
Pittsburgh Press (submitted by 
P. J. O'Malia)

GERMAN CULTURE 
minister Helga Schuchard 
ordered men in her office not 
to wear ties because they are 
phallic symbols. (London) 
Daily Telegraph (submitted by 
John Claxton)

A LAUNDRYWOMAN 
in the Philippines claims to 
have given birth to a seven- 
inch fish. "We will treat her 
like a human being," said the 
baby fish's alleged father, 
Romeo De La Cruz. Reuters 
(submitted by Tony Philputt)

STOLEN IN THE TRANSLATION-
The German Cousin

We Never Knew
We Had

"Stop Poisoning the North 
Sea or We'll Kill This Baby 
Seal"

"The Struggle Continues"

Titanic is a German satire magazine. 
Translations by Eric Yost.

THE GERMAN EMBASSY 
in Seoul, South Korea, has 
asked the government to

force the popular Hitler beer 
hall to change its name, and 
to remove neon signs and 
matchbooks bearing the 
dictator's name and picture, 
as well as a German flag with 
a stitched-on swastika. The

owner of the beer hall said he 
chose the name because it's 
easy to remember and 
because Koreans know 
Germans like beer. Baltimore 
Sun (submitted by Andy 
Shore)
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RANDOM ACTS 
OF INSANITY

A WOMAN ON A 
Berlin-to-Tel Aviv flight tore 
off her dress and shouted, 
"Bring me Sham ir, I want 
Shamir," apparently referring 
to the Israeli prime 
minister. Passengers 
reported that she wore 
nothing underneath her 
dress. When the plane 
landed, she danced and 
skipped as she was taken to a 
police station for psycho 
logical tests. Her only luggage 
was $30,000 in a plastic 
bag. Reuters (submitted by 
Jeremy Sale)

A H1CKSVILLE, NEW 
York, man was arrested for 
gluing the hand of the Long

ALDEN (NED) NORTON III

Island Railroad passenger 
who was sitting in front of 
him to his sent. Richmond 
Times-Dispatch (submitted by 
Russell Shumakcr)

A MAN ROBBED A 
brother and sister in North 
Las Vegas, Nevada, at 
gunpoint and, discovering 
the two had only twenty 
dollars between them, bought 
them beer to show he was not 
such a bad guy. While he was 
paying for rhc beer at a

convenience store, a person 
walked in complaining about 
a barking dog; the gunman 
then walked outside, shot the 
dog twice, and reentered the 
store to collect his change. 
(Los Angeles) Daily Breeze 
(submitted by Elise 
Thompson)

FROM THE LUBBOCK 
Avalanche -journal: "Police 
continued their search for a 
scissors- wield ing robber 
believed to have been naked 
from the waist down while 
holding up a hair salon." 
{submitted by Drew Blair)

POL1CE COULD OFFER 
no explanation when twenty- 
seven-yea r-o Id Hector 
Garduno of Chicago, who 
was in Cook County Circuit 
Court for driving with a 
suspended license, walked 
into a nearby bathroom and 
cut off his ears with a pair of 
children's scissors. Police 
found blood in a 
washroom stall but did 
not find Garduno's ears, 
which they suspected might 
have been flushed down a 
toilet. Said a Cook County 
Sheriff's Department 
spokeswoman, "[Garduno] 
made no statements about 
what the reasoning was. In 
fact, he didn't even admit to 
doing it." Chicago Tribune 
(submitted by Christopher 
Davitt)

A MAN IN BENSALEM, 
Pennsylvania, pleaded guilty 
to endangering the lives of 
other persons after he shot a 
..380 Walthcr PPK at a 
mounted tuna fish on the 
wall of his apartment. The 
bullet traveled through 
the wall into the Domino's 
Pizza next door. Bucks 
County (Pennsylvania) 
Courier Times (submitted by 
Mark Wellbank)

PAUL fiKUUNG

A MAN BEING QUES- 
t i o n e d in an indecent- 
cxposurc investigation in Pes 
Moines, Iowa, dropped his 
trousers and exposed himself 
when asked to sign a waiver 
before questioning. The 
interrogating detective 
said he considered the act to 
be a confession. Cedar 
Rapids Gazette (sub 
mitted by Jerry Vander 
Sanden)

FROM THE POLICE 
blotter of Elmhurst, Illinois: 
"An employee of the 7- 
Eleven was robbed at gun

point by a bearded white 
male. The employee told 
police the robber walked into 
the store, pulled a gun, and 
said, '1 don't want to do 
anything to you. I just want 
the money. Just give it to me 
because I'm a Vietnam vet 
and I'm crazy.'" {sub 
mitted by Chris Miksanek)

A FARMINGTON, NEW 
Mexico, man was arrested for 
disorderly conduct when he 
was discovered cooking hot 
dogs in a fire on his couch. 
Farmington Daily Times 
(submitted by Leah Schmitz)

MIKE OTTIKGER
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TRUE DOMESTICITY
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Wager-Betts
Planning a July 28 wedding at St. 

Elizabeth Ann Catholic Church in 
Omaha are Diane Michelle Wager and 
Gregory M. Belts,

Miss Wager and her fiance are opera 
tion supervisors for Idclman Telemar 
keting Inc. They also attend the 
University of Nebraska at Omaha.

Parents of the bride-elect are Mr. and 
Mrs. David A. Wager of Omaha.

Belts is the son of Gerald E. Bens of 
Napervilie, IH.

IN A CEDAR RAPIDS, 
Iowa, jail, a woman married ;i 
man who had shot her in the 
head and been charged with 
attempted murder, willful 
injury, and terrorism- Prior to 
the shooting, the man had 
been charged with keeping 
the woman prisoner for two 
days and burning the hacks of 
her legs with a heated shovel. 
Indianapolis Star (submitted 
by Tony Philputt)

MARGARET EVANS OF 
Memphis, Tennessee, burned 
$186,000 in cash from her 
husband Robert's safe-deposit 
box after learning that he was 
leaving her for another 
woman. Three weeks later, 
however, she discovered that 
the box was leased in the 
name of "Bob Evans" by 
someone other than her 
estranged husband. Her 
insurance company was not 
liable for the mistake. AP 
(submitted by Christopher M. 
Landrum)

Knott- 
Smart

W*. Vincem trnaT n°/ ^ ^
VenezueJa. rt of Caracas, 

Miss Kn off -

A HUNT1NGTON PARK, 
California, man shot his wife 
in the head because she 
hadn't washed the dishes. 
(Long Beach} Press-Telegram 
(submitted by Elise 
Thompson)

A WEST MILTON, OHIO, 
man bludgeoned his wife co 
death with two banjos. The 
first banjo broke while sixty- 
three-year-old Edward 
Bcnson was beating his wife 
over the head with it. He 
used a second banjo to finish 
the job. Dayton Daily News 
(submitted by Gary McBridc)

FROM THE OTHER 
Paper of Columbus, Ohio: 
"Two people had dental 
plates removed from their 
mouths against their will 
within an hour's time on 
August 20. The incidents 
apparently were unrelated. 
[One man] sat on his wife and 
removed her partial plate of 
teeth. He told police she is a 
prostitute against his wishes 
and he thought if she didn't 
have all her teeth, men would 
not find her attractive. A 
man staying at a motel told 
police he argued with a 
woman there and she reached 
into his mouth and removed 
his upper front dental plate." 
(submitted by Bob Wood)
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Moore-Cox
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Moore of 

Elmira announce the en 
gagement of their daughter, Eliz 
abeth A. Moore to John F. Cox III, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. John F. Cox 
of Myrtle Beach, S.C.

The bride-elect graduated from 
Elmira Free Academy and Mid- 
dlebury College, Middlebury, Vt. 
She is a medical student at the 
University of Rochester.

Her fiance graduated from 
Charlotte Latin School, Charlotte, 
N.C. and Williams College, Wil- 
liamstown, Mass. He is a medical 
student at the University of Ro 
chester.

The couple plan to marry Aug. 
11.

DARLENE PHILLIPS OF 
Belle Fourche, South Dakota, 
was found guilty of conspiring 
to kill the eighty-five-year- 
old man both she and her 
twin sister had been mar 
ried to twice. Delores 
Christenson, Darlene's sister, 
was acquitted when her 
attorney convinced the jury 
she was not intelligent 
enough to have helped. 
Darlene's husband, Jerome 
Phillips, who claims he is 
actually in love with Delores 
Christenson, had earlier 
confessed to smothering the 
man while his wife held him 
down. Indianapolis Star 
(submitted by Tony Philputt)

uPland, ind c,, .

A U.S. MARINE CORPS 
officer was charged with the 
murder of his wife after 
investigators looking into a 
separate incident discovered 
a computer file he had 
created labeled "MURDER." 
The file contained a twenty- 
six-step plot for the perfect 
crime, including such notes 
to himself as "Alibi/excuse 
from work," "Make it look as 
if she left," and "How do I kill 
her???" Computer world. 
(submitted by Roger Knights)

LOUISIANAN CLARENCE 
Lewis claims he was shooting 
out his television set when he 
accidentally shot and killed 
his wife. Lewis said his wife 
would not let their 
grandchildren watch TV 
because the house was a mess. 
Lewis responded by saying he 
would shooc the TV before 
he would tell the 
grandchildren they couldn't 
watch it. Baltimore Sun 
(submitted by J. Scott Hager)

ACCORDING TO 
Britain's The Sport, "Lovelorn 
Chris Jewitt backed off part 
of his willy with a razor 
blade," then put it in an 
envelope and presented it to 
his estranged wife, (submitted 
by Stephen Weir)
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HAPPENS

A WEBSTER CITY, IOWA, 
man was sentenced to five 
days in jail for harassment 
after he enclosed excrement 
and a profane note along 
with his payment for a traffic 
fine. AF (submitted by 
Melissa Johnson)

BRITISH PALEOSCATOL- 
ogist Andrew Jones claimed 
that a thousand-year-old 
stool found under a Lloyd's of 
London bank building was 
"the most exciting piece of 
excrement I've ever seen." 
Newsweek {submitted by Tom 
& Marilyn Mooneyham)

A PUBLIC TOILET 
exploded in a residential area 
of Beijing, sending a fireball 
skyward and causing a 
succession of explosions in 
the sewage system that 
shattered twelve manhole 
covers. Investigators believe 
the explosions were caused by 
a buildup of methane gas that

somehow ignited. AP 
(submitted by Mike Kessler)

MILWAUKEE 
rock singer Kevin 
Michael Allin was 
convicted of pro 
voking a disturb 
ance after a live 
performance during 
which he defecated 
onstage and tossed 
excrement at the 
audience. Said 
Allin, "My body is H 
rock 'n' roll temple. 
It's like a com 
munion to my 
people." Pittsburgh 
Press (submitted by 
Matthew Hudson)

sti poo.

when they mounted a video 
camera on a tripod, aimed at 
the front door. The man, who 
brought his own toilet paper 
with him each time, said he 
got the idea from watching 
his dog relieve himself on a 
neighbor's property. Wauhe- 
gan (Illinois) Neivs-Swn 
(submitted by Doug Dunbar)

per day to cover bodily 
noises. The estimated annual 
water savings is 23,850 liters 
per woman, (submitted by Joe 
Herzog)

THREE WORKERS NEAR- 
ly died after falling into a 
"cesspit" behind the Robin 
Hood pub and restaurant 
in Pembroke, Bermuda.

PATRICK BIHLER

A MAN INVOLVED IN A 
property dispute with a 
woman in Fox Lake Hills, 
Illinois, took his revenge by 
defecating regularly outside 
the front door of her family's 
house. He was apprehended

A MAJOR WATER SAVER 
in Japan is the "phantom 
flushing device," which plays 
the sound of a flushing toilet, 
according to Contractor 
magazine. Japanese women 
average 2.5 flushes four times

The pit was brimming 
with kitchen grease and 
raw sewage, accumulated 
over a period of six 
months. Royal Gazette 
(submitted by Peter 
Peaman)

WE DO SHOE REPAIR
DUMPING
VIOLATORS 

WILL BE
ROSECUTEOt
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TRUE RELIGION
Jesus, That's Funny!

JESUS 
CLOTHIN!

ESUS1 S
DRIVEIN

PEDAR HESS

PITER VANDER WOUOE

LIQUORS

GUHH E. WHITEIY

NEARLY HALF OF 
Wesi Virginian adults 
believe demons can get you, 
according to a recent poll. 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 
(submitted by Joseph Forbes)

ON THE SOUTH PACIFIC 
island of Vanuatu, there is 
said to be a tribe that 
worships the Duke of 
Edinburgh, husband to 
Queen Elizabeth II. The tribe

OF THIS
TV 

REPAIR SHOP

is reported to have sent the 
duke his own personal penis 
gourd- Vancouver Province 
(submitted by Lome Pickett)

ISRAELI POSTAL WORK- 
ers in Jerusalem receive 
several thousand letters each 
year addressed to God. Some 
are forwarded to Israel from 
foreign countries. Says one 
postal official, "We don't

MATT NORSWORTHY

know where to deliver them." 
Miami Herald (submitted by 
Gina Morris)

A MINISTER IN BLAU- 
velt, New York, was charged 
with public lewdness after a 
state trooper spotted a man 
jogging naked on the 
highway. The man was 
followed to the home of 
the minister. The min

ister said that the police 
have the wrong man. AP 
(submitted by Andrea 
Legler-Bradstreec)

THE TEXAS ALCOHOLIC 
Beverage Commission 
banned the sale of Dixie 
Blackened Voodoo Lager, 
brewed in New Orleans, 
because of the name's asso 
ciation with "witchcraft and
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other cuit organizations." The 
Louisiana legislature responded 
by banning the sale of Lone 
Star beer. The controversy 
ended when theTexas agency 
rescinded its original order. Los 
AngelesTimes (submitted by 
Rob Garrison)

FIVE GROWN CHILDREN 
kept the remains of their 
mother in the bedroom of

their house in Brooklyn, New 
York, for more than eighteen 
months after she died, in the 
belief that she would be 
resurrected. The body was 
discovered by the woman's 
niece, who grew suspicious of 
the family's claim that she 
was unavailable and had been 
sleeping a lot. The bedroom 
had been kept meticulously 
clean and was filled with 
flowers and presents for the

woman to enjoy when she 
came back to life. AP 
(submitted by Don Culley)

THE STATE OF MICH1- 
gan canceled plans to teach 
breathing exercises to 
kindergarcners because of 
concern chat deep breathing 
could promote devil worship 
or mysticism. AP (submitted 
by Lee Edmundson)

BLACKS HAVE BEEN 
leaving the Lutheran Church 
in recent years because the 
services are dull, according to 
a black pastor at a Lutheran 
conference. Noting the 
Lutherans' German roots, the 
Reverend Ulmer Marshall 
said, "German music is just 
not attuned to what many of 
us are accustomed to and 
grew up with." AP 
(submitted by D. Halleck)
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TRUE MEDICINE

AN EPIDEMIC OF BREAST 
development has struck the 
sheep shearers of Australia's 
Outback, according to the 
Christchurch, New Zealand, 
Press. The exact cause of the 
breast development is 
unknown, but it seems to be 
linked to a sling the shearers 
use to support themselves and 
give relief to their backs. 
(submitted by Oswald F. 
Angst)

ACCORDING TO THE 
San Francisco Chronicle , 
surgeons have used common 
household products like Krazy 
Glue, plaster of Paris, and 
commercial zippers in surgery. 
The Food and Drug Ad 
ministration notes that 
these practices have not 
been officially approved. 
(submitted by Roy Henock)

HITCH O'COHHEU

A NURSE IN LOMITA, 
California, was arrested for 
putting insulin in the 
intravenous solutions of two 
patients. In her confession, 
she claimed she did it in 
order to get medical 
treatment in prison for her 
recurring headaches. Los 
Angeles Times (submitted by 
Richard Gofdstein)

A THIRTY-FOUR-YEAR- 
old Palo Alto woman, who 
had put off appropriate 
medical treatment for ten 
years for fear of the risks of 
surgery, finally had a 303- 
pound ovarian cyst removed 
in a six-hour operation. The 
woman, who weighed 210 
pounds after the surgery, had 
been bedridden for two years 
prior to the operation. The 
cyst was too heavy for any of

the surgeons to lift and had to
be rolled onto a stretcher 
before it was taken away and 
cut up for microscopic 
examination. Los Angeles 
Times (submitted by Carl J. 
Rider and William L. 
Burnett)

A NEW SUPPORT GROUP 
has been started in San 
Francisco for circumcised 
men. The group, called 
RECAP, for RECover A 
Penis, gives men tips on 
stretching their existing penis 
skin to form a foreskin. To 
help achieve this, the group's 
founder has developed a 
seven-and-a-half-ou nee 
barbell called Foreballs. The 
group has a mailing list of 
approximately two hundred 
members. Knight'Ridder 
(submitted by Anne Holmes)

THE SCIENTIFIC JOUR- 
nal Medico/ Aspects of Human 
Sexuality reported a case of a 
man who lost his left testis 
and lacerated his scrotum. 
The man, a machine-shop 
worker, was in the habit of 
masturbating by holding his 
penis against the canvas 
drive-belt of a piece of 
machinery, and one day 
leaned too close to the belt. 
The man initially stapled the 
wound closed and resumed 
work, (submitted by Eric S. 
Pfeiffer and Chuck Wolf)

IN LONDON, BRITISH
surgeons grafted a man's 
right ear to his thigh after 
the ear had been bitten off 
in a fight. Said a surgeon, 
"The ear was cleaned up as 
well as could be expected, 
and was then grafted onto 
the right thigh, where it will 
stay for around five months. 
His position will then be 
assessed again, and, 
hopefully, his ear can be 
moved to its rightful 
position." Reuters (submitted 
by David Mathtson, Douglas 
Chamberlin, Jay Madden)

SURGEONS OPERATING 
on what was diagnosed as a 
tumor on the buttocks of a 
Hartsville, Tennessee, 
woman discovered instead a 
four-inch pork chop bone. 
The woman could not 
remember having sat on it, or 
having eaten it, though it was 
estimated that the bone had 
been there for five to ten 
years. Family Safety and 
Health (submitted by David 
McKeown)

BRITISH RESEARCHERS 
have discovered that bills 
treated with a chemical found 
in the sweat from men's 
armpits and groins have a 
much greater chance of being 
paid than bills that are not 
treated. Reuters (submitted by 
Bobby Jones)
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MAN'S BEST FRIEND
Is That a Gun in Your Paw, 

Or Are You Glad to See Me?

IKIT. yuaiuvm dv
l\ 1982-83 season.

Pet cat 
shoots man

' WAUSAU, WIS. (AP) - A
- 21-year-old man was in the hospital
• Tuesday recuperating from a gunshot 

wound inflicted by his cat. 
Jeffrey Westerdyk of Wausau was

wounded 
when his

aieiuyiv vi. nauinau noo
in the shoulder Monday 

cat knocked a loadedwhen his cat knocked a loaded 
.22-caliber rifle from the bed and the 
gun went off, fire departmentgun went 
officials said.

Westerdyk underwent surgery for 
. some internal injuries and was in

.1 -___ -__Ii -t Tir_——._.. TT.special care 
! Center.
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Bird Dog 
Shoofs Man

SHELBYVILLE, Tenn, (AP) - 
A 52-year-old man was hospital 
ized for treatment of a gunshot 
wound apparently inflicted by a 
prancing bird dog, officials said 
Friday.

Capt. Tony Barrett of the Bed 
ford County Sheriff's Office .said 
Huston Pugh had shot a quail 
Thursday and pitched the bird out 
for his dog to retrieve it.

"He had placed his 12-gauge 
shotgun on the ground beside 
him," Barrett said. "The dog had 
brought the bird back to him and 
was dancing around as Pugh 
attempted to take it out of the 
dog's mouth- The dog apparently 
stepped on the trigger of the shot 
gun, the weapon discharged and 
Pugh was struck in the left foot." 

Pugh was in satisfactory condi 
tion at Bedford County General 
Hospital.

A WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, 
man was revived by his 
German shepherd after being 
shot in the back by his own 
gun. The gun had been 
loaded and set up and, while 
the man was checking his 
target, the dog bumped the 
open trigger. Toronto Globe 
and Mail (submitted by Kevin 
Thomas Kelly)

THREE PEOPLE IN PHE- 
nix City, Alabama, were 
taken to the hospital for 
burns after an explosion 
occurred. The people were 
washing tar off their dog with 
gasoline near a water heater. 
The dog's whereabouts 
following the accident were 
unknown. Birmingham News 
(submitted by Sally Johns)

FIFTEEN-YEAR-OLD 
Tony McCarty and his 
mother brought their pit bull- 
chow mix to the veterinarian 
for a rabies vaccination and 
stood watching as the doctor 
put it to sleep with a lethal 
injection. The poison had 
been meant for another pit 
bull-cbow mix that bad been 
brought in for euthanasia. AP 
(submitted by Jeffery 
Bowman)

IN BELGIUM, A PET 
spaniel fatally shot his sixty- 
six-year-old master after 
bumping into a loaded 
shotgun in the back seat of 
the car the man was driving. 
Detroit News (submitted by 
David Gerrish)

AN INDIANA STATE 
trooper who thought an 
injured dog outside a grocery 
store was creating a traffic 
hazard drove his car over the 
dog four times in an attempt 
to kill it. Tbe dog finally died 
when another motorist ran it 
over. Jason Fajt of the 
Indiana state police claimed 
there were coo many people 
around for him to shoot the 
dog, which Fajt said was large 
and "would not die." 
(Cleveland) Plain Dealer 
(submitted by Ming Chang)
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Puppy blamed 
for home fire

IOWA CITY, IA. (AP) - The antics 
of an English pointer puppy are being 
blamed for a fire Thursday night that 
heavily damaged a mobile .home and 
claimed the puppy's life.

The fire in the Indian Lookout 
mobile home community just south of 
Iowa City caused structural daraaf 

•timated at $12,000 and coat*' 
nage of |8,000. vi**xi1 

> home was r m .«ft*t

A THIRTEEN-YEAR-OLD 
boy was arrested for assaulting 
his mother with their pet 
chihuahua. Neither victim 
nor dog was hurt. Livestock 
Market Digest (submitted by 
Pat Jones)

A RURAL MINNESOTA 
man and his dog took action 
when a bear destroyed the 
man's freezer in search of 
food. After three separate 
incidents, Darrell Smith 
turned his dog, a shepherd- 
malamute mix, on the bear. 
When the dog treed the bear, 
Smith came outside with his 
rifle and a flashlight to take 
care of the thief once and for 
all. Smith fired and the bear 
fell. The dead bear landed on 
the dog, killing it instantly. 
Cook County News-Herald 
(submitted by Eric Shaffer}

MONTREAL, CANADA, 
will spend $34,000 to build 
an experimental bathroom 
for dogs in a city park. The 
enclosed facility will have 
three concrete poles, urinals 
in a bed of crushed stones, 
trees, shrubs, and benches for 
owners. Los Angeles Times 
(submitted by John 
Capodilupo)

FROM THE EMMETT, 
Idaho, Messenger Index: "Buck 
Nash said there was a dog in 
his front yard and that it 
would not get up. An officer 
dropped the dog off with the 
daughter of the owner of the 
animal. The dog was not 
hurt, it was just old." 
(submitted by M. Sankey)

POLICE ARE LOOKING 
for a dognapper in Emmets- 
burg, Iowa, who takes black 
Labrador retrievers, washes 
them, clips their nails, and 
brushes their teeth before 
returning them ro their 
owners. Iowa City Press- 
Citizen (submitted by David 
Norin)
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TRUE 
CRIMES II

FROM THE POLICE 
Blotter of the Fort Worth 
Sta.r-Tele.gram:

"A man was arrested after 
he tried several times to run 
over a woman in his car. The 
woman grabbed a hoe and hit 
the car, and he got out and 
hit her with a crutch."

"A woman said a man 
parked next to her reached 
inside her car, grabbed her 
between the tegs, and 
masturbated. After he grabbed 
her he drove away. The 
woman said she would know 
him if she saw him again."

"A disabled sixty-two-year- 
old man was fondled at an 
East Rosedale Street grocery 
by a woman who laughed in 
his face as she stole a twenty- 
dollar bill from his pants 
pocket, police said. The man, 
who relies on a walker 
because he has suffered two 
strokes, told police he did not 
encounter the woman until 
he was ready to pay for his 
purchases. When he walked 
up to the checkout line, the 
woman sauntered up and 
stuck her hand down the 
front of his pants. When the 
man told her to stop, the 
woman laughed and then 
jabbed her hand into his left 
front pants pocket, pulled out 
a cwenty'dollar bill, and ran 
out of the store, police said." 
(submitted by Robert L. 
Stoskopf)

WAYNE LEWIS OF MIAMI 
was arrested trying to smuggle 
eleven pounds of crack 
through the Tallahassee 
Regional Airport. Officers 
decided to search Lewis 
because he fit a profile of drug 
smugglers who had been 
using the airport, a police 
spokesman said. The officers 
did not initially find the 
drugs, but a trained police 
dog sniffed around Lewis's 
stomach, and some $30,000 
worth of crack hidden in the 
folds of Lewis's fat fell out.

He weighs 475 pounds. Fort 
Wort h Star-Telegram 
{submitted by Robert L. 
Stoskopf)

A RICHMOND, VIR- 
ginia man was arrested for 
possession of cocaine after he 
passed out business cards 
reading Head Crack.' Head 
Crack!, Weight Is So Good 
Trite Pipers Will Be Back.1 , 
Cook Em Up/Powder; 9 p.m.- 
12 a.m. Mon.-Swn., Walking 
comer to corner with boom box. 
Richmond Times-Dispatch 
(submitted by Russell 
Shumaker and John Davis)

IN AN EFFORT TO CLOSE 
down a strip club in Tukwila, 
Washington, undercover 
officers visited the club three 
to five times a week over a 
period of six months. In one 
instance, twelve undercover 
officers spent two and a half 
hours buying "table dances" 
before issuing citations. 
Seattle Times (submitted by 
Donald B. Kauffman)

FREDERICK COUNTY, 
Virginia, Sheriff Charles 
"Chuck" S turd i van t has 
received several complaints 
from male deputies who claim

he humiliates them in public 
by kissing them on the cheek 
or the ear. "We're the 
laughingstock of the valley," 
said John Hoover, an 
investigator in the 
department. "The other day, 
there was an incident where 
two deputies were having 
breakfast and these 
construction workers were 
blowing kisses at them." In 
his defense, Sturdivam 
recently said, "1 am not a 
homosexual. 1 am not a 
drunk. I am not a wife- 
beater." He went on to say 
that kissing his deputies in 
public could not be so wrong 
if the Bible said Jesus also 
went around kissing 
everybody. Washington Post 
(submitted by Emily Smith)

FROM THE SEATTLE 
Times Police Beat: "A banker 
reported recently that 
someone poured beer all over 
his 1986 Honda while it was 
parked on East Thomas 
Street. The entire car was 
covered with brew, said 
police, unsure of whether the 
brand involved was domestic 
or imported." (submitted by 
John Martinez)

-.in

TWO MEN IN ST. PAUL, 
Minnesota, tried to rob a 
family by blocking their car 
and demanding money. 
When the family refused, 
locking their doors and 
windows, the robbers jumped 
on top of the car and began

pounding on the roof, 
whereupon the family drove 
to the police station at 
breakneck speed. One of the 
robbers clung to the roof the 
entire time and was arrested 
at the station. Kalamazoo 
Gazette (submitted by Vince 
Delange)

FROM THE ADDISON, 
Illinois, police blotter: 
"Police received a report of a 
stolen box of cereal from a 
home in the 400 block of 
Wenbriar Drive." (submitted 
by Mark Ratkowski)

A TEXAS CONSTRUC- 
tion worker was charged with 
disorderly conduct after 
repeatedly pulling his bathing 
suit down to reveal his 
buttocks to beachgoers in 
Galveston. He was hanging 
upside down by the ankles 
and bouncing on a bungee 
cord from a crane platform at 
the time. Washington Post 
(submitted by Val Karels)

IN AN EFFORT TO 
crack down on the city's 
prostitution business, 
Albuquerque police have 
gone so far as to disrobe, 
submit to rundowns by naked 
women, and allow their 
genitals to be touched. "It's 
not a pretty part of police 
work," said Police Chief 
Bob Stover. Albuquerque 
Journal (anonymous 
submission)
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WILD SCIENCE

ATOMIC BOMB SITES
1. Titan Missile Museum, Green Valley, Mi. High- 
heeled shoes cannot be worn here! When this 1C6M 
launch site was decommissioned by the military, ihe 
townspeople turned it into a museum. The featured 
attraction: a tour deep into a missile silo still housing o 
103-foot Titan. The whole silo is on springs. "Designed to 
withstand anything but a direct nuclear hit," says the 
smiling guide.
2. A-Borab Crater, Atorc Bluff, S.C. An Air Force B-47 
accidentally dropped an atomic bomb on Walter Gregg's 
farm here in 1958. The non-nuclear material in the bomb 
exploded, leveling a farmhouse and leaving a crater 
seventy-five feet wide and thirty-five feet deep. The 
crater is now a swamp pond.
3. Rocky Flats Nudeor Weapons Plant, Boulder, 
(ok This is the only facility in America that can produce 
weapons-grade plutonium, but it keeps catching on fire! 
The DEP declared the place an environmental menace 
and shut it down in 1989, but it didn't stay closed for 
long. Only ten miles upwind from Denver.
4. National Atomic Museum, Albuquerque, N. Mex. 
Its most popular exhibits are the replica Fat Man and 
Little Boy bombs, excel duplicates of the noisemakers 
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
5. fnola Gay, Washington, B.C. You've seen the 
bombs, now see the bomber. The Enola Gay paid o visit 
to Hiroshima and is now enshrined in the Smithsonian 
Institution's National Air and Space Museum. Only five 
blocks away is the House where important pro-nuclear 
legislation is signed regularly.
6. Town Built on Uranium Scraps, Grand Junction,

(oh. Hundreds of homes in Grand Junction were 
mistakenly built on top of, or in some cases actually out 
of, uranium mine tailings. Don't worry, says the federal 
government, it's only low-level radiation....
7. The Atomic Cannon, For! Sill, Okla. "Atomic 
Annie" is one ol only three atomic cannons ever built in 
the U.S. This huge artillery piece was designed to hurl 
nuclear shells lar enough so that they wouldn't kill the 
people who fired them.
8. Road of Nuclear Doom, Jackson, S.C. When you 
drive Route 125 between Millet and the notorious 
Savannah River Nuclear Defense Site, you'll need to get 
a pass and promise to stay in your car. Chronic seepage 
problems are reported along this twenty-mile stretch. 
Watch for radioactive turtles.
9. The Strategic Air Command Museum, Bellevue, 
Hebr. Reach oul and touch the largest bombers ever 
built—ten different models! Seven different types of 
deadly missiles are in the outdoor garden. Pick up a 
replica red phone and overhear an end-of-the-world 
scramble. Watch a slide-show reenactment of "Red 
Alert," and seethe button glow.
10. Trinity Site, Alamogordo, H. Mex, The first ever 
atomic bomb was detonated here at the lirst ever Ground 
Zero, now marked by a stone cairn. The site is only open 
to ihe public once a year, on the first Saturday of 
October. Plan your vacation accordingly.
11. Atomic City, Idaho. This is the only town in the 
world actually named "Atomic City." The gas station is also 
the post office, general store, and motel. Great postcards. In 
neighboring Arco, take a self-guided lour of Experimental 
Breeder Reactor #1 and see "the hot cell," protected from

ILLUSTRATED BY SUSAN M. BLUBAUGH

you by thirty-four layers of oil-separated glass!
12. H-Bomb Crater, Albuquerque, N. Mex. Another 
slippery blockbuster, this time an H-bomb, was dropped 
five miles from downtown Albuquerque in 1957. The 
bomb was 625 times more powerful than Hiroshima's 
firecracker, but only the detonation explosives went off. 
Today the crater is a small sandpit surrounded by desert 
sagebrush.
13. Paducah, Ky. A town whose postcards once 
proclaimed it "Atomic City." Since 1951, the Paducoh 
Weapons Works has buried seven million pounds of 
piutonium locally. It's enough pluionium to kill everyone 
in Paducoh 330 trillion times, bul who's counting?
14. Three Mile Island Visitors Center, Middletown, 
Pa. This place preserves a little bit of American nuclear 
history, courtesy of General Public Utilities. Don't miss 
the view of the containment dome from the center's 
observation deck. The center isn't nearly as popular as it 
was in 1979, bul the souvenir cooling-tower coffee mugs 
are worth the trip.

SPACE JUNK 8
15. Replka Moon Footprints, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 
Embedded in the sidewalk in front of the Myrtle Beach 
Convention Center. They're replicas of the footprints 
made by South Carolina native Charles M. Duke, Jr. on 
the Apollo 16 mission.
16. Virgil I. Grissom State Memorial, Mitcrtell, tnd. 
America's unluckiest oslronaut wos dead four years 
before this unremarkable building, in a far corner of a 
state park, was dedicated. A Norman Rockwell painting 
on display shows him getting ready for the Apollo flight
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in which be was killed. His Gemini copilot, John Young, 
went to the moon twice.
17. Bicentennial Moon Tree, taming, Mkh. Moon 
trees sprout from terreslriol seeds ihat traveled to the 
moon. This one, an Apollo 14 sycamore planted in 1976, 
has hod litlle or no mutating impact on ihe surrounding 
flora.
18. Masonic Apron Worn on the Moon, 
Washington, D.C. At the House of ihe Temple you can see 
this cabalisl diaper, worn by Buzz Aldrin (a thirty-two- 
degree Shriner) while he cavorted in the Seo of 
Tranquillity. Does this mean the U.S. has to splil the moon 
with the Mosons?
19. Apollo 13 Capsule, Louisville, Ky. See the capsule 
from me cursed moon mission at fhe Museum of History 
and Science. NASA was warned not to give an Apollo 
mission this number, but did those know-it-oll scientists 
listen? Thank God Gus Grissom wasn't alive to command 
il.
20. Only Soviet Spacesuit in the U.S., Hulchinson, 
/Cans. The prize exhibit at the Kansas Cosmosphere and 
Space Center is the spacesuit worn by Svetlana Savitskaya, 
the first woman lo walk in space. It's the only Soviet 
spacesuit the USSR has allowed to be displayed in the 
West, probably because il's at the "Cosmosphere."
21. The Moon Golf Club, far Hills, NJ. The USGA 
Golf Association Museum in Far Hills, New Jersey, possesses 
one of our greatest lunar treasures—the six-iron used by 
Alan Shepard to drive a golf bo!! on the moon.
22. Future Birthplace of James T. Kirk, Riverside, 
Iowa. A twenty-foot Starship Enterprise replica sits in the 
town pork. A shapeless concrete blob behind Kirk 
Headquarters marks fhe spot upon which the captain will 
be whelped. Townsfolk would like to erect a bronze bust, 
bul Paramount Pidures wants $40,000 lo license the 
image. Kirk's birthday is celebrated every March 26.

MAD GENIUSES"!?
23. Edgar Cayce Center for Research and 
Enlightenment, Virginia City, ]/a. Edgar Cayce was a 
reluctant psychic who accepted no pay. Born in Kopkinsville, 
Kentucky, he held "readings" twice a day and could 
diagnose diseases using medical terms he did not 
understand. Today the center disseminates his teachings. 
His writings are indexed and available to visitors.
24. Coral Castle, Homestead, fla. Edward Leedskalnin, 
who weighed only one hundred pounds, somehow 
managed to singlehandedly carve and raise into position 
massive coral blocks—some weighing over twenty-five 
tons—to build this elaborate castle. He worked at nighl 
and died without revealing his secrets. Engineers still 
haven't figured out how he did it.
25. The Pyradomes, V/ichita, Kans. Olive W. Gorvey 
began her Center for the Improvement of Human 
Functioning to "stimulate an epidemic of health for the 
benefit of humankind." Sprawled over ninety acres, the 
center is now home to a Biocommunicotion Research and 
Biosynergistic Education Institute. The role of the 
Pyradomes, which litter the grounds, cannot be easily 
explained.
26. The Nikola Tesla Museum, Colorado Springs, 
Co/o. The Nikola Tesla Museum is trying to rediscover the 
"secrets" Tesla unearthed during his 1899 series of 
electrical experiments, before he was ruined by Edison 
and the superrich. This storefront museum is filled with 
plasma jars, a Tesla coil, and photos of Tesla surrounded 
by halos of sparks.
27. Orgonon: The Wilhelm Reich Institute, 
Rangely, Maine. Wilhelm Reich believed "orgone

energy" exploded from the body at me moment of 
orgasm, and if harnessed it could cure cancer. This 
institute, complete with a "Children's Discovery Room," is 
devoted to continuing his research. Reich died in prison, 
firmly convinced that his father was a space alien.
28. Cold Fusion Center, Provo, Utah. If anyone can 
give us nuclear fusion in a glass of water, it'll be these 
folks at Brighom Young University. Remember, they 
laughed at Einstein.
29. Unarius Academy of Science, f/ Cajon, Calif. The 
academy sells books, holds meetings, and teaches the 
followers of UFQ-cantactee Ruth Norman about their space 
brothers in the Intergalactic Confederation. Ruth drives a 
Cadillac with a flying saucer bolted to its roof.
30. Creation Evidences Museum Kyperbaric Time 
Machine, Glen Rose, Jex. The museum is building a 
farty-six-tan "hyperbaric biosphere." According to the 
Reverend Carl Bough, project director, it will "simulate the 
pre-Flood atmosphere that led to the dinosaurs. If this 
experiment is successful, it will upend the theory of 
evolution." The reverend believes that pressure and heat 
will turn modern-day lizards into dinosaurs. "Preliminary 
experiments with tomato plants have already proved 
Successful."
31. Moc Millis's Nursery, Hampsiead, N.C. Venus's- 
flytrops grow naturally only within a seventy-five-mile 
radius of Hampstead. Mac believes the flytrap actually 
came from Venus. This part of North Carolina is 
pockmarked with mysterious, shallow meteor craters. 
Mac, after performing many experiments, thinks the 
seeds were on those meteors!
32. Alien Rocket Brain, Port Costa, Calif. Clayton 
Bailey has been constructing robots with transplanted 
brains in his backyard for more years than anyone can 
remember. He has a collection of 1947-49 Sludeboker 
rocket cars. He doesn't like visitors.
33. Frankenstein, Mo. The only town in America 
named after a mad scientist. A large wall mural of 
Frankenstein's monster graces one of the buildings 
downtown.

BEYOND SCIENCE (/
34. The Cursed Resort, Salt Lake City, Utah. The 
ruins of the Saltoir Resort overlook the Great Salt Lake. 
Built in 1B93, burned in 1925. Rebuilt, and ihen beached 
when the lake receded. Rebuilt, then burned again in 
1970. Rebuilt, then flooded in 1984 when the lake 
suddenly rose twelve feet. For a religious group that 
believes in omens, enough was enough.
35. Blue Ghost Lights, Silver Cliff, Colo. They've been 
darting among the graveslones of Silver Cliff Cemetery 
regularly since 1882.
36. Town of Spiritualists, Cassadaga, Flo. Five 
separate spiritualist groups battle for tourist attention in 
Ihis town: the Psychic Therapy Center group, the 
Spiritualist Camp group, the Universal Center group, the 
Hotel group, and the Grocery Store group. You can sense 
the animosity in vandalized signs and negative auras.
37. Most Haunted House in America, 
St. frandsville, La. Every plantation home in Louisiana 
has a ghost story, but this one—the Myrtles Plantation— 
has the most. Generally conceded to be the most haunted 
house in America, but who wants to spend the night to 
findout?Builfin!796.
38. Bucksport's Mysterious Tomb, Buckspori, 
Maine. The tombstone of the town's founder, Colonel 
Jonathan Buck, is plainly visible from the street. On one 
side is the image of a woman's stocking-clad leg. It is said 
this is the curse of a woman Buck had tried as a witch and

burned. Heirs tried to clean the loo) off the stone, but it 
kept coming back!
39. The Little People, Asheville, N.C. Locals swear that 
Hickory Nut Gorge is inhabited by the Little People, tiny 
men with light skin, beards, large eyes, and blond, curly 
hair. They're very kind to most folks, but they hated the 
Cherokee. Reports of tiny horsemen fighting with swords 
ore not uncommon.
40. America's Stonehenge, North Salem, New 
Hampshire. This jumble of rocks doesn't look a bit like its 
European namesake. Was it built by the ancients in 2000 
8.C.? Or maybe renegade Irish monks in A.D. 1000? Or 
bored New Hampshire farmers in the eighteenth century? It 
originally promoted itself as "Mystery Hill," but too many 
tourists showed up wonfing to see their cars roll uphill.
41. The Singing River, Biloxi, Miss. The Pascagoula 
produces a singing sound that con be heard best in late 
summer and autumn. Indian legends explained it, 
scientists cannot.
42. The Phantom Troin, Statesville, N.C It was first 
sighted in 1906 and reappears every year on April 27.
43. Toys "R" Us Ghost, Sunnyvale, Calif. Johanny 
Johanson, a simple 1880s farmhand, severed an artery 
while chopping wood and died o HORRIBLE DEATH. In the 
1980s he was busy haunting the stockroom of the Toys 
"R" Us store buill on that very site. A seance may hove 
made him go away, but no one is really sure.
44. Sicn Hollow State Park, Sisseton, S. Dak. "Sica" 
is the Sioux ward for evil or had. Sioux avoided this place. 
The hollow echoes with weird groaning and moaning 
sounds. "Trapped oir," say the scientists. Oh yeah? How 
do you explain the gurgling reddish bogs and tree stumps 
that glow in Ihe dark???

THE GIORIOUS FUTURE $J
45. Tommy Bartlett's Robot World, Wisconsin Dells, 
Wis. Tommy 8. owns half the Porsches in Wisconsin and 
predicts that people of distinction are going to hove robots 
doing all their housework pretty soon. The original 
mechanical inhabitants of his Robot World scared the kids, 
so he redesigned them to look like R202 and C-3PO.
46. Henry Ford's Greenfield Village, Dearborn, 
Mkh. This mega-museum has a special display of auto 
prototypes, including scale models of the Lincoln Futura, 
the Packard Predictor, and the Ford Nucleon, which was 
powered by an atomic reactor. Full-size dream cars 
include Ford's X-100 Fiftieth Anniversary model, with an 
electric shaver and a Dictaphone as standard equipment.
47. Xanadu, Home of the Future, Kissimmee, Fla. 
Guilt in the seventies by spraying wet polyurethane foam 
over giguntic balloons. Its creator, J. Thomas Gussel, tried 
lo generate enthusiasm by explaining: "It's like turning 
over a Styrofoom cup and living in it!" Only three were 
built, and the exhibits in Ihis one are breaking down and 
embarrassingly out-of-date.
48. Biosphere II, Oracle, km. Fifty million dollars 
have been spent by freethinker Edward Bass on this three- 
acre sleel-and-glass lerrarium. Four men and four women 
will live inside for the next two years. Only sunlight and 
information will enter; everything else must be produced 
inside. Questions such as "Who's doinking who?" are not 
appreciated.
49. Artosanti, New Klver, Ariz. This hippie hideaway 
looks like a space station and calls itself a "habitat of the 
future." One day Arcosanti will house five thousand, but 
the place has been under construction since 1965 and its 
mellow construction crew has completed only 3 percent. 
This means they'll be cutting the ribbon in the year 2525. 
© 1991 by Doug Kirby, Ken Smith, Mike Wilkins.
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AMERICA LOVES 
EATING OUT

hundred-pound bag of starch. 
(Newark) Star-Ledger 
(submitted by John 
Chevalaz)

BOB BRIGGS, OWNER OF 
a Domino's P i z z a in 
Independence, Missouri, said 
he was standing ai a street 
divider in a red "rabbit-like" 
costume when Bo bo the 
Clown, representing Pizza 
Hut across the street, "belted 
him one," knocking him 
unconscious. AP (submitted 
by Michael O'Neat)

SEVERAL RESTAURANTS 
in the Henan province of 
China were closed by health 
officials after it was found 
that they put opium in their 
dishes in an attempt to get 
customers addicted to their 
food. AP (submitted by Scott 
MacFarlane}

MORT HURST OF ROBER- 
sonville, North Carolina, 
suffered a stroke after eating 
thirty-eight soft-boiled eggs 
in twenty-nine seconds, a 
new world's record. He 
subsequently retired from 
speed-eating, canceling an 
appearance at a Moon Pie- 
eating contest in Alabama.

Charlotte Observer (submitted 
by Charles S. Williams)

A MAN ENTERED THE 
home of Jocelyn Williams in 
Cambridge, Ohio, and began 
cooking a pot roast, despite 
her protests. The man then 
left for "the Super Duper to 
get some potatoes for the

Anti-American protest broken up in Manil

HEALTH OFFICIALS 
closed a Chinese restaurant in 
Hillsborough, New Jersey, 
after an anonymous caller 
reported seeing a road-killed 
deer dragged from Route 206 
into the restaurant. The 
buck's blood was found by 
inspectors to be oozing into a

roast." Williams took the 
opportunity to call the police. 
Shortly after the police 
arrived, the man returned 
with the potatoes. He 
confirmed the fact that he 
did not know Williams, but 
said he wanted to make sure 
the residents of her home

had something to eat. The 
officer advised him to leave. 
The man said he still wanted 
to peel the potatoes and add 
them to the roast. Again the 
officer urged him to leave. 
The man did, but left 
the potatoes behind. 
(Cambridge, Ohio) 
Je/fersontan (submitted by 
Sarah Carpenter)

A RESTAURANT IN 
China has been exposed for 
serving dumplings stuffed 
with human flesh, obtained 
by the brother of the 
proprietor, who worked in a 
crematorium. According to a 
Chinese report, "The dump 
lings were very popular 
because they were cheap and 
delicious. The restaurant 
often sold out." Renters 
(submitted by Tony Phiiputt)

PRISON OFFICIALS AT 
the Louisiana State 
Penitentiary have submitted 
plans to serve "meal 
loaves"—all the ingredients 
of a prison meal baked in a 
loaf—to prisoners who throw 
food at guards. According to 
warden John Whitley, "The 
idea is if you throw food on 
an officer, we're going to give 
you something that won't 
splatter." San }ose Mercury 
News (submitted by John 
Hillyer)

Explosion 
blows man 
into street
VANCOUVER (CP) - Police, firt and 

medical workere were amaied Hint a res 
taurant worker survived a powerful pre 
dawn explosion yesterday.

The severely injured H-yeor-old man 
was thrown from the kitchen through 
the front of Dynamite PUia Bnd through 
plain glass windows onto the street.

Walked from rubble
"Believe 11 or not, he walked out of the 

nibble, then was transported by ambu- 
lanec." said Vancouver General Hospital 
spokesman Susan Okcrstrom.

Every window In the two-storey build- 
Ing housing the pliia shop ond several 
other businesses was blown out.

Vancouver police Insp Brian McGuln- 
ness said the employee may have been 
cleaning the oven with gasoline before 
the explosion.

THE ENTIRE Irani of Dynamile Pizza In Vancouver Is demolished affer an explosion Ihal seilously Injured an employe*.

Sun/submitted by Vinienl J. HiCormqikCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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IT'S A MAN'S MAN'S WORLD

r BOWLING
AMF MAGIC SCORE

MUMu UAY ENTERPRISES LTD. t
FOOD IMPORTS G WHOLESALES

DAVE RATISHER MARK WIESE1ER
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TRUE POLITICS
Your Tax Dollars 

At Work

THE CITY COUNCIL OF 
New Orleans voted 
unanimously to ban condoms 
and "any other sexually 
oriented device" from being 
thrown during this year's 
Mardi Gras Carnival. 
Condoms now join "insects, 
marine life, and other 
animals (dead or alive) on a 
list of Carnival throws 
prohibited in New Orleans 
parades." (New Orleans) 
TimeS'Picayune (submitted by 
James S.Sigrist)

MUCH O'CONNELL

ARUN VOHRA, AN 
Adopt-a-Highway volunteer 
from Bethesda, Maryland, 
warned the State Highway 
Administration about a 
diseased pine tree in front of 
his house. Workers were sent 
out immediately and 
proceeded to cut down two 
pine trees, three blooming 
dogwoods, and a giant lilac 
tree. When Vohra com 
plained that the crew missed 
the pine tree he had 
mentioned, a foreman

marked the sick tree with a 
ribbon so there would be no 
mistake the next time. 
Another crew returned, this 
time cutting down a healthy 
ninety-foot cedar. Daily 
O/ilafioman (submitted by 
Greg Powell)

THE MIDDLESBORO, 
Kentucky, city council 
declined to name a street 
after Middlesboro native Lee 
Majors. Said a city 
councilman, "Lee Majors 
already has a football 
stadium. Why should he get a 
street, too, just because his 
daddy had a house here?" 
Richmond Times-Dispatch 
(submitted by Russell 
Shumaker)

THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
Health Network of Mill 
Valley, California, is 
asking county officials to 
declare its meetings 
perfume- and fragrance- 
free, because pungent odors 
make some people sick. AP 
(submitted by Christopher 
Meusel and Stephen E. 
Gregory, Jr.)

A MAN RUNNING FOR 
an unpaid seat on the 
Franklin County Charter 
Commission in Massachusetts 
was threatened with a

$2,000 fine after he failed 
totell election authorities 
where he got twenty-five 
cents for a letter he wrote to 
a newspaper during his 
unopposed campaign. (Fall 
River) Herald N e. w s 
(submitted by Paul C. Smith)

THE PRACTICE OF 
voting for absent colleagues 
in the Texas state legislature 
was banned when it was 
discovered that a legislator 
had been recorded as having 
voted several times during 
the day he was found dead in 
his apartment. Dallas Times 
Herald (submitted by T. J. 
Lane and Kevin Young)

THE PORTAGE, PENN- 
sylvania, town council voted 
to fire one of its only two 
policemen. At the same 
meeting, the panel approved 
the purchase of a new police 
cruiser, bringing rhc total of 
police cars up to two. 
Pittsburgh Press (submitted by 
Joseph Forbes)

SOME RESIDENTS OF 
Sylva County, North 
Carolina, have petitioned to 
change the name of their 
road to Cedar Valley Road. It 
is currently called Nigger 
Skull Road. AP (submitted by 
Tony Philputt)
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NOT FOR THE TIMID!
It's true! These original, uncensored comix are not for those among us who might blush at the
sight of skin or shy away from—shall we say— unusual situations. These comix are for those of

us who have normal ail-American red-blooded corpuscles! Those of us who can look a joke in
the eye and laugh! The collections here are by the same underground cartoonists who set the

comics world on its ear with their uninhibited humor and otherworldly visions.

Cherry Package

.
W»S5.30*&. 402.M1C TMCTtHS

. 93 M *tj™.P*OW6 fRMtL'

Zap Comix Package
Sexy Stories & Perverted Pleasures

Dirty Comix by Wlmmin Freak Brothers Package

Send to: HARVESTER A.A.m.ow 155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10013

LGl Cherry Package: Cherry Comics 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. $25.00 

Q LG2 Zap Comix Package; Zap 0-12. $29.95 (a $32,50 value)

Q LG3 Sexy Stories & Perverted Pleasures: Tales Leather Nun; Pure Joy; Sexy Stories World's Religions; 
Young Lust #1, #5: X-Rated Comic. $15.

G LG4 R, Crumb Package: Hup 1,2, 3; Mr. Natural #1; Best Buy; Despair, $15
n LG5 Dirty Comix by Wlmmin Package: Fresca ZIZI's; Two X-Rated Comics; Lonely Nights; After Shock;

Wlmmln's Comix #10. $15
Q LG6 Freak Brothers Package: Freak Brothers and Fat Freddie's Cat #7. $15
D LG7 Filthy Funnies Package: Hup 2; X-Rated Comic; Young Lust 5; Adults Only 3; Inner City 5; Good Jive 

#2. $15.
Please add $2.50 per package for postage and handling. All checks must be payable within 
the continental U.S. (New York State residents, please add SW/o sales tax.)

Name ———————————————————————————————————————————

Filthy Funnies Package
Address.

1 am an adult over 21 years of age:

.State. .Zip.

(signature required)
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DRIVER'S ED

HOLY SPIRIT
PARKING ONLY

VIOLATORS TOWED
AWAY AT OWNERS

EXPENPF

RICHARD MOHASKIE

PARKING
BAM ^ 6PM

VEHICLES WITH
DISTRICT NO. 26

PERMITS EXEMPTED

HOLIDAYS«ENFORCED

£ ' V. SCHWARTZ

IN ALBUQUERQUE, NEW 
Mexico, 3 man tried to start 
his Chrysler Cordoba hy 
pouring gas in rhc carburetor, 
causing a fire. The man then 
dropped rhc burning plastic 
jug, which rolled under two 
adjacent cars, also setting 
them on fire. In the 
rubbernecking that followed, 
two passing cars collided. 
Philadelphia inquirer 
(submitted by John Thomas 
McNamec)

BROOKLYN METER MAID 
Priscilla Clark ticketed an 
ambulance that was double- 
parked while the drivers 
were removing a seventy- 
eight-year-old heart-attack 
victim from his apartment. 
A Traffic Depart in en t 
spokesman said, "Our 
wardens have to enforce the 
traffic laws no mutter what 
the vehicle." Car and Driver 
{submitted by Michael 
Sherman}

A MAN PARKED HIS CAR 
on a railroad crossing and 
attempted to rob a tourist 
train in Virginia City, 
Montana. The train hit his 
car and knocked it off the 
track. There were no 
injuries, although his wife, 
who was in the car at the 
time, "was pretty mad," 
said police. Montana 
Standard (submitted by E. 
C. Shone)

A THIEF TOOK A 1962 
flatbed truck belonging to 
Richard Snyder of Roscville, 
California, rewired the 
running lights, fixed a 
headlight, changed the oil, 
adjusted the clutch, and sent 
Snyder a letter telling him 
where he could find the 
truck. AP (submitted by G. J. 
Lundbtad)
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A SEVENTY-FIVE-YEAR- 
old man in Kcwanee, Illinois, 
scolded two young men for 
parking in a handicapped 
zone. A short time later, the 
elderly man was accosted by 
the two men, who rammed a 
potato up his rectum. Alton 
journal Star (submitted by 
Boh Gilmorc)

JACK FEESER OF 
Hanover, Pennsylvania, won 
a $15,000 Goo Storm 
hatchback in a Kiss Our Car 
contest sponsored by a local 
car dealer and radio station 
after he kissed a car for 145 
hours and fourteen minutes. 
Harrisburg Patriot-News 
(submitted by Kathy Hurd)

A GERMAN TOURIST IN 
Elko, Nevada, was killed 
when a car jack he ran over 
tore through the floorboard 
and impaled him. Fresno 
Bee {submitted by James P. 
Barrctt)
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TRUE 
YOUNGSTERS

TWO TEENAGE BOYS 
walked into the Extra Base 
Baseball Card store in Forest 
City, Florida, and asked if 
they could leave a gift they 
had bought for their dad—in 
a gaily wrapped box 
measuring four by four by 
three feet—in the store 
overnight. After the store 
closed, an accomplice 
concealed in the crate broke 
out and escaped with forty- 
five dollars from the cash 
register before the store's 
alarm went off. AP (submitted 
by Christopher A. Foster)

and the ironic basis of my 
satire was missed." Pittsburgh's 
Out (submitted by Joseph 
Forhes)

A NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, 
woman awoke to find a 
burglar coming up the stairs 
brandishing a knife, and 
locked herself in her 
bathroom. When she finally 
ventured out, she discovered 
she had been robbed of some 
$600 in cash, as well as some 
jewelry. In exchange, 
however, rhe burglar had left

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER 
in Frederick, Maryland, 
published a column 
suggesting lhat Boy Scout 
leaders issue a "gay-bashing 
merit badge" for castrating 
gay men. According to the 
column, requirements for the 
badge should include 
subduing and tying down gay 
men in public parks. Then, 
"with your Swiss army knife, 
perform castration. Apply 
tourniquet to wound and call 
911. Retain trophy and make 
into a neckerchief slide." 
Later the writer, syndicated 
columnist Tom Shultz, said, 
"I feel sad if my editorial 
intention was misconstrued

his four-year-old daughter. 
The woman said rhat 
throughout the robbery, she 
had heard the child saying, 
"Daddy, I'm hungry," and 
"Daddy. I have to go to the 
bathroom." The burglar has 
not been apprehended, and

MARCUS WH1FFEN

the child was placed in the 
custody of the state Division 
of Youth and Family Services. 
Atlantic City Press (submitted 
by Peter J. Valla)

TWO TEENAGERS IN 
Manchester, Connecticut, 
repeatedly called the house 
of a friend and burped into 
the phone before the 
friend's mother informed 
the police. Charges were 
dropped after the two teens 
agreed to perform thirty- 
five hours of community 
service. AP (submitted by 
Dean Schikoskv)

MEMBERS OF A VAN 
Nuys, California, Girl Scout 
troop were barred from a Los 
Angeles shopping mall in 
accordance with a mall policy 
designed to prevent gang 
violence. "We were stopped 
at the door and said we could 
not enter because we were a 
gang," said troop leader Lois 
Young. "The guard said a

group with more than three 
people was a gang." The 
Scouts, aged fourteen to 
eighteen, were eventually 
allowed to shop after 
promising to be quiet, stay in 
groups of three, and remain at 
least five feet apart. Security 
officers trailed the Girl Scout 
troop for the entire visit. Los 
Angeles Daily News 
(submitted by Jim 
Hcncierson)

NEARLY 150 GUESTS AT 
a wedding reception in 
Monrovia, California, got 
into a free-for-all brawl in rhe 
parking lot that resulted in 
ten injuries and four charges 
of assault with a deadly 
weapon. According to police, 
the fight began between 
twelve-year-olds, one from 
the bride's side and one from 
the groom's, and escalated as 
adults began arguing over 
which twelve-year-old had 
started the fight. Reuters 
(submitted by Glenn 
Korman)
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WHERE THE STREETS HAVE KOOKY NAMES
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EROTIC COMICS FOR CONNOISSEURS

EROS COMIX GOES ALL THE WAY

The leading publisher of erotic comics would like to introduce National Lampoon 
readers to the sexiest, spunkiest, most audacious and outrageous titles available!

I hese special 
packages feature 
titles drawn by the 
world's most 
renowned erotic 
cartoonists — from 
R. Crumb to Wally 
Wood to Milo 
Manara. They're 
thrilling, disturbing, 
kinky, fanciful, and 
downright perverse.

EROS
o o rvi i x

(1) CANNON 8 lssues.............$19.95
The gritty, action-packed sex 'n' violence strip 
by the legendary WALLY WOOD.

(2) EROTIC WORLDS 
OF FRANK THORNE 
6 Issues..........$14.95
The best In bawdlness, 
collected from the pages of 
NatLamp and Playboy, as 
well as new material.

(3) I WANT TO BE YOUR DOG
5 Issues...............................$11.95
Off-beat thriller by HO CHE ANDERSON delves 
Into the sado-masochlstlc relationships ol a 
Toronto Black community.

(4) LIZ & BETH 4 Issues.........$9.95
The libidinous exploits of two lovely, fusty 
ladles. French culture by G. LEVIS.

(5) ANTON DREK PACK
4 Issues.................................$9.95
Outrageous, sleazy, shocking — put It all 
together, It spells ANTON DREK. Contains 
"Drekbook," "Forbidden Frankenstein" and 
the notorious "Wendy Whltebread, Undercover 
Slut."

(6) LIAISONS DELICIEUSES
5 Issues.................................$9.95
RICHARD FORG's sumptuously drawn panto 
mime of two delicious — and dangerous — 
seductresss s.

(7) BUTTERSCOTCH 3 issues..$8.95
Seduction, obsession, and Invisibility by Italy's 
premier comic artist, MILO MANARA. Includes 
pages previously unpublished In the U.S.A.

(8) TIMEWANKERS 4 Issues....$9.95
STEPHEN SULLIVAN gives a whole new mean- 
Ing to the phrase "Time Tunnel" with a randy 
pair of time travelers.

(9) R. CRUMB'S ID 3 Issues....$6.95
Previously unpublished fetishes and fantasies 
from the fevered mind of R. CRUMB. Lives up 
to Its name.

(10) THE YOUNG
WITCHES
4 lssues............$9.95
Lushly rendered tale of 
sex and the supernatural 
by F. SOLANO LOPEZ.

• CM mil 47 UtllMtog mm tar only $1001

Send all orders to:
NATIONAL LAMPOON

155 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10013

D Pack #1 $19.95 
G Pack #2 $14.95 
D Pack #3 $11.95 
D Pack #4 $9.95 
G Pack 1t5 $9.95

O Pack #6 
G Pack #7 
D Pack #8 
D Pack #9

$9.95 
$6.95 
$9.95 
$6.95

D Pack #10 $9.95
Q All ten packs $100.00 _____
New York residents add 8 1/4% sales tax. city stale zip

U.S. orders: Add $1.50 postage for every pack. Orders outside U.S. add $6.00 postage (or 
every 3 packs. Ask for our complete free catalogue. Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery.
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(signature required) iNLiUM J L
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BY NEIL STEINBERG

POSSESSING THE GATES or THE ENEMY: A 
TRAINING MANUAL FOR MILITANT INTERCESSION,
by Cindy Jacobs (Chosen Books, 1991). 
Synopsis: Satan's going to destroy the 
world unless we pray awfully hard to 
stop him. God wants good things to 
happen, but, being polite, he doesn't 
want to intrude in our affairs. Through 
prayer, we have to formally invite him; 
but sometimes, one person praying 
isn't enough—God misses it. A bunch 
of people, say fifty, praying for a long 
time, say twenty-four hours, works 
much better.
Representative quote: "I earnestly 
believe, however, that the effectual, 
fervent prayers offered up to God on 
that day in Pasadena had a direct 
bearing on the Senate's vote." 
Noteworthy flaw: Jacobs stresses the 
importance of humility while at the 
same time taking credit for all the 
changes in Eastern Europe and, 
indeed, all good things everywhere: "I 
believe personally that every time 
history is made moving circumstances 
toward the will of God, intercessors 
have been there."

/ REMEMBER, by Dan Rather, with Peter 
Wyden (Little, Brown and Company, 
1991).
Synopsis: Folksy, beloved newsman 
Dan Rather takes us on a journey back 
to his rural Texas boyhood, revealing 
perhaps more than he imagines. 
Representative quote: "Friendships were 
true friendships then. My best friend 
from the age of three was Georgie 
Hoyt, who lived across Prince Street 
from us. He was a year older, tall and 
beefy, a powerhouse. Georgie was my 
leader and protector. I always felt safe 
when he was around. Besides, he was 
stimulating company. Georgie was 
muscular beyond his years. He had 
dark, wavy hair, languid movements, 
and spoke with deliberation." 
Noteworthy flaw: Includes long, clip- 
job "the way we were" passages noting 
things like average price of a movie 
ticket (25.2 cents) and population of 
Texas (1.9 million).

THE LEfJ-HANDER SYNDROME, by Stanley 
Coren (The Free Press, 1992). 
Synopsis: Left-handed people don't just 
have trouble using scissors—they

suffer from "handism," a form of 
discrimination that haunts their every 
moment and cuts short their lives. 
Representative quote: "What is needed 
is an activist group that will serve as 
the spokesman for left-handers." 
Noteworthy flaw: Book is still bound on 
the left, forcing lefties to hold it in 
their right hands while reading.

STARSEED, THE THIRD MiatmufA: LIVING IN
THE PosmSTORK WORM, by Ken Carey 
(HarperSan Francisco, 1991). 
Synopsis: There is this big, collective 
intelligence in the universe that, every 
once in a while, speaks its mind 
directly into the mind of former-poor- 
Missouri-carpenter-now-well-off- 
channel-ro-cosmic-wisdom Ken 
Carey. Individuality is a sham, which 
can be avoided by returning to this 
large, coral-like soup of eternal 
awareness. A great, exciting, 
nonspecific thing will happen soon. 
Representative quote: "The experience 
of being is slowly uplifting the hearts 
of millions, not yet breaking 
lavalike—as it soon will—through the 
crust of illusion into general human 
acknowledgment, but bubbling 
beneath the

ssessHig

Synopsis: Surfing is a distinct, 
noteworthy culture, like ancient 
Egypt, and deserves to be documented 
and understood. 
Representative quote: "Because 
surfspeak is so totally dynamic and 
culture specific (or cultute bound, as 
snme linguists prefer), its varied 
meanings and usages can never be 
fully conveyed to an outsider who 
hasn't ridden the big one." 
Noteworthy flaw. Contains four 
photographs, one in full color, of 
frightening, surf-addled author 
sporting bad ABBA Swede hairdo and 
piercing maniacal stare.

BREAKTHROUGH DREAMING: How TO TAP THE 
PowfR or YOUR 24-HouR MIND, by Dr.
Gayle Delaney (Bantam Books, 1991). 
Synopsis: Rather than merely giving us 
a chance to, say, screw Madonna, 
dreams are instead candid portraits of 
our true feelings—if properly 
analyzed—and can be controlled and 
manipulated to solve problems and 
make vital life decisions. 
Representative quote: "An example of 
this would be dancing on the Queen 
Elizabeth 2 while crossing the 
Atlantic- We would want to know 
what life is like, or supposed to be 
like, on this ship and what it is like 
to be dancing there in the dream. 
We could also want to know if the 
ship is on a normal, regular route, 
and how this one is different from 
its othei' routes." 
Noteworthy flaw: Dr. Delaney 
doesn't really tell you how to 
interpret your dreams, but rather 
how to be a good amateur 
psychotherapist and help other 
people interpret their dreams. 
Those interested in their own 
dreams should, perhaps, give the 
book (a fourteen-dollar value) 

as a gift, •

surface of human
lives, altering subconscious
predispositions, shifting the deeper
things."
Noteworthy flaw: The experience
of being hasn't learned the
value of short, declarative
sentences.

THE SURFIH'ARY: A DICTIONARY OF 
SURFING TERMS AND SURFSPEAK,
compiled and edited by Trevor 
Cralle (Ten Speed Press, 1991).

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



TRUE MISCELLANY II Reuters (submitted by Tony 
Philputt)

A DEAF FACTORY 
worker in Glasgow, Scotland, 
was fired for throwing tea at 
his ex-girifriend because she 
was nagging him in sign 
language. (London) Sun 
(submitted by Dave Clark)

including one woman who 
wound up paralyzed from the 
neck down. The woman, who 
had signed a waiver 
acknowledging the risk prior 
to the test, was paid forty- 
nine dollars for her

A WEIGHTLIFTER IN 
Saginaw, Michigan, was 
found dead by police with a 
barbell pinned against his 
throat. Said the man's

ESCAPED
MATE

A RHODE ISLAND 
woman reported seeing two 
women stuff a girl into a car 
trunk, cover her with 
a blanket, and drive off. 
Twenty minutes later, War 
wick police stopped one of the 
women near her home. The 
woman opened her trunk to 
reveal a hairdressing mummy. 
(Santa Monica) Outlook 
(submitted by Derek Thorn)

DURING EVACUATION 
tests on the Me Donne 11 
Douglas MD-11 plane, forty- 
seven people were injured,

participation. A spokesman 
said that despite the woman's 
injury there were fewer 
broken bones over all than 
had been expected. A I1 
{submitted by Bobby Jones 
and Andy Shore)

A MOOSE DRAGGED A 
child's swing sec entangled in 
his antlers through an 
Anchorage, Alaska, 
neighborhood. After un 
successful attempts to free 
Himself, the moose returned 
to the original site and was 
found resting there, still 
connected to the swing set. 
AP (submitted by Andrew C. 
Freeman)

MR. & MRS. W. A. W1HDHAM

brother, "He probably went 
to put the bar back in the 
holder, thought it was there, 
and let go." Kalamazoo 
Gazette (submitted by Vince 
Delange)

BOXING PROMOTER 
Don King had this to say on 
the World Boxing Council's 
refusal to sanction the 
Holy fie Id-Fore man fight: 
"When the British were 
taxing us without rep 
resentation, and because 
they thought they were more 
powerful to intimidate the 
thirteen colonies and beat 
them into submission under 
the Pavlovian theory."

A MAN WITH A T-SHIRT 
wrapped around his head 
robbed two convenience 
stores in Chandler, Arizona, 
by threatening to hit the 
clerks with large rocks he was 
carrying. The suspect was 
later found hiding in a tree. 
Mesa Tribune (submitted by 
BillWilcynski)

POLICE AND EMER- 
gency medical service 
workers rushed to the home 
of a sixty-eight-year-otd 
Colonie, New York, woman 
after she called for help on 
her medical-alert necklace. 
When they arrived, Helen B. 
Noonan told them she had 
called because she needed a 
light for her cigarette. Albany 
Times Union (submitted by 
Kevin DeLaughter)

WHILE STOPPING FOR 
gas, a truckdriver from 
Louisville, Kentucky, 
discovered a human hand 
clinging to his trailer. The 
hand belonged to hitchhiker 
Nancy Melke, and had been 
torn off when the truck hit it 
as it passed her by on 
Interstate 75. (Corbin, 
Kentucky) Times-Tribune 
(submitted by Melinda 
Smith)

THIS CLASSIFIED AD 
appeared in the Athens 
(Greece) Shopper: "Invalid 
man without right leg is 
looking for another in 
valid (same defect) but 
left leg. I want to buy a 
pair of shoes. Size 43." 
(submitted by Athan M. 
Vcllianitis)

AFTER DRINKING SIX OR 
seven pints of hard cider in 
a picnic area, Marc Grant 
of Taunton, England, put 
his foot on a duck and 
pulled its head off while 
several children stood 
watching. (London) Daily 
Telegraph (submitted by 
John Claxton)
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•E THE GROWTH RATE OF ANY PLANT - GUARANTEED!i •
^JBlWl My name is Jeffery Julian DeMarco. president & founder of pyraponlc
mduyries, inc. II, ranked the

- 'llrfimrn: : as named by inc. magazine, and the 1989 Business of the 
yejr^d I'll DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK, if I can't:

$v>3 DOUBLE the growth rate of any plant (as least); 
X DOUBLE the budding sites of any plant; 
>•>>;; oo: :> i the . of fruits and vegetables; 
v :''-> DOUBLE the potency of herbs and spices; 

', ^ oou'Bi^ the T-- .-< of any plant material;
DOUBLE the fragrance of flowers. I personally guarantee it!

aw P wet - The Phototron has been awarded 17 patents in 9 different
aunt is, in addition,.a newly designed automatic watering system
ccess ry. developed by pyraponic Laboratories and explained below,
omjsl :ely services the absolute optimum water and nutrient requirements
or ea I individual Phototron needs, it contains the most powerful power
upph n the world; it produces 30% more lumen output, yet runs 30%
ooler - .

$tat of-the-art soil analysis and nutrient mix prescription for each 
ffidlvlc al Phototron for optimum growth of all plant parameters based 
ipon 0,000 completed soil samples, user-friendly instructions and follow- 
up reminders every 15 days ttt^j^^j^^j^feur success in growing any 
plant, so easy that the NationaTSg|lj||Ti|egers Association INSTA) uses the

rtron to teach photosynthesis to kindergarten through 12th grade
nts.

, school, laboratories, and universities worldwide are using the 
. _.ototron, including Harvard, oxford, USDA and NASA. 90 days payment 
plan, $39.95 down The Phototron is being used in NASA test beds for 
future space exploration purifies 1,000 cubic feet 33 times every 24 hours 

tv over 150,000 sold, with never a single one returned!

P.O. BOX 27809 * D6Rt. NL-4D 
lego, Cfl 92198-0198

..-:-i'G19-6;j-3525 -

FEED-A-TRON! •I
Five years of research and 

development has finally paid off 
with unbelievably dramatic 
results! For years I thought I was 
worMng on a convenience device 
for Photo-tron owners to simply 
alleviate the drudgery of 
manually watering, I dldnt know 
that by gMng the plants the 
absolute ability to determine 
THEIR own watering needs,, 
PRECISELY, they would respond 
with a 50% INCREASE IN PLANT 
GROWTH! So amazed, I keep re 
doing the experiments over ana 
over!

A feed-A-Tron precisely 
balances the nutrient water to 
root zone oxygen by allowing 
the plants to absolutely dictate 
Its needs. Nutrient water and 
root zone oxygen ate so 
precisely balanced the plants 
produce 50% more of every 
thing: growth, budding, potency, 
flavor & fragrancel Frankly, t 
don t think an accomplishment of 
this magnitude will ever happen 
again and t want everyone to 
have one.

This new and exciting product 
Is avaSa&e to you for just $69.95 
ptus shipping A handling.

Over 5,000 sold in 12 
months!

Another fine product of
619-451-8832
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TRUE DEMISES
I Love the Smell of
Formaldehyde in

the Morning

JOHNNY HARRINGTON 
of Thida, Arkansas, was 
arrested and charged with 
abusing his mother's corpse 
after he and eight others 
threw a party with the corpse 
on display, holding a beer in 
one hand and a cigarette in 
the other. Harrington 
claimed that his mother 
would have wanted it that 
way. (submitted by Briggs 
Goddard and Ed Williams)

Eagan's suit. As it turned out, 
Eagan had been cremated in 
place of another man who 
died the same day. AP 
(submitted by K. Weber)

apartment that evening, her 
roommate told her to call 
her family, who were 
making funeral arrangements. 
The student recalled asking 
her stepmother, " 'Hey, Patti, 
what's up?' She said, They're 
planning your funeral. Where 
the hell are you?' " The 
victim was another student 
with the same build, hair 
color, hair barrettes, ear 
piercings, and key rings. AP 
(submitted by Norman 
Sandier)

A LAW STUDENT IN 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, was 
identified by her stepfather

THE LORETTO CASKET 
Company of Florence, 
Alabama, is offering caskets 
in the school colors of 
Alabama, Auburn, Ten-

town hall officials, bank 
clerks, doctors, and priests to 
cancel his death from their 
registers. London Free Press 
(submitted by Julian A. 
Belanger)

RELATIVES OF A MUR- 
der victim in British 
Columbia were appalled to 
discover the body of the 
murderer in the casket where 
the victim was supposed to 
be. AP (submitted by Mary 
A. Cunnirigham and Dale 
Oldham)

SECURITY OFFICIALS AT 
Jerusalem's Ben Gurion Air 
port jumped when the

WILLIAM DON TIPTO1M,
who had visited his mother's 
grave almost every day in the 
year since she died, was 
struck and killed by lightning 
at the grave site. (San 
Bernardino County) Sun 
(submitted by Pat Smith)

AN OKLAHOMA MAN 
drowned while trying to put 
on a pair of swimming trunks 
tossed to him from a boat 
after his had fallen off. (Los 
Angeles) Daily Breeze 
(submitted by Elise 
Thompson)

IN A FUNERAL HOME IN 
Hamden, Connecticut, the 
family of the deceased 
Thomas Eagan discovered 
the wrong man wearing

CHRIS KREITLEIN

and grandfather as the victim 
of a car accident after the 
crash had obliterated the 
victim's face. When the 
student walked into her

STEVI CORH & UE HI HO

nessec, and Georgia. AP 
(submitted by Norman 
Sandier)

TINERAMA NEAGU OF 
Bucharest was pronounced 
dead of a heart attack when 
the seventy-one-year-old man 
collapsed after choking on a 
fish bone. But three days after 
his burial, surprised cemetery 
workers heard someone 
knocking on wood. When 
they dug out the coffin and 
opened the lid, Neagu was 
lying wide-awake among the 
wilted flowers. His wife- 
fainted when he returned 
home, and it took him three 
weeks to persuade the police,

luggage X-ray machine 
revealed that an Indian man's 
suitcase was filled with bones. 
The man was allowed to go 
after telling them that the 
bones were his father's 
remains, which he carries 
with him wherever he goes. 
Reuters (submitted by Melissa 
Johnson)

JOSEPH ROSSI RECENTLY 
unveiled a children's play 
area built onto his family's 
funeral home in Niles, Ohio. 
Other area funeral homes 
have made plans to add 
children's areas as well. Niles 
Times (submitted by Ron 
Fulton)
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COLLECTOR'S ITEMS
'* FROM NATIONAL LAMPOON *.*

MAGAZINES 
45.OO EACH

C; AUGUST 1972 > Democracy
'3 SEPTEMBER 1972 / Boredom
rj NOVEMBER 1972 / Decadence
P DECEMBER 1972 > Easter Issue
I ; MAY 1973 l-raud
(J JUNE 1973 • Vmk-riLV
[ ; JULY 1973 Modern Times
f; SEPTEMBER 1973 / Life Parody
L; OCTOBER 1973 ' B.tnanu Issue-
[J NOVEMBER 1973 / Sport-.
r; DECEMBER 1973 / Sdf-mdulj^ncr
; ; MAY 1974 hlnc-th Anniversary
[, JULY 1974 Dessert
[1 AUGUST 1974 ' Isobtiomsm & Tooth Care
Cl SEPTEMBER 1974 ' Old Age
C NOVEMBER 1974 ' Cmcs

OCTOBER 1975 i ( ollector's Issue 
' JANUARY 1976 ' Secret Issue 
' FEBRUARY 1976 ' Artists .md Muck-Is 
. MARCH 1976 / In Like >. I ion 
' . APRIL 1976 ' Olympic bpiircs 
' ' MAY 1976 i Umi.mied 1-ureiRncrs

AUGUST 1976 / Summer Sex 
' SEPTEMBER 1976 > The I .ir e s ( Issue

OCTOBER 1976 ' Therunm Pajjes 
: : NOVEMBER 1976 ' Is Democracy Fixed' 
-; DECEMBER 1976 •' Selling Out 
' ' JANUARY 1977 ' Sort-fire Issue 

' FEBRUARY 1977 / JhK Rcm.iu S ur,il 
. MARCH 1977 / Science .md TechnoloR) 

' ' APRIL 1977 ' RippinB the Lid <>(( TV 
1 JUNE 1977 / Careers 

1 JULY 1977 / N,isty Sex 
: : AUGUST 1977 / Cheap Thrills 
" SEPTEMBER 1977 ' Grow Up! 
: \ OCTOBER 1977 / All Beetles 

; NOVEMBER 1977 / Lifestyles
DECEMBER 1977 / ( hnslmas in December
JANUARY 1978 f 1 he Role of Sex m History 

' " FEBRUARY 1978 / Spnn B fascism in Prev.ev, 
' I MARCH 1978 / Crime and Punishment 
.' : APRIL 1978 / Spring Cleaning 
i : MAY 1978 f Kimihes 
I : JUNE 1978 / The Wild West 
; ' JULY 1978 ' I 00th Anniversary 
I ' AUGUST 1978 / Todays Teens 
: : SEPTEMBER 1978 ' Style 
' 1 OCTOBER 1978 ' Kntertamment

$5.00 EACH
1 APRIL 1979 / April l-ool

I"] MAY 1979 ' International Terrorism
'T AUGUST 1979 / Summer Vacation
H OCTOBER 1979 / Comedy
r ; DECEMBER 1979 / Success

FEBRUARY 1980 / Tenth Anniversary 
MARCH 1980 / March Miscellany 
APRIL 1980 / Vengeance 
iriAY 1980 / Sex Roles 
JUNE 1980 / Fresh Air 
JULY 1980 / Slime. Swill, and Politics 
AUGUST 1980/Anxiety 
SEPTEMBER 1980 / The Past 
OCTOBER 1980 / Aggression 
NOVEMBER 1980 / Potpourri 
DECEMBER 1980 ' Hun Takes a Holiday 
FEBRUARY 1981 / Sin

1 , MARCH 1981 / Women and Di^s 
: : APRIL 1981 / Chaos 
,' • MAY 1982 / N-ifced Ambition 
' JUNE 1981 ' Romance

' JULY 1981 / t.ndless. Mindless Summer Sex 
' 'AUGUST 1981 ' U-t\(, ctlt Lip, Anv-nc.i! 
i • SEPTEMBER 1981 ' B.n.k n. School 
' ' OCTOBER 1981 -' Movies 
I I NOVEMBER 1981 ' TV and Why It Sucks 
! DECEMBER 1981 ' What's Hip> 
I ' JANUARY 1982 i Sword a- J Sorcen 
' FEBRUARY 1982 / The \ ̂  Issue 
I 'MARCH 1982 ' rood !-, K hr 
' APRIL 1982 ' Kiilure

MAY 1982 ' t rime 
' JUNE 1982 / Do It Yourself 
' JULY 1982 i Sporimj. I ik- 
' AUGUST 1982 i The New West 
' SEPTEMBER 1982 > Hot Sex! 
I 1 OCTOBER 1982 / O.C . .md Sti^s 
! \ NOVEMBER 1982 ' t.tonomic Recoverv 
\ - DECEMBER 1982 / L.T. Issue 
' .' JANUARY 1983 / The Top Stor.es ut 1 9H ? 
I i FEBRUARY 1983 ' RjB in E Controversy 
! . MARCH 1983 <' Tamper-l'ro.if Issue 
: ' APRIL 1983 i Swirmuit 
I "MAY 1983 / The South Seas

JUNE 1983 / Adults OnK
JULY 1983 / Viit.it«m!

' AUGUST 1983 / Stirnte and Bad Manners 
: '. SEPTEMBER 1983 / K^ Anniversary Issue 
\ 1 OCTOBER 1983 / Dilated Pupils 
H NOVEMBER 1983 / No Score 
H DECEMBER 1983 / Holiday leers

< 1 JANUARY 1984 / Jlrr,e Parody Issue 
1 1 FEBRUARY 1984 / All-Comics Issue 
T' MARCH 1984 t The Sixties' Greatest Hns 
( " APRIL 1984 / You Can Parody Anything 
: : MAY 1984 ' Baseball Preview 
I i JUNE 1984 ' This Summer's Movies 
: i JULY 1984 / Special Summer t-'un 
! 'AUGUST 1984 / Unofficial Olympics C.uide 
; ', SEPTEMBER 1984 / hall Kishions 
!', OCTOBER 1984 / Just Good Stuff 
H NOVEMBER 1984 / The Accidental Issue 
n DECEMBER 1984 / The Last of the old M 
H JANUARY 1985 / U>od Clean Vx 
H FEBRUARY 1985 / A Misguided Tour of N.Y. 
H MARCH 1985 / The Best of fifteen Years 
f 1 MAY 1985 / Celebrity Roast 
I ; JUNE 198S / The Doug Kenriey Collection 

J JULY 1985 I Youth .« Play 
' AUGUST 1985 / All-New True facts 
! SEPTEMBER 1985 Lust Issue 

If issues in any given year are not listed above, 
please select replacements for missing issues.

OCTOBER 1985 / MUSK issue 
NOVEMBER 1985 > Mad AS Heii
DECEMBER 1985 / Rf.ig.in .md Rc
JANUARY 1986 / (,,«,d t:ie.m sex 
FEBRUARY 1986 / Money 
MARCH 1986 / AH About women
APRIL 1986 ' Doctors ,ind Lawyers 
MAY 1986 ' Spcjrts 
JUNE 1986 / Hiirror and rantasv 
JULY 1986 / Hot Summer Sex 
AUGUST 1986 / Show Bi/
SEPTEMBER 1986 / siea/e 
OCTOBER 1986 / Back to school

$5.00 EACH
O DECEMBER 1986 / 200th Anniversary
n FEBRUARY 19S7 / Things YOU can-i DO
D APRIL 1987 / Crime Pays
D JUNE 1S87 ' Sex and Unusual Practices
D AUGUST 1987 / All-New True Facts
D OCTOBER 1987 / flack to School
D DECEMBER 1987 / Woman of the Year
D FEBRUARY 1988 / Winter Inventory
O APRIL 1988 / Television
D JUNE 1988 / Subliminal Sex
D AUGUST 1988 / Even More True Facts
n OCTOBER 1988 / Sports
D DECEMBER 1988 / Potpourri
a FEBRUARY 1989 / Tyson
D APRIL 1989 / Mcdiocrily
D JUNE 1989 / Summer Sex
D AUGUST 1989 / Music
a OCTOBER 1989 / Back to College
D DECEMBER 1989 / Gala p a ny 
D FEBRUARY 1990 / conspiracy
D APRIL 1990 / Spring Break '90 
D JUNE 1990 / Special Lust Issue 
D AUGUST 1990 / Annual True Facts Issue 
D OCTOBER 1990 / Special Underachiever Issue 
D DECEMBER 1990 / The Best of 1970-1990 
D FEBRUARY 1991 / The Humor Issue 
D MARCH 1991 / Gauclio! 
D APRIL 1991 / The New World Order 
D MAY 1991 / Spend More Money! 
D JUNE 1991 / Big Screen 
D AUGUST 1991 / Going Places! 
D SEPTEMBER 1991 / Coming of Age 
D OCTOBER 1991/ Politically Incorrect College Issue 
D DECEMBER 1991 /ClassWar! 
D NatloMl Lampoon Binders Vmyl binders with 

touRh metal "rods." i 1! 00 each. ____ Quantity

-I National Lampoon Binder With all issues 
from a given year. Well, not exactly given. 
S27.00eath
_I976 _I98() _I984 _ 1983 _ Vinyl binder 
_ 1977 _ 1981 _ L98S _ 1989 
_!978 _ 1982 _I986 „ 1990 
_1979 _ \1H\ [9R7
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S2.00 in postage and handling fc 
SI 0 00, small price to pay for US 
IE. another matter entirely.
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r rny order il it 
. postal delive
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s under $10.00 
y. 11 I'm a New
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and 13.00 to 
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Teat out the ivholc page with items checked, enclose chick ot money order, and mail to:

H/mOHM-LAMPOON, DEPT. 0492 ISBAUENUEOFTHEAMERICAS, NEW YORK, NY 10013
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MONKEYS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28

that had produced the infant. Always 
dutiful, a + b took meticulous care of c 
and were in many ways sensational 
parents. They listened carefully to c's 
infant babbling, suffered graciously 
through c's negative stances and gawky 
periods, and persevered during the 
energetic, euphoric highs. Fully 
accepting c as a special adornment, a + b 
bought challenging toys and correct 
educational books, and in time 
dispatched c to the most demanding and 
progressive pre-kindergarten in the area. 
All the while rhey never neglected each 
other for an instant.

As time really wore on, a + b grew 
increasingly bored with c. As c's face 
formed and in it theirs disappeared, c 
became uninteresting to a + b. In all 
honesty, a +• b began impatiently waiting 
for c to complete high school and 
scamper off to college, fashioning an 
interesting and rewarding career far, far 
from home—so that once again, after 
eighteen years, the tiny house halfway up 
a lovely mountain would be privy only to 
a + b's secrets, moods, and noise.

Then a + b's world shorted out; the 
dream folded like a slapstick comic's tent. 
There would be no "Goodbye, c—c, 
goodbye." c refused the full scholarship 
offered by an elite university. And c 
would not permit a + b to pay for a

college career that could "only lead to a 
crass computerized profession."

It was like a mighty bong in their ears. 
b struggled mightily within the couple's 
creed of nonviolence and did not strike 
c. a decided to help b pummel their 
child, though, if an attack was ever 
initiated.

Instead they made up a list of one 
hundred demands that c must adhere to 
if c wished to continue to live in the 
lovely cottage halfway up the mountain. 
Outstanding among these rules were: c 
must work full-time and pay monthly 
rent; c must vacuum the rooms weekly 
and change all bed linens each Saturday, 
on which day c was also to do the 
laundry; c must clean the cat box, and 
not merely scoop out the turds but 
change the damp litter as well; c's friends 
could no longer just drop in—a -f b must 
be consulted before any invitations were 
issued. If these rules were not strictly 
obeyed, c would be subject to a minimum 
seven-dollar fine and put on probation, 
during which time tbc length of c's 
tenancy would be reconsidered, a + b 
mailed the extensive list in a registered 
letter, which c signed for and read 
carefully and solemnly.

a + b had lived in the charming cottage 
so comfortably for more than twenty-five 
years that they did indeed come to forget 
they had never owned it, hut were in fact 
mere tenants. Therefore the eviction 
notice was an incredible shock in its own 
right; compounding the tragedy, it was c

who was evicting a + b.
Soon after signing, in triplicate, a -t- b's 

complicated rules of tenancy, c had 
suddenly run off and married d. d's father 
was heralded as King of the Malls, c's 
very first act, following the honeymoon, 
was to buy the cottage from its easily 
persuaded owner and have a + b served 
with a formal eviction notice.

A few days later, c + d drove to the 
cottage, c strode alone up the sidewalk 
into the cottage.

c began formally. "It's good to be back. 
The place looks so much smaller, and so 
do you."

a held back a sob. b coughed ncrvousiy.
c pointed out, "There never was any 

need to write a manifesto of rules. I knew 
how you both felt since I was horn."

"Which means?" b asked sharply.
"You tolerated me."
"And you?" a asked-
"Oh, I loved you both. I still do. You 

have much to offer and learn from. I 
thank you for what I took and what 1 
learned, hut I must break away from you 
now, clean and true. I must be strong and 
be done with both you and b."

a hissed, "To buy this house, to buy our 
place!"

"1 want to contain my childhood 
memories. This house is better than any 
photo album; you keep the album, I'll 
take the house. Indeed, I have taken the 
house. And when there are babies I'll 
build additions."

"Can we, will we be able to..." b
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wistfully began.
"Oh sure, you can visit. But it would 

be best to stay at a nearby motel, at our 
expense, of course. I really think you will 
be marvelous grandparents, you know so 
damn much, but until then..."

a + b thought there was going to be a 
splendid gift from c's tremendous 
reserves, The couple anticipated c 
presenting a fat check for another 
cottage up another mountain, or even a 
bit farther, down in the lush valley, a 
planned to look away, dramatically sigh 
even, as c handed over a tribute of 
undying and perhaps unconditional love.

But c added brusquely, "But until then 
you have fourteen days left here. There's 
much to do. Of course, take ail the 
furniture, rugs, dishes, and paintings. All 
of your decorations. But touch nothing in 
my room. Please thoroughly clean the 
fridge and oven. The deposit and interest 
accrued during the last decades will be 
sent to you within the month."

And c left, after kissing them both 
goodbye.

"Failed, failed so badly!" a hoarsely 
cried.

b, a brilliant mathematician, flashed a 
rare silly smile and replied, "We may

have produced a grand success! Our 
child's sort of a gracious, wise monster, c 
is already a winner—and no degrees!"

a really began crying.
"We showed c the power of the 

selfishness of our love," b continued, 
"and he has acted independently and 
ruthlessly in his own fashion. We have 
really done quite well, though I will miss 
this place terribly."

Then b sat down and was quiet for a 
long time, a stopped crying and began 
rubbing b's neck. Subdued lovemaking 
would surely follow.

Back in the car, c smiled happily and 
patted d. d stirred and went back to 
sleep, c visualized the next two weeks— 
buying a large camper, returning to the 
mountain and bivouacking, observing 
a + b's scurried retreat on the dawn of 
the fifteenth morning, darting across 
slippery grass under a red sky, then 
storming the once inaccessible dwelling, 
flinging open the doors—winning, 
winning! The house would be c's, and 
stubborn, unfair love finally would be 
coaxed from its confines, d, awake now, 
leaned against c and like a bored, ferocious 
animal sucked c's thumb all through the 
drive back down the mountain.

Henry H. Roth

Sensual 
Aides

How to order them 
without embarrassment.

How to use them 
without disappointment.

I f you've been reluctant to purchase 
sensual aides through the mail, we 
would like to offer you three things that 

might change your mind.
1. We guarantee your privacy. 
Everything we ship is plainly and securely 
wrapped, with no clue to its contents from 
the outside. All transactions are strictly con 
fidential,and we never sell, rent or trade any 
names.
2. We guarantee your satisfaction.
If a product is unsatisfactory simply return
it for replacement or refund.
3. We guarantee that the product you 
choose will keep giving you pleasure, 
Should it malfunction, simply return it to us 
for a replacement.
What is the Xandria Collection?

It is a very special collection of the finest 
and most effective sexual products from 
around the world. It is designed for both the 
timid and the bold. For anyone who has ever 
wished there could be something more to 
their sensual pleasures.

The Xandria Gold Collection... celebrates 
the possibilities for pleasure we each have 
within us. Send for the Xandria Collection 
Gold Edition Catalogue. Its price of $4.00 is 
applied in full to your first order.

Write today. You have absolutely noth 
ing to lose. And an entirely new world of 
enjoyment to gain.

Irhe Xandria Collection, Depi. NL0492 I 
P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131 I

Iamanadutlover21 years of age:

Oh God—it's the Brendoti Behan Walking Tour."
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THE POTATO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

news mavens would then, in their 
fearless, bulldog way, find video of 
unemployed yet upright Americans. 
After that, the White House would fuss 
a bit, and then withdraw its claims. End 
of story. The most obvious fact, how 
ever, would go unreported: that the 
White House would say and do any 
thing, up to and including an endorse 
ment of cannibalism ("It's tasty, 
nutritious—people helping out other 
folks, sacrificing, we're for that"), if it 
thought it could get votes in the process.

Which brings us to Night-line. The issue 
in question was, are the Democrats "too 
oppositional" and therefore "afraid to 
work for real solutions"? This was the 
phrasing Koppel used. Naturally, the 
spokesmen for the Donkeys, "Fiery 
George" Mitchell (D-Boredom) and 
Richard "The Inspircr" Gephardt (D- 
Emptiness), said that this was not so. 
The Democrats merely seemed non- 
bipartisan, Mitchell said, because they 
were the victims of "an administration 
unwilling to compromise." Then, with 
all the originality of a wacky neighbor in 
a sitcom, Newt Gingrich (R-Peabrain) 
repeated the original question, the twist 
being that it was restated as an assertion: 
the Democrats were "bent on confron 
tation." The Donkey Twins repeated 
their denial.

The miracle here, of course, is that 
viewers, including this Potato, had not 
already switched to the Weather 
Channel at this point. What was not 
miraculous was that the Law of Balance 
was strictly followed. No one contra 
dicted the original premise, since doing 
so might have constituted thought. No 
one offered that bipartisanship was a 
terrible thing that has choked off 
genuinely new thinking for twenty 
years, or that cooperating with this 
administration would be like walking 
into your boss's office and laying a 
variety of severance packages on his 
desk.

No, the Law of Balance prevailed. 
And that is why news television is so 
boring that people tike me have to be 
paid to watch it.

POTATO CHIPS
Nice try on the comics section, New 

York Times. But tell Safire he's got to 
cut copy, because at this point no one's 
even seen the main character for the 
speech balloons....Connie Chung still 
not pregnant. Why is 60 Minutes not on 
this scandal?...Amused by Good Morning 
America's "Perk-Off" campaign, where 
Joan Lunden is challenging Katie

Couric and Paufa Zahn to match up 
"bright, wide smile to bright, wide 
smile." There's no question that in- 
depth stuff like this is what the morning 
news programs—those children of news 
and entertainment divisions that 
increasingly sport the most backward 
and incestuous features of both— 
deserve; still, the Potato hopes to wake 
up one day and see one of those pretty 
women look at the camera through a 
haze of cigarette smoke and say, "It's just 
so pointless being here, you 
kn.ov/?"...WosKington Post hucked the 
anti-incumbent trend nicely with recent 
editorial "It's the People, Not the Pols." 
Fave line: "Clearly, the problem is 
simply one of education. The American 
people simply have not been taught why 
this is the best government for 
them"....It just shows that no one is 
really watching network news when 
Dan Rather can say, "Fuck, I stumbled" 
at the beginning of a segment without 
anyone commenting at ail....Did you see 
James Baker fall asleep right in the 
middle of being interviewed by 
MacNeil/Lehrer? The Potato didn't,

having beaten the good secretary to the 
nod by a few minutes....The Potato 
hears that NEC attempted to "pre- 
project" the results of the New 
Hampshire primary by secretly planting 
transmitters in the brains of a select 
group of voters. The plan failed, 
however, because instead of 
transmitting from the voters' brains to 
NBC, the feed went the opposite way, 
and New Hampshire psychiatrists were 
inundated with complaints about people 
waking up with nightmares about 
Willatd Scott. NBC is reportedly 
making it up to the victims by allowing 
them to be extras on Cheers.... 
Cosmopolitan staffers just threw a little 
party for themselves, and with good 
reason: they had just run the same 
article ("How to Get the Man of Your 
Dreams") for the one hundredth 
consecutive issue....Wish somebody 
would get off their knees and report that 
President Bush replied to a question last 
week entirely in nonsense syllables. 
"Rowbrathershrugrab" is not 
Bushspeak—it's babble. Maybe it's the 
feed on my dish.... H

"No, I'm not expecting a child. On ihe contrary, I just ate one."
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LETTERS

CONTINUED EROM PAGE 18

Sirs:
So me and my roommates go to 

Galveston for spring break, right ? So 
one morning rne, Mike, and Lou are 
getting stoned in the hotel room, but 
Dave's still asleep. Also, his pecker is 
hanging out of his boxers. Mike takes 
this black Magic Marker and puts a 
dot on the end of Dave's dick to wake 
him up, because we've been totally 
screaming at him to wake up and get 
stoned with us and he won't because 
of the insane amount he drank last 
night. He doesn't wake up, so as a joke 
Mike puts a few more dots on the dong 
in question, but the fucker keeps 
sleeping. So I grab the Marker and 
color in the whole head of his dick 
Magic Marker black and tuck it away, 
so it'll be like a surprise for him. Any 
way, me, Mike, and Lou just keep 
smoking till we can barely see 
straight, and finally the smoke alarm 
wakes Dave up and he goes to take a

piss and starts screaming because, 
like, his dick is all black. He starts 
crying and asks us to drive him to the 
hospital, but we have this stoned hal 
lucination that we're glued to the fur 
niture so we can't. So we have to tell 
him the truth, that he doesn't actually 
have AIDS or something, just Magic 
Marker on his dick, and he eventually 
finds it funny after smoking a lot of 
dope. But get this: it turns out Dave 
actually does have AIDS, which he 
probably contracted from a hooker we 
got him on his nineteenth birthday. 
I know this story is kind of sad and 
fucked-up, but also funny, like black 
humor. I hear you guys like that 
fucked-up black humor stuff, so I fig 
ure you might want to print this, espe 
cially because there's an actual black 
dong involved. But actually, the main 
reason I'm writing you is I was won 
dering: how come you never made an 
Animal House 11 ? See, that's like 
Dave's last Ryan White-style wish, to 
see Animal House II while drunk, so if 
you don't hurry up you won't get his 
seven bucks.

Steve 
UCLA

SPORTS DESK
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 
PAGE 10:

This section reiterates our most 
profound outrage etc. at the massacre of 
Kirkistan's ice dancers by Turdish rebels. 
Dad says the Olympics are no place for 
this kind of ethnic conflict plus we hope 
for all the best for both sides in that 
beleaguered war-torn blah blah blah, the 
ideals that the Olympic movement 
stands for, blah blah blah. Okay.

Finally, please note our use in this 
paper of "nordic" with a small "n." We 
have no opinion about racial purity one 
way or the other and don't endorse it, 
per se, at this point in you-know-what.

Both Dad and I had hoped to be able 
to answer a question that has come up a 
couple of times about the 1936 Games, 
but, unfortunately, we have no more 
idea where Garmisch-Partenkirchen was 
than anyone else does.

That said, good night, buenos noches, 
best of luck, work out your salvation 
with fear and etc., see you in 
Lilleharnmer. •

TALK OR LISTEN WITH Our
girls do it for

pleasure
only

CENgtlSH
'm Belinda.
Try me on
1-900-884

;7779

LIVE TALK DESIRE GIRLS
Rowena's Wicked Tongue 

-900-884-3339
ROSE is on 

900-884-7772

HARD RIDING GIRLS
Lady Jane's Special Service 

1-900-884-5551
AU PAIR GIRLS ALL OVER

USA WANT DIRECT 
CONTACT WITH YOU

1-900-884-5553 YOU'RE THE GAMEKEEPER, I'M THE DUCHESS 
1-900-884-5666

BIG BEN PRODUCTIONS INC.
CALLS COST 2 DOLLARS FIRST MINUTE ft 2 DOLLARS EACH MINUTE THEREAFTER
ADVERTISING DEPT.AHMHtiUSE LEE. TELBI024S4W553 ALL SERVICES ENGLISH GLAMOUR/COMEDY GIRLS

WE LISTEN
Jackie 1-900-884-5557 
Sarah 1-900-884-5558
ENGLISH SPECIAL CINDER'S 

CONFESSION LINE 
900-884-5559
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Wear Us Out
Take a look at these shirts. 

Most of the models don't even have heads,
and they still look great! 

Never before has anything so hot been so comfortable.
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TS 1029—National Lampoon's Animal House 
T-shirt With pictures of Bluto, Otter, and the rest of 
the boys on the front. $6.95

TS 1046-Acra Sweatshirt. Same specs as the 
hooded shirt but without the hood. 513.95 
TS 1045-Aura Hooded Sweatshirt Made of 50 
percent Creslan* acrylic fiber/50 percent cotton. 
With hood. $18.95

TS 1028—National Lampoon's Animal House
Basaball Shirt. $11.00
TS 1032—National Lampoon Hat. A baseball cap,
$7.95

TS 1034—National Lampoon Sweatshirt Also 
available in navy with white lettering, and gray with 
black lettering. $13.95.

TS 1043-Hational Lampoon's Vacation Sweat- 
shirt. Starring Marty Moose on the front. $16.95. 
TS 1031-National Lampoon's Vacation T-shirt.
With Marty Moose on the front. 58-95

TS 1059—National Lampoon's Vacation T-shfrt.
This time with the Walley World logo. 58.95
TS 1044-Sweatshirt (not shown) $16.95 same
logo as above

r
trfSSS*

TS 1049-Authentic Football Jersey. Made of 50 
percent nylon plaited/50 percent cotton. $20.95 
TS 1050-Authentic Football Jersey. 100 percent 
nylon-mesh authentic football jersey. White. $28.95

TS 1067—National Lampoon's Christmas
Vacation Sweatshirt. This time with Santa Claus as
the logo. $21.95.
TS 1DG8—T-shirt (not shown). Same logo as above.
S7.95

TS 1027—National Lampoon Black Sex Softball 
Jersey. The kind the 1919 Chicago White Sox wore 
after they threw the Series. $8.00
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TS 1026-National Lampoon "That's Not 
Funny, That's Sick!" T-shirt With the
famous double-amputee frog. $7.95

TS 1065-Trots and Bonnia T-shirt. America's 
favorite dog-and-teen team jump off the pages 
of this mag and onto your back. $7.95

TS 1057-Ovarsize Heavyweight T-shirt.
Politenessman, in one of his most famous 
adventures. 100 percent cotton. $10.95

TS 1035-National Lampoon Frog Polo 
Shirt. In white, blue, camel, green, gray, or 
yellow. $14.95 
TS 1038-National Lampoon Frog Sweater.
In blue, camel, gray, or black. $20.95

TS 10B6—True Facts T-shirt. With George 
Washington on the front, an authentic True 
Fact on the back. Four different True Facts to 
choose from! $10.95

0 WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, MON 
TANA—Four riflemen firing a ceremonial 
salute at a military funeral accidentally shot the 
minister

—San Francisco Chronicle

0 MANCHESTER, IOWA-To deter wan 
dering in the halls, authorities at West Dela 
ware High School required each sfudenl on his 
way to the bathroom to wear a toilet seat 
around his neck.

- Washington Post

O After an eighteen-month study, the Brit 
ish Academy of Science recommended to Par 
liament that British rock stars be prohibited 
from selling their semen to commercial sperm 
banks.

— UMKO University News

0 A local citizen was arrested and charged 
with public indecency after he allegedly was 
observed placing his male organ in a jar of slaw 
dressing at the local supermarket.

—Downers Grove (Illinois) Reporter

TS 1039-"Save the Frog" Glow-ln-the- 
Dark Sweatshirt. 100 percent cotton. $15.00

TS 1048-Marattion 80 Shorts. 100 percent 
nylon tricot running shorts with inside key 
pocket. $9.50

TS 1019-National Lampoon Nona Gorilla 
T-shirt. The divine Miss Mona. $6.95

TS 1030-National Lampoon Black Sox 
Baseball Jacket. Famous jacket with real 
cotton lining. $33.95

Wear us out... and you'll be in! 
Merchandise Order Form

Indicate the products you wish to purchase (circle items desired and
check size), place in envelope with payment, and send lo:
NATIONAL LAMPOON. Dept. NL0492
155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10013
Please enclose $1,75 for postage and handling for each item ordered;
New York State residents, please add 8V<% sales tax Add $1 00 extra
per item for foreign orders.
Order $20 or mote, and lake S5 off HIP total mirchasp »ricp

Name (please print) 
Address _____ 
City_______ State —____ zip. 

Check enclosed Q Charge to my:
MasterCard #/Visa#. 
Signature _____ . Expiration Date.

TS1019$6,95 _S_M. 
TS1026S7.95 _S_M. 
TS1027SB.OO _S_M. 
TS1028SH.OO_S_M- 
TS1029S6.95 _S_M. 
TS1030S33.95_S_M. 
TS1Q31 S7.95 __S_M. 
TS1032S7.95 
TS1034 $13.95—S_M.

COLOR — 
TS1035S14.95_S_M.

COLOR — 
TS1038S20.95_S_M

COLOR- 
TS1D39S15.00—S—M

_L_XL TS1041$6.95 _S 
_L_XL TS10«$16.95 _S 
_L TS1014$16.95 —S_ 
_L_XL TS10<I5$18.95 _S 
_L TS1046S13.95 _S 
_L_XL TS1048S9.50 _S 
_L_XL TS1049$20.95 _S 

	TS1050$26.95 _S
-L_XL TS1057S11.9S — S
- TS1059S7.95 _S
-L TS1065S7.95 _S
- TS1066S10.95 _S
-L A_ 

	TS1067 $21.95 _S

-M_L. 
_M_-L 
_M_L 
_M_L 
_M_-L 
_C_ 
_M_L. 

_L_XL TS1068S7.95 _S_M—L.

XL 
_XL

—XL 
_XL 
D_ 

_XL
—XL

Give the gift of merchandise.
Please indicate what National lampoon products you would like us 
to send. Enclose payment. Place in envelope and send to: 

NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. NL0492 
155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10013

Name.
Address___ 
City____ 
State ____ 
Send gift(s) to: 
Name____

.Zip.

Address. 
City__
State _ 
ITEMS.

.Zip.

I have enclosed a total of $.

TS 1041-"I Got My Job Through the National 
Lampoon" T-shirt. And you can buy this shirt 
through the National Lampoon as well. $6.95
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PERMIT Me TO <PUOTE
DOROTHY PARKERMARKTWAIIO SAID IT BEST!

THIS REMIMOS Me OF A PoeM By OGDEW MASH.'' v \RWiw s. COB6 WAS So RIGHT! ''
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E1MT DO VJ\TH 
WHEN Y'DIE,AUNTI£?

HMMM , MAYBE I'LL DONATE MY 
BODY T'SCIE-NICE

HEARD
' 'AT. TUEY SA.Y 

THEY GOT MORE BODIES 
THAM THEY CAN 
MOW. THEY'RE: TAKIN ' TK' 
EXTRA OME5 DOWN T' 
TH' SAFEWAYS AN 

' PAR.KIM' LOT

LONG- BUMP BUMP BUMPDONNO IF I COULD TAKE THAT
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CLASSIFIED
HORROR/DRAMA/COMEDY etc. Over 
30,000 videos at guaranteed lowest prices. 
Send $2.00 research fee and name of video to: 
Bridgeport Video, FOB 4098, Bellingham WA 
98227. (Allow one week for response on price 
and availability.)_________________
MEET WOMEN WORLDWIDE! Free 
32-pg. catalog! America's most respected 
correspondence service since 1974! CHERRY 
BLOSSOMS, 190NL Rainbow Ridge, Kapaau, 
Hawaii 96755.1 (808) 961-2114 anytime.

GAY/LESBIAN MEETING SERVICE 
& MERCHANDISE CATALOG (Books, 
music, jewelry, clothing, more). Free 
Information. Orion Services, 2300 Market 
#14L, San Francisco, CA 94114. 
CONFIDENTIAL.

EROTIC CARTOONS
#1 • GONAD THE BARBARIAN
»2 - OFFENDERS OF THE UNIVERSE
113-PANDORA, AN EROTIC TRILOGY

Each Carloon is feature lenglh. in 
sterno/Hi Fi. Only '28 SS each * '3° D 
shipping (you must be 211.

EXCALIBUR FILMS 
1-8OO-289-66B4
36ZI W Commorwealin. FullerlDa CA 92S33 
Wrile for free catalog Contains thousands 
ol sizzling video movies for every interest 
and taste, Save up to 84% over retail price.

FREE CATALOG
EROTIC COLLECTION OF ADULT 
TOYS, lingerie, books, videos, condoms, 
lotions and more. 50% discount coupon & 
FREE catalog. Adam & Eve PO Box 200 Dept. 
NL96 Carrboro, NC 27510. 1-800-334-5474.

WHO IS DAVID DUKE'S GAULEITER?
Is he the neo-Nazi bigot Rausch. Limbach 
(Rush Limbaugh)? Find out by reading 
"Contemporary Indications of a Conspiracy", 
$3.95, from HLI, Dept. L, P.O. Box 49502, 
Wichita, Ks. 67201.

100% Cotton T-Shirts
S-M-L-XI. (XXL ad^Sl] 
Send $12.95 .$2.S/Hto:

309 5ch Avenue, Suite
Brooklyn, NY 11215 

Free Catalog wilh I'nrchiae

WOW! VIDEO CATALOG! -$9.95. OVER 
12,000 TITLES. PAUL'S HOBBY ZONE, 
DEPT. NL, P.O. BOX 113, WEST NEWTON, 
MA 02165.

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE -Nasty T-shirts 
for gags and presents. Send $2 for more 
information. Will credit first order. Adults only. 
E.W.C. 9811 Owensmouth, Suite #7, 
Chatsworth, CA 91311.

FREE!! Hysterical "ROADKILL APTITUDE 
TEST" • Vulgar, insensitive jerks only, please! 
Rush S.AS.E.; 11054 Ventura Boulevard, 
Suite 253-L2, Studio City, California 91604

FS BOOK CO, P.O. BOX 417457 (NL)
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841-7457 

FREE SHIPPING! FAST SERVICE! DISCOUNT PHICES1
THE CLOSET CULTIVATOR.$14 MUSHROOM CULTIVATOR...$28 
PSYCHEDELIC CHEMISTRY..S<6 ORUGTESTING AT WORK..SI7 
TECHNIQUES OF REVENGE...* fl RECREATIONAL DRUGS...$21 
ECSTASYTHE MDMA STORY..S17 FALSE IDENTIFICATION...$10 
FIGHTING BACK ON THEJOB...S10 MAR. INSIDER'S GUIDE...SI 8 
THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK....S2I POISON PEN l_ETreRS..$tO
GROWING WILD MUSH ROOMS...SI 0 CANNABIS ALCHEMY...S12 
CLANDESTINE LABORATORIGS....S10 HOW TO DISPPEAR. ..S13
MARIJUANA GROWERS GUIDE......$18 THE RIP-OFF BOOK...S13
EMPEROR WEARS NO CLOTHES.....*!* SMART DSUGS........110
GROWING THE HALLUCINOGENS.......Sfl LEGALHIGH3... ...J8
^^^= CARE3. ADD 7.TS1*.!AX [ADULTS ONLY)
_jja»_e_ 24HHCODUNE(916) 721-5629 
••••• 24 HR VISA UNE (916) 725-0341
FHKE 4TH CLASS SHIPPING-ALLOW 1-2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

OR. ADO IZ PER BOOK FOR AIR MAIL. FS CATALOG $2
^ SERVING YOU SINCE 1985 A

FREE 1992 CALENDAR! Features Hot 'n 
Sexy Racquel Darrian. Adam & Eve PO Box 
900, Dept. NL97, Carrboro, NC 27510

COMEDY WRITER One-liner specialist 
hilarious ridiculous cute D. J's legal medical 
speakers marriage divorce porno. 12534 
mglewood #182 Hawthorne, Calif. 90250

TRUE ANCIENT FANTASY ADVENTURE

COMPLETE GAME INCLUDES: Trifold Rlftra Mw Divider,
2 Irontatete Rulcboots, IB Character i 18 Encounter Cards. 

ORGANIZED WILDERNESS/UNDERWORLD MAPS OF:
B CsstSts, 7 Hedges. 2 Tows, 10 Pvrwuos, 1 Fortrtss.

3 Torts, 3 Cavirns, 1 Temples, 2 Universities, & 1 Casino. 
Inscriptions, Lore, & BorE. Years /Months of Fim ^

IROHHEOGE
n»mt Fi«t«>lim plow St!tiB/7T.\0!tt west Jrtlt «iim suwlumnt 
tt Mw«f itMt, iitiiwi, i, HMiKri. wfta u wif ws. irwn, t, MMUIU.
CHMMTCR TYKS fijdtBJ, THilfI, ItAfl 1W|: DWUr!,Mlfi)M(<l, tHiiU.

»«m niiMw. Friitiir"i mrin»l.

I n mmi)ini,Tianii H.

36Cta«tKrCarfc...S3»" 3GEK«MUrCarli...$3"'
H4M) DM* SMttl-SKtift W«t C%*K*UM KHIW MUlt M«lt
CiitM MntNMd TriMwc Out 3x5FilSwx.....$16w
Ittrm f* (tllUMKICWOJOiU. WCitK KllOUt, OWH,« HMMJUilmaxm, mil IUMM, KHUHI «n rmst i« irtovi fir itnui.

Riflitto: ^n • «n utim
.tMMIOt

Bra W, MarnE, MI19435
) DQXICI10/OR *[ n PAID BY CASH OH if i 

POSWLMO«YOmER!U.S.FllHOS) &

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! $6.6 billion in 
private sector scholarships go unclaimed yearly 
because students don't know where to apply. 
We guarantee a minimum of 7 sources and, if 
you act before May '92, a minimum $100 in aid 
or your money back! Send name, address & 
$49.95 to Educational Assistance Services. 
669 Peoria St., Suite 103, Aurora, Co. 80010.

CONDOMS MONOGRAM(VIED

YOUR
MESSAGE

HERE

PENETRATING & EXCITING MESSAGES 
PRINTED ON INDIVIDUAL WRAPPERS. 
E.G. PUMP IT UP, LOOK OUT BELOW, 
ETC. MAX: 12 CHARACTERS /LINE • 3LINES. 
PARTY PACK QUALITY CONDOMS.
SEND: $35.95 U.S. -MSffl, M.O. OR CHEQUE.GANG 
LAND ENTERPRISES, P.O. BOX 3951.1. 250EGLING- 

TON AVE. E, TORONTO. ONTARIO, M4P3E1. ALLOW i TO 0 WEEK DELIVERY.

HEALTH, DRUG, PMS & COMIC
BOOKS. CATALOG $2. CENTURY PUB 
LISHING. BOX 8261, CITRUS HEIGHTS, 
CA 95621-8261.

Too HOT £or TV!

TV's

Joke Line
The "Top 10" list Dave can never use! 

The line Arsenio will never put on the air! 
The joke too color/ill for In Living Color!

CALL NOW ! ! ! 
1-300-226-6733

Each call costs $I.98/minute,
and the average length is five minutes

(IF you can take it).

New Jokaa EVERY day!

BONUS !!! 
Tell us your best joke 

WIN $500 CASH!
(c) 1992, Robert Sherman Productions, 

West Hollywood, California

Note: The producers of TV's Censored 
Joke Line wish to apologize in advance 
to Senator Ted Kennedy, Judge Clarence 
Thomas, Jeffrey Dahmer, Madonna, and 

of course, Oprah Winfrey.

REAL BLANK DRIVERS LICENSES
ORIGINALS! NOT CHEAP FAKE I.D.
ANY STATE OH CANADA
EASV DO IT YOURSELF KIT
100% FOOLPROOF + LEGAL
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FAST CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE 

DON'T DELAY! ORDER NOW! HUSH SS.OO PER 
LICENSE KIT OR (2 FOR S8.OO) TO:

ONLY
$5.00

BELL REAL ID
3148 Plainfield Ave. #150-J 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49505

101 FILTHY LIMERICKS -Totally NEW, 
totally DISGUSTING. Destined to become 
classics. $8.00, satisfaction guaranteed. ELD, 
P.O. Box 1512, Mango, FL 33550-1512

ULTIMATE FANTASY CONFESSIONS
1-900-988-9896..........Ext. 248...............Men
1-900-988-9896..........Ext. 253............Ladies
S2.00 per minute. Avg. call 4 min., touch- 
tone phone req., under 18 get parent's 
permission. I. I., Temperance, Michigan

Need a poke, call for the 
up-to-date JOKES!

1-900-988-9896................................Ext. 252
$2.00 per minute. Avg. call 4 min., touch- 
tone phone req., under 18 get parent's 
permission. I. I., Temperance, Michigan

THE INCREDIBLE AMAZING SEX STONE"
Works on either sex. Only $10.00 to 
D.R.B.,P.O.B. 2477, Albany, Or., 97321

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



CLASSIFIED
JAPANESE WOMEN desire friendship, 
romance. Other Asian Sadies too! Free 
brochure: PACIFIC CENTURY CORRE 
SPONDENCE, 110 Pacific #208JA, San 
Francisco, CA 94111. (816) 942-1668.

UNDERGROUND BOOKS Controversial & 
Unusual. Not available in Bookstores! Fast 
Service! Catalog: $2. FSS, Box232 (NL), 
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-0232. ____

ASIAN WOMEN DESIRE ROMANCE!
Overseas, sincere, attractive. World's #1 
Correspondence Service! Free details, 
photos! SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL, 
Box 5500-TZ, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii 96745 
(808) 325-7707.

WEIRD HUMOR FOR STRANGE PEOPLE!
National Public Humor Newsletter. Annual 
subscription-12 issues $12. Sample-$2.50. 
NPHN-NL, P.O. Box 21, Cheshire, CT 06410.

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make 
lasting friendships. Send age, interests. Free 
reply. Harmony, Box82295NL, Phoenix, 
Arizona 85071.

PET CONDOM
MUST SEE TO BELIEVE! SAFEST PET 
YOU'LL EVER OWN! SEND $5.00 PLUS 
$2.00 S&H TO: PETS, P.O. 793, PANAMA 
CITY, FL 32402-0793.

TERM PAPER

STAY AWAKE- 
ALERTS ACTIVE

#34

#35

#38

#22

#28

#32

DSE's products will energize & slim you, helping 
you get the most out of every day & night!

fl22 Magnum 200 mg..................200 /$15.50
#28 D&E 290 200 rng..................2QO / $15.50
S32 30/30 150 rug..................200/312.75
S34D&E-25-25 110 mg....................100/S6.95

1000 / $32.95 
'Active ingredient in above: Caffiene

#35 DSE-25 Ephedrine HCL- 25mg... 100 / $7,95 
1000/S22.95

#3B Diet Time 1-a-day-diet aid.............90 / $9.95

CALL TOLL FREE 1-BOO-221-1833;
inNJ (201)838-5254
D&E Pharmaceulicals, Inc.
Dept. 1642 208 Macopin Road
Bloomingdale, NJ 07403
Please add S4.50 lor shipping. Free catalogs
available on request.

ASSISTANCE

SEND $2 FOR CATALOG
LISTING 16,278 RESEARCH PAPERS, or

CALL TOLL FREE 800-351 -0222
IN CALIFORNIA (310) 477-8226 

Research Assistants 113?? IdJho A«e «06LE Los AngWes. CA 900Z5

CUSTOM CURSES: Tired of thieves, 
bosses, neighbors? We can help, with special 
instructions, certificate. Also free info, on 
KING TUT'S CURSE. For more info., like 
NAGGING SPOUSE KIT, send for free 
brochure. Please send $1.00 for S/H to JIM'S 
ARTS, P.O. Box 1590, Hawaiian Gardens, CA 
90716.

SeXXy 
SOFTWARE

CONNOISSEUR 
COLLECTION

ALL NEW! In 256 Color VGA!! 
Sexxy Dish *CC1 • * YOU BE

GAIC HTW 7BHE SOW W THE STAR * Trie FIRST CUSTOM 
IZABLE movie allows you to write the 
dialog and Itie tills. You can star with 
trie partner of your choice. Incredible 
scenes display wilfi your dialog. ONLY 
AVAILABLE FROM US! 
Sexxy Disk #CC2 • THE RRST 
SOUND MOVIE! The first computer 
erotic movie with SOUND. See the in 
credible 256 color VGA graphics while 
hearing the actual dialog. OURS 
EXCLUSIVELY!
Sexxy ask #CC3 • TOE BEST 
MOVE1 The best computer movie 
available. Only for trie serious collector. 
256 stunning VGA colors. 
1 Movie $29 2 Movies S49 3 Movies 165 
- All CC Disks Reguire VGA monitor 
and hard disk —over 1 MB of action

256 COiO« VGA GMfHCS 
The game everyone has been 
waiting for Forlriat evening 
you won'l forget with a loved 
one or group oi very close 
friend; Fuflil your sexual 
desires find on! tow your 
partner would rally lifca 10 
make love. * (ta 80 wlor 
VGA scenes • Real voices 
guide Ifie action • Foreplay 
oplion • Sexual preference 
option straight, gay, 01 
anything goes • Play with !-S 
close friends
OVER 5 IB Of PURE ACTON 
IT! Special Offer 169 wijh 
the purchase ol any CC disk 31 
nrjht Requires VGA and hard 
dis* — shipped on high 
density disks

ADD S3 S/H • 3.5" OR FOREIGN ORDEFS ADD SJ/OISK • IN PA ADD TAX: 
VISA/MC Orders only 800-243-1515 Ext. 600LP 

2H HOURS / 7 DAYS • MUST STATE AGE OVER 21
Or CK/MO to: SeXXy Software, 

2880 Bergey Rd, Dept 600LP, Hatfield, PA 1 9440

UNUSUAL BOOKS COMIC BOOKS
THE PAPER TRIP!. or II....$18 ZAP COM1X SPECIAI......... $30
THE OUTLAWS BIBLE......$15 TWISTED IMAGE...............$13
LEGAL HIGHS....................$8 UNDERGROUND COMKJ...$1S
SUBWAY SURVIVAL...........SB FREAK BROTHERS.......... ..$11
UrJDEHCOVER WOKK......S13 HPPV STORIES..................$1O
ADD SI PER BOOK FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING. CATALOG $2 
FSS BOOKS, PO BOX 232 FASTSERVICEI 

FAIR OAKS, CA 95628-0232 (916) 725-0341

JOE BOB BRIGGS DRIVE-IN REVIEW, ZIPPY 
THE PINHEAD, LYNDA BARRY, FEIFFER, 

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM, MARK 
RUSSELL, RODRIGUES, HICKERSON & 

MORE—HOOT, THE BI-WEEKLY HUMOR 
TAB: $15/YEAR-$2.SO/SAMPLE COPY 

SEND CHECK OR M/0 TO: HOOT 
PO BOX'02184 

COLUMBUS. OH 43202

ompon 

-SenJ lA-^.MfiNEl'OtlDeK
.. 

, Indiana, y/fo 3

Resumes Suck!
Yours looks like everyone else's. You needan 
edge. Send for our result-getting letter that 
you tailor to yourself. A new idea, and it 
works'. 1. $5.00 check or M/0. Furman, 
Box 246, Westtown, N.Y. 10998.

We Beat Any Price!
LOWESTPRICES

FASTEST SERVICE

BUY 2 GET 1 
FREE*

FREE CATALOG

tOO-237-3759/
Prlcsi pif bottls

DECONGESTANTS Ephidrlni IDOcI l.OOOct 
Mini White Cross (thick or thin) 25mg B.OO 17.00 
Mini Pink Heart 25mg 600 23.00 
Small Black or Yellow Capsule 25mg 7.00 25 00

ENEHGIZERS Tiblels Cifleine lODc! I.OOOct 
White*/ Blue specks I50mg 6.00 28.00 
Large Pink Heads 200mg 6.00 25.00 
White 20/20 175mg 6.00 28.00 
Blue 30/30 175mg 7.00 30.00 
357 Magnum Pink and White 200mg 6.00 30.00

Large Capsule!
Blue/Clear or Green/Clear 200mg 7.00 35.00 
While or Black Mole 200rng 7 00 35.00

Small Capsules 
Yellow or Black 200mg - 7.00 35.00

SLEEP AIDS IDOtl I.OOOcI 
Orange Tablel (50mg Diptienyflramine) 7 00 30.00

DIET AIDE PPA-HCL IDtel l.OOOct
Quick Lots. Strongest AuiliaSle w/n a Prescription 

Yellow Film Coated Caffeine Free 
Time-Release Caplet 75mg 7.00 30.00 
Red and Clear Capsule 75mq 7.00 35.00

FLASH CAP
"Ihe Body Energizef

.toww****** 30 Count Bottle;
•rt(iTgQ |x>'Jtniegett«gt1ie V.YD
•wnaww 90 Count Bottle:

(OuantilyDiiCounliAvaiiotjie)
Pntltisls are sale lor use only 61 persons nealtlty and net pregnant.

All major credit cards accepted
Call (or COD or Credit Card Orders or Send Credit 
Card Number/Exp, Oale or Send Money Order 
With/Name Address and Phone. Add 13.00 Shipping.
800-237-3759 412-471-7455 

NATION WIDE PURVEYORS, INC.
P.O. Box 8539, Department L. PPgh-, PA 15220

FREE! WORLD'S LARGEST Singles 
magazine "Cupid's Destiny". Worldwide 
listings. Beautiful Ladies, Handsome Men. 
Pictures, Descriptions. WORLDWIDE, Box 
5637-NL, Reno, NV 89513-5637.______

WATCH REPLICAS
LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED 
NATIONWIDE! 2 Year Warranty! Exact 
Weight & Color! 18 KTGoldplated! 
Watch Replicas! Call (800) 404-963-3872

i, -w.; [XL T-Shirt »1 5pi-
'XL Swt-Sh.rl i23| JUST SAY
•cnooie A or 6

_^ 'send Chk or mo

' Th* ComiiGroupt
__ .._,. PQ Bo. 3322 
THIS Hcr^ct-, TX.

78551
MAYBE

BABES IN THAILAND amateur erotic 
videos. One-hour preview video: $29.00. Ten 
color photos: $11. Sample photo/catalog: $3. 
State age. VOYAGE, 41 Sutler, #1309-5, 
San Francisco, CA 94104.

ADULT VIDEOS 100's to choose from. All 
categories, lowest prices guaranteed. Send 
$5.00 for catalog (refunded with first order) to: 
Bridgeport Video, FOB 4098, Bellingham WA 
98227.
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The Uncanny X-Meri Trading Cards. Enter A 
Whole New Dimension Of Action And Adventure,

NEW FROM MARVEL COMICS! This is one tough pack to keep intact. One hundred 
explosive cards with all-new, all-original art by master illustrator Jim Lee. Featuring 
a full universe of X-Meri", plenty of Super Heroes, Super-Villains," and a new character 
never before seen by the public. Plus, for the firs! time, five randomly /".• 4'" v T v 
packed, limited-edition gold foil holograms. Don't miss these cards, 
or you'll be missing a whole new world of superhuman adventure!

TM and © 1992 Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc.
SUPER HEROES and SUPER-VILLAINS are co-owned trademarks.
All Rights Reserved.

1992. Produced and distributed exclusively by Impel Marketing Inc.
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Salem's 
revolutionary 
new FreshWrap 
seals in fresh taste 
much longer than 
ordinary "cellophane! 
So you get taste 
as fresh as the day 
it was made. 
Try it and you'll see. 
Suddenly everything 
else tastes old!

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal 
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

If unsatisfied, return the
unused portion of your purchase

and Salem will replace your product.
Void where prohibited by law.

199T HJ. REYNOLDS TOBXCCO CO . CONSUMER RELATIONS. WIN5TON-SALEM. NC 27102
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